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Preface

The Symposium on Information Theory in The Benelux, held annually
since 1980, brings together in a continuing forum specialists in coding
techniques, audio and visual signal processing, Shannon theory and
cryptography. The technical programme consists of papers in these fields
which describe original and unpublished work, both experimental and
analyical.

The discipline associated with the term Information Theory is presently
receiving a great deal of attention due to its profound impact on the
efficient utilization of communication systems. This attention is timely and
appropriate. Those fui esighted enough to recognize its significanee as a
specialists discipline not unlike micro-electronics or computer technology
appreciate the importance of its role in addressing a major element of the
world's information problems. Every bit saved through the application of
a new concept is a direct saving and affects the entire spectrum of the
Information Society. This fact is true for aerospace as well as terrestrial
systems of comrnunication.

Communication is not confined to the transport of information from one
place to the other. Information transport can also take place from one
moment in time to the other. It is therefore a privilege that Prof. J.K. Wolf
accepted an invitation to be the guest speaker at this symposium. Prof.
Wolf is a well-known expert in the field of coding techniques for the
magnetic recorder channel. He is affiliated with the Center for Magnetic
Recording Research, La Jolla, USA.

I am indebted to T.M.B. Schoenmakers of the Philips Research AV
department for his skilful assistance in preparing the proceedings.

Kees A. Schouhamer Imrnink , May 1988.
Philips Research Labora tories,
Eindhoven, The Netherlands



Generalized Write-Unidirectional Memory Codes

GENERALIZED WRITE-UNIDIREcrIONAL MEMORY CODES

*. **W.M.C.J. van Overveld and R.J.M Schmitt

We generaLize Write UnidirectionaL Memory (WUM) codes in the
foLLowing way. In a WUM code the number of messages that can
be sent at each point is fixed. Here we aLLow the number of
messages that can be transmitted in a a-cycLe (aLLowing
1 ~ a transitions onLy) to be different from the number of
messages transmi tted in a 1-cycLe. The set of achievabl.e
rate paiT·s for these codes is determined. Furthermore we
give constructions For these codes, and we show how they are
used to construct WUM codes achieving fairLy high rates.

1. INTRODUcrION

Write-Unidirectional Memory (WUM) codes ([lJ-[4J) are designed
for the repeated recording of data on a rewritable optical disk.
For technical reasons, writing on such a disk is performed in al-
ternating 0- and I-cycLes:

- in a a-cycLe we write O's only: we can change 1 's that are on the
disk (as a result of a previous writing action) into O's, but a's
cannot be changed.
- in a 1-cycLe, only l's can be written, i.e., only 0 ~ 1 transiti-
ons are allowed.

We assume that the encoder knows the state of the disk before
writing, but the decoder does not. We also assume that both users
know the "type" of the present cycle (0 or 1).

In this situation, error-free communication is possible with WUM
codes, defined below.

* Eindhoven University of Technology, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven.
Eindhoven Un ive rs i ty of Technology, Dept. of Mathematics and
Computer Science (student), P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven.



2 W.M.C.J van Overveld and R.J.M. Schmidt

DEFINITION 1: Let n. M E ~. An (n.M) WUM code consists of 2M sub-
nsets of {O.l} . say {SI.S2....~;TI.T2 .....TM}. such that for all i

and j. I ~ i ~ M. I ~ j ~ M the following holds:
(1) if i ~ j then Si n Sj = 0 and Ti n Tj = 0

(2) V ~ E Si 3 Y E Tj ~~Y

(3) V y E Tj 3 ~ E Si ~ ~ y.
where for ~ = (x!,...xn) and y (Yl'··.Yn). ~ ~ Y means:
xk = 1 G Yk 1 for all k (~ can be updated to y in a I-cycle).

The code is used as follows. Suppose we are in a O-cycle and the
encoder wants to store message i on the disk. i E {1.2....M}. 1ben
he chooses a word x from set S. depending on the word y that is on

- 1

the disk already (which is a word in some set T.). such that y is
J

updatable to ~ in this cycle. By (3). this is possible. The deco-
der. who receives ~. determines to which set S. it belongs (which

1
is possible because of (1)). If we are in a I-cycle. just inter-
change S's and T·s.

Thc efficiency of ~ WUM code is expressed in terms of its rate.
DEFINITION 2: the rate R of an (n.M) WUM code is defined as

R:= log(M)/n
(all logarithms in this paper are to base 2).

Borden [IJ has proved the following.
THEOREM 1: If R(n):= the maximum rate of an (n.M) WUM code. then

R(n) ~ ,and lim R(n) = '.
n-+OO

with ,:= loge 1+~ ) ~ 0.69424.

Few WUM codes with rates exceeding 0.5 are known [2.3.4J. The
best one has rate 0.5508. but its construction is quite complex.
Generalized WUM codes. as defined in Section 2. can be used to
construct "good" WUM codes (rate 0.5300) in an easy way. This is
shown in Section 3.
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2. GENERALIZED Will{ mDES

In our generalization of WUM codes, we allow distinct numbers of
messages in 0- and I-cycles. Hence we define the following.
DEFINITION 3: Let n, MO' MI

(GWUM code) consists of

E m. An (n,MO,M1) generaLized WUM code

nMO+M1 subsets of {O,l} , {SI,S2'··'~ :
o

i1,i2,j1 and j2' 1 ~ i1,i2 ~ MO'Tl,T2, ...,TM }, such that for all
1

l < jl,j2 ~ Mi thp following holds:
(I) if il ~ i2, jl ~ j2 then Si

l
(2) V ~ E S. 3 yET. ~ ~ y

11 J 1
(3) V yET. 3 ~ E S.

J 1 11

defined by R.:= log{M. )/n,
1 1

i = 0,1.

DEFINITION 5: The achLevabLe rate region, ~, is defined as the set
of all possible rate pairs (RO,Rl) of GWUM codes.

The region ~ is determined in Theorems 2 and 3, where it is

*shown that ~ equals ~ as defined below. The proofs of these theo-
rems are generalizations of Borden's proof of Theorem I.
DEFINITION 6: With h{p):= -p·log{p) - (l-p)·log{l-p), define

~*:= {( ~.h{~) a.h{~)) 0 ~ a,~ ~ I, a+~ 2 1 }.~' a

THEOREM 2: ~*::l~.

PROOF: Consider an (n,MO,Ml) GWUM code with rate pair (RO,Rl) and
message sets {Sl'S2' ... ,SM: Tl,T2,··· ,TM }. We show that numbers a

o 1
I-a ~and ~ exist, such that (RO,R1) ~ (~.h{---~---),a·h( a )), a+~ > I.

Here "(a,b) ~ (c,d)" is short for "a ~ c and b ~ d". Since one can
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check that ~* is a convex region, this will prove the theorem.
Let Wo be the largest weight (number of l's) of any word occur-

ring in an Si' and let wl be the snallest weight in any Ti' Define
a:= (n-wO)/n, and ~:= wl/n; then 0 ~ a ~ 1, 0 ~ ~ ~ 1. If ~ € Si
has weight wO' it must be possible to update ~ to any of the Tj's
in a I-cycle «2) of Definition 3). This means that some (say w) of
the (n-wO) zeros in ~ remain zeros, and the rest is changed into
ones, such that the new word has weight ~ wl. Hence

n-wl
L

w = 0

n-w
( 0)

w

Similarly, a word ~l € Tj having weight w1 must be updatable to any
Si. As in the previous case, this yields

If (l-~) < a/2 and (I-a) < ~/2, we can apply a wellknown estiwa-
te for a sum of binomial coefficients, yielding

I-a

2
n-~h(-~-)

MO ~ and wi th a+B > 1,

which proves the statement. If (l-~) ~ a/2 or (I-a) ~ ~/2, it is
somewhat more tedious to prove the desired inequalities. We omit
the details. 0

THEOREM 3: ~* C ~.

PROOF: Let ( ~-h( l;a ) , a-he l:~ ) ) € ~*, a+~ > 1, 0 ~ a,~ ~ 1.
We show that for é > 0 an (n,MO,Ml) GWUM code exists having rate

pair (RO,Rl) with IRa - ~-h( l;a )1 ~ é and IRI - a-he l:~ ) I ~ é.
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n- {(3h(1-a)_é}
Let é > 0, n large, MO:= 2 (3

Consider all words in {O,I}n that have weight wO:= l(l-a)nJ, and
randomly assign labels from {1,2, ... MO} to them. For a given la-
beling, we define the set Si as the set of all words of weight Wo
that have label i, i = 1, ... ,MO' Analogously we assign labels from
{1,2, ... ,M~} to the words of weight w1:= lf3nJ,and this defines the
se t s Tj for j :;;; ,Ml, Let

n-wO n'ah(~) - oen)
ka:= (n-w) 2 a

1

l-an'(3h(-) - oen)
2 (3

Then ka is the number of possibilities to change a fixed word of
weight Wo into some word of weight w1' using 0 ~ 1 transitions, and
k1 is the number of possible changes from a fixed word of weight w1
to a word of weight Wo in a a-cycle. Let P be the probabilityWo
that a random labeling is such that a fixed word ~ of weight Wo
cannot be updated to each of the T .. As in [IJ, we can bound P by

J Wo

én-oen)
exp (-2 ) for n ~ 00.

Analogously, if P is the probability that a word y of weightw1
w1 cannot be updated to each of the Si' we find

én-oen)
P ~ exp (-2 ).w1

Now the total probability P of the event that the random labeling
does not yield a GWUM code can be bounded by

én-oen)
~ exp (-2 ).P ~
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Therefore P ~ 0 if n ~ 00, and hence almost all labelings result in
GWUM codes if n is large enough. o

This establishes ~* as the achievable rate region. It is inte-
resting to note that this region is equal to Shannon's outer bound
for the capacity region of the binary multiplying channel [5J.

3. A CONSfRUcrION METHOD

As mentioned in the introduction, it is difficult to construct
WUM codes with high rates. Here we present an elegant construction
for WUM codes by combining certain (easily constructed) GWUM codes.
First we show how the combination of GWUM codes is done.
LEMMA: Consider an (n,MO,M1) GWUM-code with message sets Si'
rate pair (RO,R1). A (2n,MOoMI) WUM-code with rate (RO+RI)/2
constructed by taking for all 1 ~ i ~ MO' 1 ~ j ~ MI:

T. and
J

can be

A

Sij:: (Si,Tj) and Tij:: (Ti ,Sj)
A

with A:: {1-~1~ E A}, and (A,B):: {(~,Q) I ~ E A, Q EB}.

Now we give a construction of GWUM codes that are such that the
corresponding WUM code (constructed using the lemma) has reasonably
high rate.

Let m, k E ~. We are going to construct an (n,MO,MI) GWUM code

with n:: mok, MO:: k+1 and MI:: «2m-1)k+1)/2. For j: 1, ..,k, let
Sj:: { ~:(x1,x2'" ,xn) I wt(~): I, xi: 1 G (j-1}m < i ~ jm }, and
Sk+1:: {Q} : {(o,o, ... ,a)}.

Now we must determine which sets can be used as T .. We define
J

~:: 1-~ if ~ ~ {Q,l}, Q:= Q, 1:= 1· Write ~ = (~1'" '~k) where ~i E

{O,l}m for all i. If x. ~ 0 for all i, then it is easy to check-1 -
A A

that {(~1'" '~)'(~1'·· ,~)} forms a Tj. The number of sets Tj that
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can be formed in this way is given by the expression for MI in
definition above.

For m = 4 and k = 3, this construction yields a (12,4,1688) GWUM

the

code. By the lemma we can construct a (24,6752) WUM code from this
that has rate ~ 0.5300.

The above construction method is a special case of a more gene-
ral one, in which the set S. consists of words of weight n-I having

J
their 1- position in some index set s., and the sets s. partition

J J
the set {1,2, ..,n}. However, we did not find GWUM codes in this way
for which the rate of the resulting WUM code exceeded 0.5300.
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BOUNDS ON THE SIZE OF CODES CORRECTING UNIDIRECTIONAL ERRORS

*J.H. Weber, C. de Vroedt *& O.E. Boekee

We first give a brief introduction in the theory of codes
correcting unidirectionaL errors in connection with
symmetric and asymmetric error correcting codes. Then some
bounds on the size of a code of Length n correcting t or
fewer unidirectionaL errors are derived (l::E;t::E;n).FinaLLy,
we present a tabLe summarizing some resuLts on doubLe error
correct ing codes (t=2), wh ich fa LLow from t/1ese hm I'leis,

I. I NTRODl JCTI ON

We con~ider coding systems with a binary memoryless channel and
use d binary block code C of length n (C£;(GF(2))n). In the sequel
we wi I I refer to the transition Q~l as Q-error and to the
transition 1~ as 1-error. Most classes of codes have been
des igned for use on symmetr ic channe Is, on wh ich a-errors and
1-errors occur with equal probabil ity (symmetric errors) .
However, in certain appl ications, such as optical communication,
the error probabi lity from 1 to 0 is significantly higher than the
error probability from 0 to 1. These appl ications can be modeled
by an asymmetric channel, on which only 1-errors can occur
(asymmetric errors). Further, some of the recently developed VLSI
memory systems behave Iike an unidirectional channel, on which,
even though both 1~ and O~l errors are possible, all errors are
of the same type in a single data word (unidirectionaL errors).

Of course, symmetric error correcting codes can also be used to
correct un idirect iona I errors. However, it is Iike Iy that codes
correcting up to t unidirectional errors can be constructed, which
contain more codewords than corresponding codes of the same length
correcting up to t symmetric errors.

Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Information Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands

** Delft University of Technology, Department of Mathematics and
Informaties, P.O. Box 356, 2600 AJ Delft, The Netherlands
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In order to study the error correcting capability of a code C,

we define three distances di(~'~) (i=1,2,3)
n n

~=(uI,u2,···,Un)E(GF(2)) and ~=(vI,vz,···,vnlE(GF(2)) :

dl (~, ~l N(~,~) +N(~,~) ,

d2(~'~) 2max~N(~,~),N(~,~) r,

between

{

dl(~'~)
d3(~, y_) = d (u, v)

2 --

where N(~,y_)=I~i IUtO 1\

if N(~,~)=O v N(y_,~)=O

if N(~,y_»O 1\ N(~,~»O '

v.=1rl. It is obvious
1

that d (u, v)1--

The (Hamming) distance d (u,v)1-- is related to

the distance d2(~'~) by

d2(~'~) = dl(~'~) + Iw(~)-w(~) I,

where w(~)=I~i lut1 ri, the weight of~. Note that d3(~'~) is not a

metric on (GF(2))n (for n~3l, since it doesn't satisfy the

triangle inequality (example (n=3): d
3
(110,100) + d

3
(100,001)

1+2 3 < 4 = d
3
(110,001)).

For a code C we define also three distances d. (i=1,2,3):
1·

di = minidi(~'Y_) 1~,~EC,~"'y_r for i=1,2,3.

Again, it is obvious that dl:Sd3:Sdz for all codes C.

The following theorem give3 necessilry and sufficient conditions

for the error correcting capabi I ity of a code. The theorem is wel I

known in different notations.

Theorem 1 : Let C be a code with distances d. (i=1, 2, 3).
1

a) ([3] ) C can correct up to t symmetric er-r-or-s iff dl~2t+1 ;

b) ([2] ) C can correct up to t asymmetric errors iff dz~2t+1 ;

cl ([ 1]) C can correct up to t unidirectional errors iff d3~2t+1 .0

Let A(n,t) denote the maximum number of codewords in a code of
1

length n with di~2t+1 for i=1,2,3. In this paper we are interested

in upper and lower bounds on A
3
(n,tl. It is obvious that AI(n,tl :S

A
3
(n,tl :S Az(n,tl for l:st:Sn. In Section 11 some other bounds on

A}n,t) are derived. A table of bounds on A
3
(n,2l (for 2:sn:S23) is

stated in Section Ill.
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11. BOUNDS

In [2] the Borden bounds on A (n,t) were presented:
.2'

A2(n,t)slt+1)A1ln,t) and A2In,tlsA1(n+t,tl for lstsn.
Us ing arguments s im i1ar to Borden' s we can sharpen these bounds
for the unidirectional case (Theorem 2 and Theorem 4j. We also
give a connection between A3(n,t) and A2(n,tl (Theorem 5).

Theorem 2 : Aj(n,t) s tA1ln,t) for lstsn.
Proof Let C be a code of length n with d3~2t+1 and

ICl =A) (ri , t ) . Oef ine
Sr = 1~EClw(~l=2r (mod 2tl v w(~)=2r+1 (mod 2tl ~

for r=O, 1, ... ,t-1.

t-l
Hence C= U

r=O
Sand S .I\S.=0 for each i~j.
r 1 J

We shall prove that each Sr is a code with dl~2t+l.
Let U,VES , u~v, w(v)~w(u).-- r -- - -

a) The case N(y,~»O.
Note that either w(y)-w(~)sl or w(y)-w(~)~2t-1.
(i) The case w(y)-w(~)sl.

Since d (v,u)~d (v,u)~2t+l and d2(_v,_u)is even, it2-- 3--

follows that d2(y,~)~2t+2. Hence
dl(y,~)=d2(y,~)-(w(y)-w(~))~2t+2-1=2t+1.

(ii1 The case w(y)-w(~)~2t-1.
Since N(~,yl-N(y,~)=w(yl-w(~l~2t-l and N(y,~J~l,
it fol lows that
d (v,u)=N(u,v)+N(v,u)~2t-1+2N(v,u)~2t+l.
1-- -- -- --

b) The case N(y,~)=O.
In this case dl(y,~l=d3(y,~J~2t+1.

In conclusion, ISrlsA1(n,tJ Iir=O,l,... ,t-l. Hence

[c I
t-l
z

r=O
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From Theorem 2 it fol lows that A3(n, l)~Al(n, 1) for n~l. Of course
A3(n,1)~Al(n,1) for n~l. Hence A3(n,1)=A1(n,1) for n~l. This
agrees with the remark of Base and Rao ([1]), that there is no
difference between single symmetric errors and single
unidirectional errors.

Lemma 3 (Borden) : Let jE~ 1,2,3, ... r.
We define the function f. : Z ~ (GF(2))j by

-J
(s(w).s(w+l) •...• s(w+j-1)).

where
s(w)= {O if w=O,l, .... j (mod 2j+2)

if w=j+l, j+2, .... 2j+l (mod 2j+2) .
Then

a) dl(f.(x).f.(y)) + d1(f (x+j+l),f (y)) j
-J -J -J -J

for any integers x and y;
b) y-x-l ~ dl(f .(x).f .(y)) ~ y-x

-J -J
for any integers x and y such that x~ysx+j+l.

Proof
in [2].0

The proof is straightforward. An outline can be found

Theorem 4 : A3(n.t) ~ AI(n+t-l.t) for l~tsn.
Proof : From Theorem 2 it to I lows that the theorem ha 1ds for'

n~t=l. Hence we only have to consider the case n~t~2. Let e be a
code of length n with d/2t+l and size A3(n,tJ. Let ~-l 71. ~

(GF(2))t-1 be defined as in Lemma 3. We now construct a code 0 of
length n+t-l by lengthening each codeword _c of e with f (w(c)):

4-1 -

o = ~C.~_'~_1(w(£))) I£Eq.

By using Lemma 3 it can be proved that 0 is a code correcting up
to t symmetric errors ([5]). Hence

A3(n,t) = lel = lol s AI(n+t-l,t).o

Proof Let e be a code of length n with d2~2t+l and
lel=A2(n,t). Define
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Sr = 1~EClw(~)=r,r+1, ... ,r+t (mod 3t+1) ~
for r=O, 1, ... ,3t.
We shall prove that each Sr is a code with d3~2t+1.
Let ~,~ESr' ~;ty_, w(y_)~w(~).
Note that either w(y_)-w(~)~t or w(y_)-w(~)~2t+1.

a) The case w(y_)-w(~)~t.
Since ~,Y_EC, it follows that d2(~,y_)~2t+l.
Suppose N(~,yl=Q or N(~,~l=Q. then
d2(~,y_)=2(w(y_)-w(~))~2t<2t+1.
This contradicts d (u,v)~2t+1.2 --
Hence N(~,y_»O and N(y_,~»O, and so
d3(~'y_)=d2(~' y_)~2t+l.

b) The case w(y_)-w(~)~2t+l.
In this case d3(~,~)~dl(~,~)~w(~)-w(~)~2t+l.

In conclusion, ISrl~A3(n,t) 'v'r=O,1,... ,3t.
Further, it is easy to see that each codeword of Cis a 1so a
codeword of exactly t+1 codes Sr (11r!£ESr~l=t+1 'v'£EC).Hence

3t
(t+l)A2(n,t) = (t+l)!CI = ~ ISrl ~ (3t+1)A3(n,t).Dr=O

Note that we can also write Theorem 5 as

Hence

We can now obtain bounds on A3(n,t) by combining Theorems 2, 4,
and 5 with known bounds on AI(n,t) and A2(n,t).

III. TABLE

Table I shows upper and lower bounds on A.(n,2) (for 2~n~23 and
1

i=1,2,3). The bounds on AI(n,2J are taken from [3), while the
bounds on A2(n,2) are taken from [4].
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TABLE I

BOUNDS ON A.(n ,2) FOR i=1,2.3, AND 2::Sn::S23
1

n Al Ln , 2) A
3
(n.2) AZ (ri , 2)

2 1 b1d 1
3 1 b1d 2
4 1 g2d 2
5 2 b2d 2
6 2 e2d 4
7 2 g4d 4
8 4 g6d 7
9 6 g8-12d 12

10 12 g16-18a 18
11 24 g26-32a 30-32
12 32 952-61 f 54-63
13 64 g92-114a 98-114
14 128 g184-218a 186-218
15 256 b256-340d 266-398
16 256-340 g352-680c 364-739
17 512-680 g640-1277 f 647-1279
18 1024-1288 g1216-2372d 1218-2380
19 2048-2372 b2048-4096d 2050-4242
20 2560-4096 b2560-6942d 2564-8069
21 4096-6942 g4224-13774d 4251-14374
22 8192-13774 g8448-24106d 8450-26679
23 16384-24106 b16384-48212c 16388-·50200

a) A
3
(n.2) ::SAZ(n ,2) (Section I )

b) A
3
(n.2) ~ Al (ri , 2) (Section I )

c) A
3
(n.2) ::S2AI (ri , 2) (Section I I • Theorem 2)

d) A
3
(n,2) ::SAl(n+l, 2) (Section I I , Theorem 4)

el A
3
(n,2) ~ (3AZ (n ,2l l/7 (Section I I • Theorem 5)

f) integer programming bound obtained in [5]
g) code constructed in [5]
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EXTENSION OF THE BCH DECODING ALGORITHM IN ORDER TO DECODE BINARY
CYCLIC CODES UP TO THEIR MAXIMUM ERROR CORRECTION CAPACITIES

P.Stevens

The BCH algorithm can be extended in order to correct more
errors than indicated by the BCH-bound.In the first step of
the decoding procedure we correct a number of errors,

corresponding to a particular instance of the Hartmann-Tzeng
bound.In the second step we aim at full error correction.
Therefore it is necessary to test at most a certain number
of field elements of an extension field.A measure for the
worst-case quantity of these tests is given for conventional
binary cyclic codes of lenqth n ~ S7.

I. INTRODUCTION

Binary cyclic codes can be decoded by the well-known BCH algo-
rithm, up to the BCH-bound and even up to a particular instance of
the Hartmann-Tzeng (HT)-bound, as we will show in section Ill. We
denote by to the number of errors that can be straightforwardly
corrected ln the so-called first step of the decoding procedure.

Our main interest is directed towards correcting more than to
errors in the second step of the decoding algorithm. We actually
search for a method of correcting a number of errors between to+1
and t=L(d-1)/2J ' where d denotes the true minimum distance of the
code. In section IV we describe how the BCH algorithm may be exten-
ded to the second step, and at what cost. Therefore we define a

*code parameter W that measures indeed the price we have to pay ln
exchange for full error-correcting capacity.

Vrije Universiteit Brussel , Toegepaste Wetenschappen , WISA ,
Pleinlaan 2 , B 1050 Brussel, België
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II. CYCLIC CODES A..'lD HINIMUH DISTANCE BOUNDS

A binary cyclic (n,k) code of odd length is generated by a gene-
rator polynomial g(X) of degree n-k. Let GF(2m) be the splitting
field of Xn+1 and let a E GF(2m) be a primitive nth root of unity
m. (X) denotes the minimal polynomial or i The defining ofa set a~
code ~s R = { J : aJ ~s a z e r o of g(X) }

A cyclic code with b b+r b+(0-2)r haszeros a , a , ... , a m~n~mum
distance at least O. The integer r must be coprime to n. The para-
meter 0 is called the BCH-bound of the code.

A cyclic code with zeros ab+ilrl+i2r2 for all il =0, I, ... ,0-2
and all i2 = 0,1, ... ,s has minimum distance at least o+s. The
integers rl and r2 must be coprime to n. The parameter 0HT = o+s
~s called the HT-bound of the code.

A particular instance of realizing the HT-bound ~s : s+1 to
and 0-1 == to+1 ; then 0HT ;= 2to+1 , so the code is at least
to-error-correcting. Its defining set contains to strings of to+1
integers as a subset, which we may arrange in a (to by tü+l) array.
We introduce the concept of HT-array, corresponding to an error-
correcting capacity T by the following definition:

HT(T) = [ Wij J I < j < T+I

gcd (rI ,n) gcd(r2 ,n)

(mod n )

The largest value T for which HT(T) CR, ~s defined as to
clear that 0HT ~ 2to+l.

Note that the string of 0-1 integers, appearing ln the BCH-bound,

it ~s

mayalso be regarded as an HT(T) array for T = L(0-1)/2j , wIl = b,
rl = "z = r. Consequently: L(oBCH-I)/2j < to'

Although the BCH algorithm is originally conceived to correct
L(oBCH-I)/2j or less errors, we will state in the next section that
it is actually able to correct UD to to errors.
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Ill. FIRST STEP: CORRECTING to ERRORS BY DIRECT COMPUTATIONS

We show that the BCH algorithm may be slightly modified such
that it can be applied in order to correct to errors. We assume
that an array HT(to) is known and that V (v ~ to errors have

n-] 1.occurred. The error pattern e(X) L e.X has V nonzero
i=O 1.

components e.
.L]

e. , ... , Pi
1.2 V

The locators are the V following elements of GF(2m) 1.
et. y

] ~y<\)
h \i hv- h 0 ]The powersums are Sh = e(et. ) y~] L;y , ,

The polynomial o(z) is o(z) V r]locator
.TI] Cl C; • z)1.= 1.

V i'<'

i~O o. z , Uo1.
The Newton identities turn out to be

S
wi,v+I + °V o

The indices of the powersums that are involved 1.n this set of linear
C'1UäLl.UllS, corr ë spond to the entries of HT(V) ç HT(t

o
)' As we can

prove that the (v by v) matrix I" sJ' I ~ i,j ~ v ,is non-L "ij
singular, we find a unique solution (a] , . ,. , 0v ),
After the zeros of o(z) being computed and inverted, we end up with
r]

L;. ] ~ i ~ v . The locators L;. can easily be derived by recalling1. 1.
that there exist integers u and v such that u.rI + v.n = ]

Hence :
r] u

( L;. )1. L;. ,1.
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IV. SECOND STEP CORRECTING UP TO tERRORS

If the algorithm in its first step outputs a failure, more than
tó' say T, errors must have occurred. Yet we wish to apply the BCH
algorithm. We still use the Newton identities, constructed upon the
entries of some array HT(T) which is, however, no longer a subset
of the defining set R of the code. We denote by N' (N' > I) the
number of powersums S that now appear as unknown quantities in

qj
the Newton identities. As 2S2k = Sk ' these Sq. need not all be

J
indepRndent. In order to obtain a set of independent parameters,
we only consider powersums whose indices belong to distinct cyclo-
tomic cosets modulo n. Doing so, we end up with an N-tnple

S ) of powersums that appear as independent un-
PN

known quantities in the Newton identities.
As the powersum S = e(aP) takes 2bp differp.nt values in GF(2m),

P
ill eX), we conclude that
p

, S ) or N'-tuples
PN

there exist 2~ different
(S, S) over GF(2ill)

ql qN'

where b = deg
p

N-tuples (S
PI

where ~ 1S defined as N
i~1 deg m eX)

Pi

If we insert all these 2~ possibilities for the parameters in the
Newton identities, we must find the error pattern e(X) of weight T
(T ~ t). This second step of the decoding procedure apparently
requires at most 2~ tests.

We judge it useful to present the fundamental aspect of our de-
coding method. A cyclic code C is considered as the direct sum of a
T-error-correcting subcode C' and some code C" The received word
r = c + e 1S decoded as follows: for each c" E C", decode r + c"
using the BCH algorithm that corrects T errors in C'. When this de-
coding results in a codeword c' E C', the final output 1S c'+ c"E C.
l.Jeare concerned about finding subcodes of C such that C" is of
minimal cardinality.
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It is clear that we alm at constructing an array HT(T) such that
*the value of ~ is minimized. He call this an optimal array HT (T);

it is determined by letting a computer program run exhaustively
through the defining set of the code and perform the following
operations :
I.V b E {O,I, ... ,n-I} ; V rI' r2 E {I,2, ... ,n-l} , gcd(rl,n) = I

gcd(r2,n) = I construct the array HT(T)(b,rl,r2), according to
the definition in section 11, where wl I = b

?For each arr~y HT(T)(b,rl ,r2)
2.I.consider the distinct q. E ( HT(T) \ R ) , their cardinality

J
is N' .

2.2.select those integers that belong to distinct cyclotomic co-
sets modulo n, always considering the smaller if two integers
are in the same cyclotomic coset

2.3.determine deg m (X) = card C
Pi Pi

2.4.compute the sum ~(T,b,rl,r2) =

denote them by PI ,··.,PN·
I ,;;;;i ,;;;;N.

N
.LIl=

deg m (X)
Pi

*3.Select the mlnlmum value ~ among all ~, corresponding to the
* * * *optimal array HT (T)(b ,rl,r2). This array is not unique; anyof

them will do, for instance that one with the smallest values of
* * *r1,r2,b respectively.

We conclude that, ln order to correct Terrors ln the second step
of the BCH decoding procedure, the Newton identities have to be
filled in by the powersums S

w ..lJ
*w .. E HT (T).lJ

Among these powersums, there lS an unknown N-tuple (S ,... ,S
PI PN

*over GF(2m), having 2~ distinct possibilities which must all be
tried until the decoder finds an error pattern of weight T. If
these possibilities are performed in parallel, the computations may
be stopped as soon as any parallel circuit outputs an error pattern
of weight T.
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*The principal conclusion is that the codes with a small parameter W
are of practical interest to be decoded by the extended BCH algorithm.
An anonymous referee states that all the previous work in this area
lS more complex and probably cannot use parallel computations as
effectively as the method presented here.

We finally list an excerpt from the tables which are given com-
pletely in the paper to appear in IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory (sub-
mitted in December 1987).

We just note thac the extended algorithm mayalso be applied in
order to decode binary cyclic linear unequal error protection codes
(LUEP codes) up to che 11igh order error protectinn level; we refer
again to the original paper where this topic is treated in detail.

V. RESULTS

A complete list of binary cyclic codes of length n ~ 57 , having
0BeH < d is given in [4] . We just present some of them in the
following table. Each code is indicated by its length n, dimension
k, minimum distance d, the BCH-bound ° and the set K, consisting of
those integers j such that the generator polynomial is :
g(X) = n

JEK
m. (X) .
J

Furthermore we present an optimal array
* J *printed when different from r1 and b
*We list the elements p. E HT (L) \ R

l

* * *HT (L) by L,rl ,r2 (only

*and we give the value of ~ .
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* * * *n k d cS K T r1 r2 b p. u
1.

21 9 8 6 0,1,3,7 3 1 0 5 6
31 21 5 4 1,7 2 3 7 25 0
::lI 20 6 4 0, I,5 2 8 0 0
31 11 11 7 1,3,7,11 4 3 13 0

5 3 10 5
33 11 11 8 1,3,11 4 29 0

5 5 24 26 10
35 7 14 12 0,1,3,5 6 29 30 3
43 15 13 7 1,3 4 37 0

5 17 0
6 37 0

51 25 10 5 1,3,17,19 3 23 0
4 47 0

55 25 11 7 1,5 4 13 19 20
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EXTREMAL DOUBLY-EVEN CODES OF LENGTH 64 DERIVED FROM SYMMETRIC
DESIGNS

S.N. Kapralov* and V.D. Tonchev**

ABSTRACT. Any symmetric 2-(31,10,3) design gives rise to a
binary self-dual doubly-even code of length 64, and the code is
extremal if and only if the design does not possess any ovals [15J.
Codes derived from the known symmetric 2-(31,10,3) designs without
ovals and their automorphism groups are investigated. It is shown
that the 6 known such designs lead to 4 inequivalent extremal codes,
one code having [ull automorphism group of order 2.

1. Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions and

facts from coding and design theory [3J,[6J,[10J,[11J,[14J.
All codes to be considered are binary and linear. The dual code

of an (n,k) code C is denoted by Cl. A code is self-orthogonal

(resp. self-dual) if ceCl (resp. C=C1). The weights of all words
in a binary self-orthogonal code are even. If, in addition, all
weights are divisible by 4, the code is called doubly-even. A doubly-
even self-dual (n,n/2) code exists if and only if n~O (mod 8), and
the minimum weight d of such a code is bounded by

d ~ 4[n/24J+4.
A code satisfying the equality in the above bound is called

extremal. The words of minimum weight in an extrema I code yield an
1-, 3-, or 5-design provided that n~16, 8, or 0 (mod 24).

The number of extremal codes is finite (but unknown).
A symmetric 2-(v,k,À) design is a set of v points together with

a collection of v k-subsets of points, called blocks, such that each
two points occur together in exactly À blocks. Any two blocks in a
symmetric 2-(v,k,À) design have exactly À common points. A design
can be represented by its
if the i-th point belongs

incidence matrix A=(a ..) , where a ..=1
lJ vxv lJ

to the j-th block and a ..=0 otherwise.
lJ

Higher Institute of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering,
Mathematics Department, Gabrovo, Bulgaria
University of Technology, Department of Mathematics and
Computing Science, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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2. A construction of doubly-even codes from symmetric designs
An oval in a symmetric 2-(31,10,3) design is a set of 4 points

such that each block contains at most 2 of them [2J.
The following theorem gives a construction of extremal doubly-

even self-dual (64,32) codes from symmetric designs without ovals.
THEOREM [1SJ. The rows of the following matrix

(1)

1 ... 1 0
1

I A

1

where I is an identity matrix and A is an incidence matrix of a
2-(31,10,3) design, generates a doubly-even self-dual (64,32) code

with minimum weight d~8. The code is extremal, i.e. d=12, if and

only if the design does not possess any ovals.

The fact that the code is self-dual and doubly-even follows from
the design parameters only. This is a particular case of a more
general construction of self-dual codes from symmetric designs [4J.
The bound for the minimum weight is proved by estimating the weight
of sums of at most 4 rows of the generator matrix (1) and the
following matrix

(2) 1

1

1
o 1 ... 1

which is both a parity check and a generator matrix of the same code.
The extremality of the code follows from the absence of ovals.

3. The known designs without ovals and their codes
The construction described in the theorem has inspired a search

for 2-(31,10,3) designs, especially ones without ovals. Since a
cyclic 2-(31,10,3) design does not exist [6J, it can be seen using
a result from [IJ that the only primes wich can possibly be orders
of automorphisms of a 2-(31,10,3) design are 7, 5, 3, and 2. The
designs with automorphisms of order 7 were enumerated in [16J.
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There are precisely 4 non-isomorphic such designs, one without ovals.
There are no designs with automorphisms of order 5 [12J, [16J. The
designs with an automorphism of order 3 fixing exactly one point
were investigated by the first author [8J, who found 14 designs,
4 of them without ovals. Finally, all designs with nontrivial
automorphism groups have been recently enumerated by Mathon [12J,
who found 38 designs, 6 of them without ovals.

Given a symmetric design with an incidence matrix A, the matrices
(1) and (2) generate the same code. Therefore, a design and its
dual, i.e. the design having as incidence matrix the transpose of
the incidence matrix of the initial design, generate equivalent
codes. Recall that twu codes are equivalent if one of them is
uuLdllll:U from the other by a permutation of coordinates, and an
automorphism of a code is an equivalence of the code with itself.

The six 2-(31,10,3) designs without ovals are divided into 4
classes by the duality relation: 2 self-dual designs and 2 pairs
consisting of dual designs [12J. In order to distinguish the codes
defined by the 4 designs we examine the sets of minimum code words.
Any extremal (64,32) code contains precisely 2976 words of weight
12, forming a 2976 by 64 incidence matrix (say B) of an 1-design
with parameters 1-(64,12,558), i.e. each column of B contains
exactly 558 ones [llJ. A code equivalence invariant is provided by
the set of scalar products of pairs of columns of B. Two coordina-

Ttes are placed in the same class if the corresponding rows of B B,
considered as multisets of numbers, are the same. The class sizes
of the four codes derived from designs, as well as those of the
extremal code constructed by Pasquier [13J, show that these five
codes are inequivalent.

Another equivalence invariant is provided by the distance
distribution between minimum weight code words.For each code word
x of weight 12 we compute the vector m(x)=(mI2,mI6,m20,m24)' where
mi is the number of code words of weight 12 at distance i from x.

Two words x, y are placed in the same class if m(x)=m(y). The class
sizes for the four codes derived from designs and the Pasquier code
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with respect to this invariant also distinguish the five codes.
4. Comments and remarks
4.1. The automorphism group of a design induces in an obvious

way an automorphism group of the related code. Moreover, if the
design is self-dual, there is a code automorphism interchanging the
first and the last 32 coordinates. Using the information provided
by the invariants described above and an algorithm similar to that
of Lean [9J, we were able to compute the full automorphism groups
of the codes by choosing an appropriate small subset of minimum
weight code words which generates the code and is a union of
classess with the same distance distribution.

4.2. A powerful method for construction of self-dual codes whj~h
has achieved recently a considerable development, is based on
consideration of automorphisms (cf., e.g. [SJ, [7J, [18J ). It was
proved by Yorgov [18J that the greatest prime which can be an order
of an automorphism of an extremal doubly-even (64,32) code is 31,
and there are precisely 38 inequivalent codes with this property.

Since an automorphism of order 31 fixes exactly 2 coordinates, it
follows from the class sizes of the coordinates of our codes that
none of them admits an automorphism of order 31. The Pasquier code
[13J also does not admit automorphisms of order 31. Tll1s follows
from the fact that the sizes of the classes of minimum weight words
with the same distance distribution are not divisible by 31.

An essential feature of the known methods using automorphism
groups is that they are applicable only for automorphism groups of
order not divisible by the characteristic of the underlying field.
In particular, only automorphisms of an odd order are handled for
binary codes.

The code derived from the design having full automorphism group
of order 2 (cf. [12J) has itself full automorphism group of order 2.
Therefore, such a code cannot be constructed by known automorphism
group techniques.

4.3. Some other extremal doubly-even codes (of length 40)
without nontrivial automorphisms of odd orders, as well as an
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extrema I code with trivial full automorphism group, have been
recently constructed by the second author [17J by use of Hadamard
matrices.

4.4. According to the results of Mathon [12J, any unknown
symmetric 2-(31,10,3) design must have trivial automorphism group.
Mathon [12J conjectured that a 2-(31,10,3) design has no ovals if
and only if it admits an automorphism of even order. Therefore,
either the Mathon conjecture does not hold true or there are no more
extremal (64,32) codes arising from symmetric 2-(31,10,3) designs.
We would like very much to beleive that the first of these two
alternatives takes place.
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CODING FOR DIGITAL RECORDING SYSTEMS

J.K.Wolf

M adem digital recording systems employ two types of codes: error correcting codes
for improving the reliability of the digital data and modulation codes for improving
the the linear density of the recording. The talk will summarize both classical and
some new approaches for coding for recording systems.

CMRR, University of California, La Jolla, CA 92093, USA
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GRACEFUL DEGRADATION OF DIGITAL SOUND FROM MAGNETIC
RECORDING CHANNELS

K.A. Scho uharner Immink

A new technique is presented for encoding and decoding digital audio signals, which
offers the advantage of« graceful degradation of the audio performance when the
signal is conveved over recording channels with a wide range of bands ....idths. The /lelt'
svstem /11(/\' wel! bc ofparucular value in applicotions involving the storage ot digital
audio signals when the exact bandwidth of rhe recording system is unknown. This
situation arises. Ior cxumple . when C/Jl1faCI between head and media is insufficient,

O. Introduetion The quality of digitally encoded audio signals is, up to certain system
thresholds. almost ideal. If, for some reason. the channel bandwidth is reduced below a
certain value, the symbol error rate can quite abruptly become so high that the decoding
electronics cannot cope with it. Even when very smart error correction schemes are
included, we will find that when the bandwidth is below the channel's threshold value, no
useful information can be retrieved by the receiver. This effect is riot normally found in
analog systems, which usually show a more gradual or graceful degradauon. There are a
number of ways in which digital symbols can be represcnted by physical parameters. All
these involve assigning a range of waveforms of a continuously variable physical function
to represent some digital symbol. Most digital systems now in use are binary and
synchronous, which means that in each symbol time interval or time slot a condition of.
e.g., current or no current. pit or no pit. positive or negative magnetization etc. is
transmitted (or stored) (Throughout the parlance of the communication engineer is used).
The receiver. under the control of its clock. properly phased with respect to the incoming
data. samples the received signal at the middle of each time slot. A single pulse transmitted
over a bandwidth-limited system is smeared out in time due to the convolution with the
channel's impulse response: a sample at the centre of a symbol interval is a weighted sum
of amplitudes of pulses in several adjacent intervals. This phenomenon is called intersymbol
interference (ISI). If the product 'of symbol time interval and system bandwidth is reduced.
the ISI will become more severe. This effect can become so great that the receiver -even in
the absence of noise- can no longer distinguish between the symbol value and the ISI and
will start to make errors. In this paper we shall present results of a new technique [I], [2]
where the IS1 has a different effect on the various streams of symbols of different
significanee.

L Basic concept Candidate codewords of length n are chosen with elements from a binary
alphabet. The codewords are also selected in such a way that they divide. according to a
predefined frequency domain criterion. the available frequency range of the channel into
smaller independent subcha nnels. The freq uency domain cri terion will be based on the
(Walsh)-Hadamard transform. We now select the codewords, denoted by x, X; E { -I, I},
i=l ..... /'I. neven. to have an odd parity, that is. the number of +I's is odd. The
codeword set is denoted by S. The reason behind this particular choice of code set will

Philips Research Laboratones. 5600 JA Eindhoven. The Netherlands
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The estimated values of .:,.1 SiS 11. denoted by L an; subsequently deterrnined lrorn the
polarity of i\. i.e .. ~;= 0 ift, < 0 else~, = I. Element :, is skipped. the other three decoded
symbols :: ..... :4 are the received (estimated) source symbols. It is now easy to understand
why the code set consists of codewords with an odd parity: dereetion can be kept very
simple by just taking tile signs of tile frequency transforrn compoueuts .1':,. The reader may
have noticed in Table I that the source word assignment to a specific codeword has been
prepared in such a way that the symbols .::- ... '':4 (the three symbols furthest to the right
111 the column furthest to the right) are equal to the three source symbols (the column
furthest to the left). The variable :,. which actually contains the unknown de term of the
received codeword. is net used. The columns #'2. J and .:\ of the Hadarnu rd matrix have an
equal number of plus and minus ones. so that any unknown superimposed de term will be
cancelled here and will have no effect on the decoding.

It is intriguing to observe that the power density Function of the code discussed here
does riot exhibit a vanishing power at the low Irequency end. whilst this is a property
usually found to be mandatory in channel codes to be aprlied in de-constrained channels
[3J. It has been seen in the previous example that an unreliable subchannel situated at the
low-frequency range can (by an a priori assignment) be discarded from the available set.
In a similar way we can, by an a priori assignment of source words/codewords, eliminate
one of the other subchannels. This intrcductory section has sought to outline in qualitative
terms the main idea of the frequency domain detection technique; in the following section
we will take a closer look at the more quantnative effects of intersymbol interterenee and
additive noise.

2. Channel Model It is assumed that the binary user information with a bit rate of
i l T is translated into a coded channel sequence having a channel bit rate of i l T,.. T,. ST.
The quotient R = T,.IT is. as usual, called the rate of the code. By virtue of the physics of
the recording channel. the recorded sequence a consists of binary digits a; E { -I, I} that
are generated each T._. second. The recorded channel sequence a = (a" .... ai,). taken to be
of arbitrary length A1, is a member of a predetined set Se of codewords. Assuming a linear
read-out rnechanisrn, the retrieved signal rtt) is of the form

oH

rU) = Ia;g(1 - iTe) + 1lH'(r).
;=1

(2)

where gft) is the channel waveform and 11",(1) is additive white Ga ussia n noise with
two-sided spectral density Nn/2. In other words. it is assumed that noise originates solely
from the read-electronics. The retrieved signal is low-pass filtered and subsequently
sampled at [= k T.c-

The analysis of the magnetic recorder channel is based on the Lorentzian channel
model [4]. According to this model the step response of the read-out process is of the form

+ (2ve/pll·so)2
(3)

where I' is the medium-to-head speed. K is a pr oportiouality constant and the parameter
1''''50 determines the dispersivity of the recording channel. The magnetic domains are

.t:
assumed to he recorded as perfect full-T, pulses PT (I) with constant amplitude • / _" . or

r ~ T
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become apparent in the following example. It can readily be verified that 2" -I codewords
satisfy this condition. We also define the frequency domain representation y of x. which
results from the nxn Hadamard trunsform. or

y = H;»:

where Hn. H"UJ) E { -l.l}. is the Sylvester-type nxn Hadamard matrix. This selection of
the frequency domain transform restricts the codeword length to powers of two (11 ~ 4).
Due to the particular choice of the codeword set 5 we find (this can easily be verified) for
any x E 5 that the elements Yi of the vector y = H,»: are non-zero. The basic concept of the
new technique will now be illustrated by the following simple example. Suppose, for sake
of simplicity, that the codeword is of length four. The Hadamard matrix is

l+I+I+I+IJ
I +1+1-1-1

H4=- .
2 +1-1-1+1

+1-1+1-1

The coefficients of the Hadamard matrix are ordered in correspondence with increasingly
rapid occurrence .of the zero crossings (the usual notion of frequency in the case of the
Fourier transform). The 2n-1 = 8 codewords with odd parity are (+ 1,-1,-1,-1), (-I. + 1,-1,-1)
(-I.-I. + 1,-1), (-1.-1,-1,+ 1) and their inverse counterparts. Table I shows the eight source
words, their cortesponding channel represenrations x, according to a coding rule to be
explained shortly, with their associated frequency domain representations y = H.,x and the
vector z with elements z, = 0 ifv, < 0 else z, = 1.

source x
000 -I + I + I +1
OOI -I - 1 .... I - I

OIO -1 - 1 1 + 1
011 +1 -I + I + I
100 -I + I I - I
ID! +1 + 1 + 1 - 1
110 +1 + 1-1+1
III +1 - I - I - I

y z
+1- 1 - J -I 1000
-1-1-1 +1 0001
-1-1 + J-I 0010
+1 - I + I -l- I rou
-I + I - I - I 0100
+1 + I -I + I 1101
+1 +1+1-1 1110
-J + I +! + I 0111

Table I - An example ofa rate 3/4 de - insensitive code

In this example wc find that III = 3 source symbols can be mapped onto 11 = 4 channel bits.
so we conclude that the rate of this code is 3/4. The new technique is illustrated by
assuming that the physical channel has an undesirable response at the low-frequency end.
For example. the received signal is superimposed on an unknown (quasi) dc component.
Suppose the source word 'lOO' is stored. The correspcnding channel representation found
from Table l. namely. (-I.1.-1.-ll. is trunsmiued. It is tacitly assumed that the symbols of
the codewords are transmitted serially. The retrieved codeword. denoted by r. generally
distorted by ISI and corrupted wi th noise. is now Hudamard-transforrned in the receiver
into 11 = 4 frequency cornponents. denoted by .~';.Or

(I)
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/ EI>
1'T,(!l = \j T . (4)

= O. otherwise.

E; denotes the energy-per-user bit. The channel waveform g(r) of the combined recording
in conjunction with the read-out process is given by

g(t) = j"f.UI(1 + TJ2) - hU - TJ2)}. (5)

The performance of the new system is evaluated assuming that a zero-forcing equalizer
precedes the Hadarnard transferm. The technique of the (zero-forcing) equalizer is well
established so that we will not dwell on its details [5]. The performance of the new
technique when an equalizer is employed in cascade with the Hadarnard transform can be
obtained in the following way.

Let (57 denote the noise variance in the i-th subchannel at the decision (discrimination)
point. The noise variance is given by (5]

(6)

where F, (f7;.) is the transfer function of the i-th. i = 2.3.4. subchannel and ;(1(jTJ is the
Fourier transform of the sampled channel auto-correlation function. When alias effects are
ignored the channel transfer function can be approxirnated by

X"T) ~fE; 'T) -rrljlTSjRV c::::::1r - sm(lrj ce" .
T(.

(7)

The normalized information density S is defined as

S = pWso .
vT (8)

This definition is given on the understanding that the user bit rate ïl T is constant in both
the coded and uncoded situation. The transfer function of the i-th. i = 2.3.4. subcha nnel
F; (JTJ can easily be found. Let. for example. i = 2. then

f·2
2(jT,.) = -4[ 11 + a -i2JtjT .. - ,,-i4ntT,. _ ,,-i6njT"I" = 16 . 2 IT 4 IT

• < " SIn IT c cos Ir C'

The noise variance of the conventionally. uncoded, that is R = l , partial response
P R( L - I) detected signal, denoted by <T~R' is found by substitutinu F;(fT) = 4 sinèlr/Tc

- ~
3. Audio Quality It is notoriously difficult to specify quantitatively the degree of annoyance
experienced by a human observer. Dostis [6] arrived at the following simple rnathernatical
relation that takes account of both the effects of quantization and incorrect decoding of the
received data.
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Si'iR = ------:-,7-..---- I'>}

') -èS + 4)' Prtt:,l2-2i
.;_"

i=1

where SNR is defined as the signal-to-noise ratio of the reconstructed audio signal. Prl!:.·i)

is the probability that the i-th audio symbol i, erroneously received. It is assumed that the
sound is linearly quaruised with .:::\ levels and that a natural representution is employed.
When Prl!:.",) is small we Iind the well-known relation between the SNR and the number

of quantization levels

S.VR = '22N ::::,(6N) dB.

An experiment on the effectiveness of the new technique is to compare its
performance with that of the convenrional. uncoded. digital data transmission system. For
purposes of ill ust ra tio n we have computed the S:YR of an IV = IS-bit linear quantization
system based on a system with an n = 4 codeword length as a function of the iuformatiori
density. The choice of the value of N is not arbitrary. We choose the codeword assignment
in such a way that five codewords accommodate a l:i-bit audio sample. We assume a data
format where the five most significant bits of the audio sample are placed in the lowest. that
is, the most reliable, subchannel etc .. We now find that the probability PriE,) of
erroneously receiving an audio symbol is grve n by Pr(E,j = Pr(e,), 1 ::; i ::; 5,
PrIE,} = Pr(e,}, 6::; t s: 10 and PrIE,) = Prle4), 11 ::; t s: 15. The probability of receiving a
symbol in error in the i-th subchannel is denoted by Prie.), i = '2 ... 4.

For moderate and high signal-to-noise ratios the error probability Pr(e) is well
approximated by the following expression

Pr(e)::::,Q( .i,),
. I (Ii

(10)

where Q(x) is the tail of the Gaussian distribution, defined by

l
oo

1 _~.2'7
Q(x) = ~ e : I-dy.

v'2rr
x

Figure I shows the SN R of both the new and conventional P R( I, - I) systems as a function

of the intermation density S. 10 log En/N" = 30 dB.
We conclude that the new system performs slightly better than the conve ntional
PR(1. - I) system. The benefits of the new system become even more clear when
disturbances other than additive noise are present.

4. Robustness against spacing loss Up till now we concentrated on the resistance of the
new and conventional schemes to additive white noise. Several other effects reduce the
performance of the system. One such effect is the increase in spacing loss created by

decreased head-to-tape contact [7]. The spacing loss approximates the classic Wallace
equation [8]:
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where L, is the spacing loss. ti is the increase (relative ra the nominal value) in spacing
between the tape and heud. and ;, is the recorded wavelength. Since the .ni nimum recorded

wavelength is in current recorders well below the micron. contact between the head and
tape surfaces are a! great significanee. Combination of eqs (7) and (11) yields the following
transfer function X(fT", bl

iVT" r5)~rrJ!i sin(rrjTc) exp{ - rrI/I Tc ~ (1

where the normalized tape-head spacing" is defined by

s = .L:
vT

+1_Q__)}.
R

The effect of the spacing loss on the audio SNR is shown in Figure ::2. It is assumed that

the channel is perfectly equalized whe!: there is no spacing loss. that is. the equalizer is
<:!_esigned for the transfer function XVT" b = 0), but the actual transfer function is
XUT,., b). The relative infonnation density is S = 1.5, and 10 log t~;/N"= 30 dB. It can be
noticed that. in the conventional PR(1. - I) system. the audio performance rapidly

deteriorates with increasing head spacing. The new system shows a more graceful
degradation with increasing tape-head spacing.

5. Conclusions A new coding and detection technique has been presented which offer the

virtue of graceful degradation of the audio quality. Intersymbol interference has a different

effect on the error probability of the least and most significant symbols when frequency

domain detection of a set of codewords is employed. The class of systems described may
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well be of particular value in a pplicarions involving storage of ordered data such as digital
video or audio when the impulse response is strongly time variant.
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL TRELLIS-CODED MODULATION

H.J. DEKKER'" & G. SMIT**

MULTIDIMENSIONAL UNCODED TRANSMISSION.
The term multidimensional refers to the use of an n-dimensional

signal constellation which, for even n, will be regarded as n/2
concatenated two-dimensional signal constellations. So an
n-dimensional signal point ~ ~ (Xl' Xz' ,x

n
) will be actually

transmitted as n/2 consecutive two-dimensional signal points
,(x ,x), for which quadrature amplitude modulation

rr-t L n

(QAM) is used. For examples of signal constellations, see fig. 1,4.
In case of n-dimensional uncoded t ransrni ,sc;; on the bit e i ror

probability Pb' due to additive white Gaussian noise (aZ N/2),
assuming maximum-likelihood decoding, can be estimated by

min e-kp/4 ,k
E
a

, p
SNR/10

10 (1)
2N
nR

where do the minimum Euclidean distance 11 ~ - y 11 between any
two different signAl points ~ and y (see e.g. fig. 1)
the average number of neighbouring signal points atN

min
minimum Euclidean distance do of a given signal point

Ea the average energy of the two-dimensional signal points
(the energy of signal point x ~ (x ,x ) equals xz+ x2)

- 1 Z 1 2

SNR the signal-ta-noise ratio «(dB]) of the channel
R the rate (number of transmitted databits / T (T time

needed to transmit a two-dimensional signal point»

It is obvious that a large value of d2/E is of prime importanceo a
to obtain a low bit error probability Pb' Simply increasing the
distance between signal points will not result in a larger value of
d2/E ,since the average energy E is proportional t~ dZ.o a a 0

Twente University, Department of Electrical Engineering, student
(co~nunications group)

NCR Systems Engineering, Zadelstede 1 - 10 ,3431JC , Nieuwegein
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do spheres
However it is possible to decrease the average energy E at constant

a
d/2 of which the centersby taking of radius p

represent signal points. These spheres are now packed in such a way
that they do not overlap, and altogether fit into an as small as
possible volume. This is a sphere packing problem, which is well
studied in literature. Usually only lattices are considered, which
are sphere packings of which the centers form a group under
componentwise addition, since due to this property fast decoding
algorithms are known (finding the closest lattice point to an
arbitrary point). Consider the two-dimensional signal constellations
given in fig. 1, which both can be used for uncoded transmission at
rate R = 4 bits/To It can be seen that the spheres, in case of the
hexagonal signal constellation, are packed togeLher closer (hiE;her
density), resulting in a lower average energy Ea'

Ea= C,/2 d~

N 3min

I
IE = 35/16 d2I a 0

IN. 33/8m,n

fig. 1) Rectangular (or integer) and hexagonal signal constellation.

The asymptotic gain of the hexagonal signal constellation over the
rectangular one (which is normally taken as a reference) equals

asymptotic gain 10 log ((d2/E) /(d2/E) ) = 0.58 dB.o a hex 0 a reet

This means that the hexagonal signal constellation, compared to the
rectangular one, requires a 0.58 dB lower SNR, to obtain the same
bit error probability Pb (if differences in 2N. /n are neglected).m,n

Now the hexagonal lattice has the highest density known in two-
dimensional space, and a lower average energy Ea

the complexity of
can only be

achieved by higher dimensional lattices. However,
the decoding algorithm for the highest density lattices increases
rapidly at higher dimensions, which limits their application.
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MULTIMENSIONAL TRELLIS-CODED MODULATION (TCM).
The main difference between TCM and uncoded transmission is that

TCM operates on signal sequences instead of signal points. TCM uses
twice the number of signal points needed for uncoded transmission.
This provides redundancy for coding, without bandwidth expansion and
lor reduction of the effective information rate. The number of
possible signal sequences (~l will now be larger than in the uncoded
case. A convolutional encoder is then used for the selection of a
signal sequence (~l in such a way that

- the number of signal sequences which can occur (denoted by allowed
signal sequences) is limited, while
the mi nLmum (or free) Euclidean distance d

freQ
between any two

dltterent allowed signal sequences is maximum
If (_xl~ ... x x x denotes a signal sequence, where _x'-0'-1'-2'

denotes the signal point transmitted at time i, the squared
Euclidean distance dZ((~I,{yl) between any two allowed signal
sequences (~) and {yl resp. dZ are given by :

fr e e

Zd ((~l,(yl) I II ~ - =. Il
z Min Z

(~)"'{yld ({~l,(yl)

In the receiver the signal sequence (~), disturbed by additive white
Gaussian noise, is decoded by a soft-decision maximum-likelihood
sequence decoder (using the Viterbi algorithm). For an estimation of
t.h e bit error probability Pb' formula (1) can be used, if Nmin
denotes the average number of allowed signal sequences at distance
dfree from a given signal sequence, and d~ is replaced by <,
An example of four-dimensional TCM will now be given.

A four-dimensional signal constellation, based on the lattice ID,
4

will be used which regarded as 2 concatenated two-dimensional signal
constellations is shown (as AO) in fig.
regarded as the union of two (translated)

4. The lattice ID can be
4

integer lattices, denoted
in fig. 4 by the black resp. white coloured signal points (also
shown seperately as BO,Bl). So, a four-dimensional signal point ~ ~
(x1,xZ,X3'x4) is transmitted as 2 consecutive two-dimensional signal
points (x ,x ),(x ,x) which have the same colour in the first and

1 Z 3 4
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second two-dimensional signal constellation. A rate R of 4 bits/T is
chosen which, in the uncoded case would require a four-dimensional
signal constellation containing 24x24= 256 signal points. To provide
redundancy for coding, twice this number of signal points is used
(BQ resp. Bl each contain 16x16=256 signal points, so AQ = BQ U Bl
contains 512 signal points). The different values of 8 databits and
an additional bit can now be assigned to the 512 different signal
points (mapping). The additional (redundant) bit is provided by the
convolutional encoder of rate m/(m+l) 1/2, shown in fig. 2 (m
denotes the number of inputs of the convolutional encoder).

uncoded bits
d ~------------------------~.--~

Za

4-dimensional
signal point

(Xl' X2)

1
Select signal

a 22 point from
t _,....~-'-----------..-..-.-..-..-.-..-.-.-..e,..-.-..--'..~-I ) ~ubs e t
a convolutional encoder
b ; z . SIGNAL MAPPING

~~:----S-I-Tt-----3--:-z~llSelect subset

fdRay :~~ 2 IT]"1 0

s

fig. 2) TeM scheme, using a four-state convolutional encoder.

The convolutional encoder contains 2 delay elements, which number
is denoted by the constraint length v. The value of the two signals
sCl) s (i) at time i
1 0

All possible transitions
is called the state of the convolutional encoder.

are given

(i) (ij
S S1 0
in the

to state (Hl) (i+1)
S S
1 0

diagram of
from state

of the convolutional encoder trellis
fig. 3, together with the correspo nd Lng values of the outputs Z021

(in octal) during the transition. Note that the same transition
between two states can take place for all 128 different values of
z2' . za (the uncoded bits), which are called parallel transitions.
Each path through the trellis diagram corresponds to a sequence of
outputvalues {(ZO,2

1
,. . ,za) 1, which is related by the mapping

(one-to-one function) to a signal sequence (_):;l. Since for a given
state SiSO' a transition takes place while output Zo equals
number of possible outputvalues during a transition from a

the
given
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state is limited. Subsequently not all signal sequences can occur.
So the convolutional encoder defines the allowed signal sequences.

S,50
00 0

7Ol

.:<.<>IQ

11

,"
L- l-----40

fig. 3) Trellis diagram

The signal poin~s now havc to be assigned to the transitions in
such a way, that maximum free distance is achieved. Maximizing d

free

is based on a mapping rule called 'mapping by set partitioning'.
First the set of signal points is partitioned into subsets with
increasing minimum intra-set distances d S d .s do 1 2

(see fig. 4).

Zo=O/'
".'[-..+....T ::::> <::::

ZI=O,,/ BO ~ ~
0.10.0+.0·0 $0.0. ~·o·o +·0·0 +·0.0

• •• ••• 0 0 0 ••• • •• •••

o 100 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 • 0 • • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 -Ia . • 0 • 0 • • 0 • 0 •

CO Cl C2

o • 0 •
o • ore 0 •
.0.0. 0
ü • u • 0 •

• o.o. 0
.0.0

• 0 • 0 • 0

~-~~;~~}d
• 0 • 0

AO

~l

o 0
o 0 0

o 0
o 0 0

o 0 0
o 0 0

o 0 0
o 0

Bl~l

+.000
•• ·d~ =2d2

000 0. . .
o 0

C3

fig. 4) Partitioning of four-dimensional signal constellation.

Next, the signal points are assigned to transitions as follows.
Parallel transitions imply the existence of allowed signal

sequences which have only one different signal point at time i. The
maximum achievable free distance will so be limited to the minimum
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Euclidean distance between the different signal points at time i.
This distance is maximum, if signal points of the same C-subset are
assigned to the parallel transitions. This can be accomplished by
letting the coded bits (z ,z) select the subset, while the uncodedo 1

bits select the signal in. the subset. In this case the minimum
Eucl idean distance between paralle 1 trans itions always equals the
largest minimum intra-set distance.

Whenever two signal sequences differ over a finite length the
corresponding paths in the trellis diagram have to diverge from, and
merge into a common state at certain moments. By assigning signal
points from either subset BO or Bl to transitions originating from
or joining in the same state, all signal sequences which differ ovp.r
a finite length will have at least a squared Euclidean distance of
twice the squared minimum intra-set distance of BO or Bl. This
assignment is always satisfied if the bits z ...z have no (direct)

1 8
influence on the output bit' z nor on the input to the first delay

o
element of the encoder. Hence, whenever in the LrAllis diagram two
pa t.hs diverge from or merge into a common s ta t e , the oucput b-i.t; Zo

must be the same for these transicions, whereas the other bits
differ in at least one bit. In our example the (octal) value of the
outputs 20z1 corresponds to the C-subset of same number, and the
deUlälldsare fullfillerl.

Since we deal with linear codes, the minimum Euclidean distance
between nonparallel paths in the state diagram can be found by
finding a (nonparallel) path with minimum Euclidean distance to the
all zero path. Such a path is drawn in fig. 3 and has a minimum
squared Euclidean distance of The minimum squared Euclidean

equals 2d2
. So the squaredo
2d2

.o

distance bet.ween parallel transitions
free distance d2 equals: d2 = Min(3d2,2d2)

free free 0 0

Compared to uncoded transmission, using the rectangular signal
constellation of fig. 1, the asymptotic gain equals

10 log (d2 Id2
) + 10 log CE IE )

free 0 a,uncoded a,coded
3 (dB coding gain) + 0 (dB energy gain) = 3 dB
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Note that the average energy E is equal in both cases, although in
a

the coded casethe number of signal points is larger. This is due to
the higher density of the lattice m4.

In the coded case N equals the average number of parallelmin
transitions at distance d of a given transition, which is equal

f r e'e

to the average number of nearest neighbours at distance dz in the C-
subsets. This number can be calculated [1] to be 13.3

The influence of the different values of 2N . /n on the gain can
mm

be found by calculating the minimum required SNR to obtain a giVAn
max i.mum rb. E.g. r or Pb :s; i.4·10·ó is found

uncoJed
coded -+

SNK 20.3 dB }
17.6 dB

2.7 dB } ~ difference=
3.0 dB 0.3 dB.SNR

~ real gain
asymptotic gain

FaLLlcion trees for various lattice-types of dimension n=2 upto
12, together with the corresponding optimal (90/180° rotationally
invariant) convolutional having maximum d

free
and minimumcodes,

N . , are given by [1]. Here also the influence of other impairments
ml.n

on the performance are discussed, like phase-jitter and distortion.
For the 2- upto 8-dimensional TCM schemes found here, the lowest
values of the minimum required SNR to ob r.ai.n a Pb -s l. 4 .10-6 are
given in fig. 5 (for various complexities of the Viterbi algorithm).

1.1SNR
[dB]
f 26

2..5

c == ~+y [caLcuLahoNSlrJ
NIl.

\, ,
1"

1'4=6 '
.....
i ....
N=8 '

o 3 65

fig. 5) minimum required SNR versus complexity C

[1] H.J. DEKKER, Multidimensional Trellis-Coded Modulation, Master's
Thesis, Twente University, Department of Electrical Engineering.
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SIMPLE AND OPTIMAL CODING STRATEGIES FOR MEMORIES
WITH KNOWN DEFECTS

*J.P.M.Schalkwijk and K.A.Post

Information is stored in eLementary bLocks of n binary
digits. It now FoLLows From a resuLt of Shannon that the
memory with known deFects is equivaLent to a noisy
channeL with perFect Feedback that has input- and output
aLphabets of size 2n. SimpLe and optimaL Feedback strate-
gies can now be used to achieve essentiaLLy error Free
storage. We wiLL investigate the rate and the compLexity
of these new codes For the storaqe of information LIL

mpl11orico wiLlL kn.own defects. An important aspect is the
storage compLexity of the Shannon strategy that defines
the equivaLent noisy channeL.

INTRODUCTION

Consider a memory of a large number of binary storage cells. Let
x be the binary random variable that is stored in a cell. That cell
can either func.tion properly or exhibit a 0 (or 1) defect, i.e.
yield a 0 (or 1) upon read out irrespective of the value of the
binary random variable x that was stored. In general, defective
cells may occur at random in bursts, and 0- and I-defects need not
be equiprobable. Further assume that the transmitter knows the
location and the value of the defects.

Then if information is stored in elementary blocks of n binary
digits it follows fvom a result of Shannon [IJ that the memory with
known defects is equivalent to a noisy channel that has input- and

* J.P.M.Schalkwijk and K.A.Post are, respectively, with
Departments of Electrical Engineering and Mathematics of
Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

the
the
MB
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output alphabets of size 2n. This equivalent channel (the super
channel) is defined by a Shannon strategy that tells us which

nelementary input block x = (xl,x2'..., xn) to use for a particular
super input X and for a particular defect pattern. In the case of

*elementary blocks of length nlet C (p) be the capacity of the
n

optimum super chllilnel,whose structure depends on the defect proba-
bility p, O~p~l. Then it follows from Shannon [IJ that the capacity

*C (p) of the memory with known defects equals

*C (p)
n-s=

*lim C (p).
n

(1 )

For example [2J, if the defects occur independently at random
with probability p, O~p~l, and if 0- and l-defects are equiprobable
then

l-h(Yip). (2)
and

where h(x)=-xlog2 x-(1-x)log2(1-x) is the binary entropy function.
From a result by Kusnetsov and Tsybakov [3J we know that

*C (p) (4)

Table I of [4J gives the capacities C (p), n=l,2, ... , 6, of some
n

super chllilnels for p=.l,2, ... ,.9. The super channels for
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TABLE I: The Capacities of some Super Channels

p

0.1 0.71360 0.75276 0.77233 0.78476 0.79371 0.80097
0.2 0.53100 0.59315 0.61985 0.63768 0.64881 0.65955
0.3 0.39016 0.46276 0.48927 0.51144 0.52186 0.53577
0.4 0.27807 0.:5t>1100.37328 0.40030 0.40827 0.42543
0.5 0.18872 0.25434 0.27443 0.30196 0.30714 0.34023
0.6 0.11871 0.17129 0.19367 0.21484 0.22023 0.23637
0.7 0.06593 0.10225 0.12218 0.13808 0.14337 0.15551
0.8 0.02905 0.04866 0.06198 0.07242 0.07659 0.08430
0.9 0.00723 0.01316 0.01806 0.02223 0.02412 0.02726

*n=1.2.3. and 4 are known to be optimum. i.e. the capacities Cl and

*C2 correspond to (2) and (3). respectively.

In a memory with known defects the digit values that are eventu-
ally read out become available at the moment of storing. This means
[2J that the equivalent super channel has perfect feedback. Thus
error correction can be accomplished by simple multiple repetition
feedback strategies as described in [5J.[6J. and [7J. In multiple
repetition codin~ (MRC) each "type" of error initiates a certain
number of repetitions of the elementary block of length n that is
affected by the error. The vector op optimum repetition numbers
k(n.p) depends on n. and via the structure of the super channel on
the defect probability p. O~p~l. Decoding is done by repeated
parcing and substitution in the received sequence. For n=l there
exist certain values of p for which the feedback codes achieve a

*rate to C1(p) of (2). Triple repetition coding. for example. is
optimum [2J. [5J for p=(3-vS)/2. For n~2 one obtains feedback codes
with rates that fall slightly short of C (p).

n
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As mentioned before the equivalent super channel with perfect
feedback is determined by a Shannon strategy. An algorithm has been
derived that yields good Shannon strategies, i.e. super channels,
for memories with known defects. The choosen strategy that grows in
complexity with the elementary block length n has to be stored in
the encoder. It is this storage problem that will limit n in prac-

*tice and thus determine how close one can approximate C (p).

THE 5,5,2-MRC
For an elementary block of length n=2 the Shannon strategy that

yields the optimum super channel is independent of the defect
probability p (this is not true for n=3, i.e. the C3-column in
Table I corresponds to two different super channels, one for
0~p~.4653 and another for .4653~p~l) Table 11 gives the matrix of
transition probabilities for the optimum n=2 super channel.

TABLE II: Transition Probabilities for n=2 Super Channel,
Equiprobable 0- and I-Defects.

Yo=OO Y -01 y2=lO y3=1l1-

~ (1-2)2 1 2 I 2 3
2 4P 4P p(I-4P)

~l
1 2 (1_2)2 3 1 24_P 2 p(l-4_P) 4_P

~2
I 2 3 (1_2)2 1 24_P ,

p(1-4_P) 2 4_P

~3
3 1 2 1 2 (1_2)2p(l-4P) 4P 4P 2

Note that if one tries to invoke Yo=OO upon read out one is more
likeli to obtain y3=11. than either y1=01 or Y2=10. In MRC more
probable errors should yield fewer repetitions. The 5,5,2-MRC is

*optimum (approaches capacity C2) for ~.07. That is, the binary
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information stream is precoded so that certain subsequences of
pairs (n=2) of digits do not occur, see Fig.l.

10 5x 11

2x
5x 5x

2

<.
00 5x 01

Fig.i. Forbidden subsequences of (n=2) pairs

For example, (00 11 11), and (00 01 01 01 01 01) do not occur.

Suppose we intend 00 to be read out, then 00, 00, and 00 mean that,
in fact. 11,10, and 01 are read out, resper.tively.Encuding now
arnount~ to the multiple repetition according to Fig. I of elemen-
tary n=2 blocks that are read out erroneously. Suppose one wants to
transmit the precoded sequence 00 01 11 10. Then encode:

00 01 11 01

00 00 00 00 00

D
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and receive & decode (by repeated left to right parsing):

10 11 01 00 00 00 11 00 00 00

10 11 ~0~1__ ~0=0__ ~00=-__ ~00~__ ~(=00~)~~0=0 00

10 11 (00) 00 00 00 00 00 01

""IO",--~(-",O""OJ.)__ -'o'-"o'-------'o~O"______ =OO",___00 01 11 10

(00) Ol 11 10

THE SUPER CHANNEL
Consider the case of elementary blocks of size n=3, where 0- and

I-defects are equiprobable. According to Shannon [IJ the equivalent
3 h 27 24discrete memoryless channel has b=2 =8 outputs, and a =8 ~.4xlO

inputs, where h=27 is the number of channel states (i.e. the number
of defect patterns). Using the Arimoto-BlahlJt algorithm on this
equivalent channel with 2.4xl024 inputs is quite impossible, so we
have to find the optimum Shannon strategy for a given defect proba-
bility p in a different way. Now for 0- and I-defects being equi-
probable Shannon's equivalent channel turns out to be symmetric. So
maximizing the mutual information is equivalent to minimizing the
conditional entropy, H(rl~), of the output given the super input
~, where ~ is such that whenever the defect pattern allows I
invoke Yo=OOO upon read out. In the case where the defect pattern
is such that Yo=OOO cannot be attained I assign a reachable y such
as to minimize H(rl~). This yields two assignments, i.e. one for
0~p~.4653 and another for .4653~p~l, see Table Ill. The capacities
of the two super channels according to Table 111 as a function of
the defect probability p, intersect each ,
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TABLE Ill: Non-OOO Assignments for Defect Patterns that Allow
a Choice.

0~p~.4653 .4653~p~1
~

001 010 011 100 101 110 111 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
CX::1 x

CIC x "
ICe x x

COl x x

CIa x x

Cll x x

OCl x x

lCO x x

lCl x x

OIC x x

IOC x

IlC x x

other under an angle. So, surprisingly, the overall n=3 capacity
C3(p) according to the C3-colurnnof Table I as a function of p,
O~p~l, has thus a non-contineous derivative at the point p=.4653.

In the case above, where 0- and I-defects are equiprobable, the
super channel is symmetric and it suffices to find the Shannon
strategy for ~ as given in Table Ill. In the case of a-defects

only the resulting super channel is no longer symmetric and all 2n

input strategies have to be found. For this reason Table IV does
not extend beyond the C3-column, as opposed to the corresponding
Table I for the symmetric case. In Table IV we have a single super

,
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TABLE IV: Super Channel Capacities for O-Defects only.

p ~(O) C(O) C(O)
1 2 3

0.1 0.76285 0.77848 0.79146
0.2 0.61823 0.64055 0.65990
0.3 0.50369 0.52788 0.54969
0.4 0.40679 0.42970 0.45110
0.5 0.32193 0.34150 0.36033
0.6 0.24S99 0.26096 0.27573
0.7 0.17699 0.18688 0.19661
0.8 0.11359 0.11869 0.12358
0.9 0.05484 0.05630 0.05768

channel assignment for each column, independent of p, O~p~l. For
n=2 the matrix of transition probabilities for the super channel is
given in Table V. Compare Table V to Table 11 for the symmetric
case.

TABLE V: Transition Probabilities for n=2 Super Ollli'mel,
O-Defects only.

Yo=OO y -Ol Y2=10 y3=111-

~ 1 0 0 0

~1
2 1-p p( 1-p) 0P

~2
2 p( 1-p) 1-p 0P

~3 p(2-p) 0 0 (1_p)2
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BIT ERROR RATE AND COMPLEXITY OF A NEW CODING ALGORITHM FOR

DEFEcr - AND ERASURE CHANNELS

* *by J.A. Peek and A.J. Vinck

Abstract. We describe a new encoding aLgorithm For the binary

deFect clumneL with side inFormation For the encoder. For the

al.anrithm wc study Lite bi..t error rate and the compLexity. It

is aLso shown. that the aLgori thm can be appL ied to the binary

ern.sure channe L.

INTRODUcrION

The binary defect channel (BOC) is used for describing certain types

of errors in computer memory chips. The channel input and output are

denoted as xé{O,l} and Yé{O,l}, respectively. The probability of a

stuck -a t error is p. We only consider the special case where the

writer (transmitter) knows the location and value of the defective

cells before writing (transmitting). If p is the probability of a

defect, then according to Kuznetsov [IJ it is possible to store

messages at an efficiency of R = kin = l-p. We describe and analyse

an encoding method that uses R = 1/2 convolutional codes to match

the defects, see also [2J.

Define two R=1/2 convolutional encoders G and G wi th syndrome
o

formers HT and HT in the delay operator D (GHT=O and G HT=O,0' 0 0

* Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Electrical

Engineering, Den Dolech 2, 5600MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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T means transpose). such that [~J'[H! HT j [0 :j.
As an example one can take G (l+D.D). and

2 2thus H = (l+D . l+D+D ) and H = (D.l+D).o

The information sequence is encoded as ~G. The sequence of memory

cells in which ~G is stored is denoted as the ternary sequence <i

with elements dé{O.l.?}. where? denotes a non defective cell. Note
Tthat ~ is recoverable via right mul t ip lication by H . and this. ino

fact. is the procedure followed by the decoder. The encoder observes

a channel behaviour through <i and if it happens that some d.
1

equal ing 0 or 1 differs from the corresponding (uG) ..
- 1

then the

encoder knows that there will be decoding errors. Then the encoder

tries to add modulo-2 a sequence 'I!. = rG to ~G in order to match- 0

exactly the 0.1 entries of g. We say that 'I!. matches <i if di = 0 or 1

implies that wi = di' We summarise as follows:

encode ~: 1) form ~G;

2) chàose I. so that 11(;+rG ma tches- - 0 the known

decode y:

defects in g in as many positions as possible;

1) form ~ = yH!

In step 2 of the encoding. we mayalso look at the sequence

.E = g+~G . and try to match the values of F at the defect locations

by 'I!.. Furthermore. wHT must be equal to Q.- 0

We use the following definitions. A slot is defined as 2 output

digits of the encoder G G The th slo t . ~ of .E isor t t t or 'I!.0 max

The .th digit (i=1.2) in the th slot isor w 1 t-tdenoted as F-t

denoted as Fi or wi. For notational convenience "0 or 1" is written-t + c

as "011".

/
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~H:I It ~ output of the syndrome former

~H:lt ~ sequence of outputs ~ H:I It'

We further assume that Ho = [hl (D) ,h2(D)] has non zero coefficients

Definition: w .
-t

Definition:

for DO in hl and h2, and at least one non zero coefficient at the

highest degree v.

THE ENCODING ALGORITHM

The main idea behind the generation of ~ is that TwH = 0,
- 0 -

iff

w = rG . For this ~ we try to match the sequence I. We generate the- 0

sequence ~ according to the above, starting with the first slot and

ending wi th the slot at t = tmax The current slot is derio t.edas t.

We can distinguish three cases at every slot:

a) It=(?'?)' No defective cells. There is no restriction on ~, and

we calculate w according to wHTI I = 0;
- - 0 t

b) It=(O/l,?) or (?,O/l). One defective cell at Fi. To keep ~ and I
-t

matched, iwe set ~t i= It' The other digit then automatically follows

tha t wHT II = 0;- 0 t
from the condition

c) It=(O/l,O/l). Two defects, and thus we initially set ~t = It' If

~H: IIt == 0, we go on to the next slo t. Otherwi se we star t a back-

search to find another~' that matches I and has ~'H:llt O. If

such a ~ is found, the backsearch is succesful. If not, we change

one digit of It and thus ~ , resulting in wHTol =0. However, now we
t - t-

have to tolerate one error. Note that the change in It is permanent.

Instead of looking at the syndrome former output ~H:I It we can

also look at the inner product ~(YmHo)TI It of the sequence ~ and all

possible dual codewords (dcw's) Y H from Ho' The index m equals them 0

degree of the polynomial Y .m If all Y start at degree 0,
m

it

suffices to consider the set of sequences Y such that Y H cannot
m m 0
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be seen as two or more separate codewords. Hence, the dual encoder

leaves the zero state once.

Definition: A ternary sequence F binds a dcw Y H starting at F ~2m 0 -t

to inclusive I~_j iff ~(YmHo)Tllt can not be changed by altering a

digit of ~ at the location of a "?" of I 1!J2 to inclusive I~_j'

Note that I does not bind YmHo when a "1" of YmHo is at a "?" of F.

The backsearch can now be described as follows:

First find the smallest integer (B) for all dual codewords Y Hm 0

with m~B satisfying:
thI binds Y H ~ to the (.t-B) slot,mo -

and not 1!J2 to inclusive the (t_B)th slot

binds 1!J2 _IQ inclusive the (t_B)th slot.or

impossible to fi nd a ~ satisfying w'HTI =0 that matches F. Thus,
- 0 t - - we

must accept an error. Otherwise a sequence ~ is calculated as

follows:
1Every digit in ~ from ~t-B up to ~t is recalculated by satisfying

T~(YmHo) Ilt=o, where YmHo is a dcw that binds I starting at It ~

to the relevant digi t. If no such dcw exists the relevant digi t

remains unchanged.

The recalculation of ~ satisfies ~H~ It = 0. This is true when the

following is proved. First, if a digit of ~ is recalculated there

exists no different recalculation of the relevant digit. Secondly, a

recalculated digit of w does not affect the previous recalculations.

Proof:
1Let the recalculation start at ~t-B' By assumption all dual code-

words Y H starting at F ,T~O, that bind 1!J2 to inclusive F1
m 0 -t-T -t-B ,
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Tgive w(Y H ) 11 = 0, T~O.- m 0 t-T
1Then: All YmHo starting at It and binding I ~ lQ It-B result in the

same recalculation of ~~~B' If not, then there exist a dcw Y~Ho that

binds ~ to inclusive I1t_B that gives w(Y'H )T1 1- m 0 t-T
contradicts the assumption. As a consequence all dcw's YmHo starting

at It-T, T~O, that bind ~ lQ F~_B gi.ve ~(YmHo) Til t-T = 0, T~O.

After recalculation of digit ~~-B we proceed with ~~-B' Then the

1, T)O, which

index B is lowered to B-1, and the procedure starts again.
dThe bi t error rate P is equal to the fraction of time that ~err

does not match I. A digi t wi does not match Fi if there
-t -t

Tat F such that w(Y H ) 11 = 1.-t - mot

exists a

The pro-

babilityof this event is
1 1Pc,) = 2'2 Pea dcw binds over the full length),

h h f i f 1. d h fwere te i rs t 'actor 2 IS ue to te act that only one error
1occurs in a slot( which contains n=2 digits). The second factor 2

equals the probability that the inner product of ~ and the binding

dcw equals 1. Using the union bound, we can write

pd < l 2 N
d

(i) pi,err - 4. cw
1

where Nd (i) is the number of dcw's of weight i. These can be cal-cw
culated from the generating function for the convolutional encoder.

CûMPLEXITY

The complexity of the encoding algorithm is defined as the average

number of times a digi t of "!. is ei ther examined or calculated. In

the sequel we refer to computations. The complexity of the genera-

tion of w, ddenoted as C , consists of two parts: 1) Stepping for-

ward: 2) Backsearch process. We distinguish a succesful backsearch

(sbs) and an unsuccesful backsearch (unsbs). The sbs and the unsbs
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are independent processes because the sbs depends on how ~ is filled

and the unsbs not. The probability that a sbs or an unsbs is started

at F
-t

equals 1 2-2P (F =( 1/0,1/0)).
-t

Assume a backsearch depth of B

slots. The probability of such an event in case of a sbs is denoted

as P(B), and in case of an unsbs it is denoted as P'(B). The corre-

sponding number of computations per slot when the backsearch depth
Bequals B is upper bounded by 2 2B. The number of digits that must be

recalculated after a sbs equals 2B, and thus we find the following

upper bound for Cd

Furthermore, for a sbs It-B=(?,?), and for an unsbs It-B contains at

least one defective cell. Note that It_B=(1/0,l/0) for dual encoders

with non zero coefficient at DV in hl and h2. Remains a bound for

PCB) and P'(B). The probability of the union of all events Ó that

lead to a succesful backsearch depth B is equal to PCB). The proh8-

bility of a event Ó is bounded by P(Ó)~(1_p)2(p)min{wB_1(dcw)-2}

where min{wB_1(dcw)} denotes the minimum Hamming weight at the first

B-1 slots (starting at It) of a dcw. Using the union bound on PCB)

we get P(B)~2Bp(ó). Similar, P'(B) is the union of all events p that

lead to an unsuccesful backsearch depth B. An event p occurs when F

binds a dual codeword Y Hm 0
P'(B)~2Bpa(p)min{w(dcw)-2}

such that w(Y H )T1 I =1 and thus we get- mot
where min{w(dcw)} denotes the minimum

~îrnming weight of a dcw of length B. If both connections of the dual

encoder at DV are equal to 1 then a=2, otherwise a=l. Finally, Cd is

bounded by
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Cd ~ 1 + ~p2(1_P)2~~12B(p)min{WB_1(dCW)-2}(2B + l)B]

+ ~p2+a~~lB22B(p)min{W(dCW)-2}] .

DEillDING ALGORITHM FOR THE BINARY ERASURE CHA.rmEL

The input and output of the binary erasure channel (BEC) are denoted

as xE{O,l} and yE{O,l,?), respectively where "?" denotes an erasure

with probability q. Assume that the encoder encodes ~ to

the decoder first matches a ~ with ~ and secQPdly nprnrle£

uG . Then,
- 0

~ -1
::J.S u~,,{; .

- - 0

Note that the decoder always succesfully matches w with ~.

It can be shown that the bit error rate pe (the fraction oferr
time x~w) is bounded by pe ~ 2~L. i.N(i)qi , where N{i) denotes theerr

1

number of incorrect ~' at Hamming distance i from the correct w.

The complexity of the generation of ~ for the BEC, denoted as Ce,

can be derived s irni lar to The backsearch process of the

generation of w for the BEC is always succesful and therefore the

term in Cd due to the unsbs is not present in Ce. Thus,
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The DSP Description Language SILAGE

J M M Verbakei •

March 31, 1988

Abstract
SILA GE is the high level description and simulation language used in

the silicon compiler Cathedral Il. In this article we will give an overview
of the language. As an example we will give a description of an adaptive
ech ocan celler and show how the s1'mulation is done.

1 Introduction

SILAGE is the high level description language used in CathedralII. Cathedral
II is a silicon compiler for digital signal processing (DSP) developed by IMEC,
in cooperation with the Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven (see [cath]).

In our group, Radio and Datatransmission systems of Philips Research
Laboratories, we want to use Cathedral II (see [verbakel]) for three purposes
: high-level simulation, translation of DSP systems into IC and mapping of
an algorithm on DSP configurations. The translation into IC is being tested
at this moment. The mapping on DSP configurations is not (yet) present in
Cathedral 1I.

In this article I describe a high-level simulation of a system described in
SILAGE. In chapter 2 I will describe the language SILAGE. In chapter 3 the
SLLAGE description of an example, a time domain adaptive echocancelIer, is
given. Some simulation results using the SILAGE simulator YASS are shown
in chapter 4. In chapter 5 some conclusions are given.

2 SILAGE

2.1 introduction

In DSP the systems are mostly described by means of diagrams, flow graphs
that show the relations between the signals involved in the system (see e.g

• Ph ilips Research Laboratories Eindhoven
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the diagrams in chapter 3). Good DSP description languages should also give
these relations. SILAGE is such a DSP description language.

SILAGE is an applicative language. It describes the relations (that are
valid at each sample moment) between the signals by means of equations.
SILAGE does not prescribe a calculation sequence per sample, so the possi-
bility of parallelism is included. This is one of the most important differences
with Pascal or C. As in C or Pascal, a description in SILAGE demands some
synchronism of the system: we look at the system at certain discrete moments.
In the following detailed description of the language SILAGE we will see what
"some synchr onism" stands for (see item" sample rate conversion").

2.2 elements

The elements of the language are:

• variable: a variable is a signal, a vector ID time, so A is in fact the
vector Ali] with i E }j. Variables are not declared, the compiler finds
out which variables are used.

• equation: The equation A = B means that the signals A and B are the
same at any sample interval. So \:/i E }j : A[I] = B[i]

• delay: A@n means the signal A n samples ago.
So A = B@l means \:/i EN: A[i] = B[i - I]

• operators: the normal arithmetical (+,-,*,/) and relational «,>,==)
operators can be used, together with some special operators like shift.

• array: AlN] means that A is an array of signals of length N.
A[5] = B means Vi E }j : A[l, 5] = Bll]

• iteration:
(j = 0 .. 5):: AU] = BU] means \:/i E }j : V)' : 0 ::; j ::; 5 : A[i,j] = B[i,j]

• grouping: equations can be grouped using the begin-end construct.

• if expression: the following equation gives S the value of the sign of A.
S = if A < 0 --> - 1 11 A > 0 --> 1 110ft;

• typing: variables have fixed point types. The type is given as
num < w, d > in which w is the total number of bits (including one sign
bit) and d is the number of bits behind the point. The type num is usèd
for arbitrary (not yet specified) fixed point numbers.
So num < 5,0 > is a 5 bit integer and num < 5,4 > is a fixed point
number with 4 bits mantissa and 1 signbit.
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• function

function f(x.y
begin

8 = X + y;
d x - y;

end;

num) S,d num

This definition declares a function f with two inputs x and y and two
outputs sand d. The function can be used as follows

sum f(a,b).s;
d~:t f(a,b).d;

• coercion operator
The value of the expression "type(expression)" is the value of the "ex-
pression" coerced to the "type". In the example:

z = num<16,O> (x + y);

the value of z is the result of the expression x+y coerced to the type
num < 16,0 ».

• sample rate conversion
The function Interpolate is a time multiplexer and the function Decimate
is a demultiplexer. This enables a kind of multi-synchronism between
signals. Different sample rates can be handled as long as a multiple of
the sample rates exists.

y = decimate(x, N, k) .;:}Vi EZ: vlij = x[N * i + k]

x = irü er pol atei u, N) <* Vi EZ: Vk : 0 ::; k < N : VIi, kj = x[N * i + kj

• pragma:
By means of a pragma statement the user can interfere with the compi-
lation of the Silage code, for instance to prescribe a certain subdivision
into processors, to cause a certain degree of parallelism.
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3 time domain adaptive echocancelIer

As an example of the usage of SILAGE we will use an adaptive echocancelier
as described in [widrow] or [laar]. In the upper diagram we see the echocan-
celler in the dashed box. In the lower diagram the adaptive filter is shown.

X

r- - - - - - - .,
I I
I adaptive filter I echo
I I
I I
I r ê I e
I - I +
I + + I + +

ê(k) = L~;l c;(k) x(k - i)

c;(k + 1) = c;(k) + 2 J.l r(k) x(k - i)

r(k) = s(k) + e(k) - ê(k)

s

x

r I-

--------------- -----------------~A

e

The problem of echocancelling is : we receive a signal s disturbed by an
echo e of the signal x. This echo e (which can be 20dB higher than the signal
s) should be cancelled. The adaptive filter tries to imitate this echo by the
signal ê(k) = L~;l ci(k) x(k - i). This is done by updating the coefficients
depending on the correlation between the signals rand x. This can be seen by
the formula ci(k + 1) = ci(k) + 2 IJ- r(k) x(k - i) in which IJ- is the adaptation
constant.
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3.1 SILAGE description
The system can be described in SILAGE as given below. We recognize the
same modules and operators as in the diagram .

•de1ine WORD num<15,ll>
.de1ine FRAC32 num<16,15>
.define mu2 (0.005 : FRAC32)
.de1ine Ntrans 32
.de1ine Ntransl 33

1une tdl(x WORD) A : WORD[Ntrans] =
begin (i : 0 .. Ntrans - 1):: A[i] = xCIi; end;

fune adder(x : WORD[Nt:r<l-nsl); WORD =
WORD [Ntrans 1] : s :
begin

s[OJ • (O.O:WORD);
(i : 1 .. Ntrans ):: s Ii l • s[i-l] + WORD( x[i-l] );
return = s[NtransJ;

end;

fune eoeff(sl,r,olde : WORD) : WORD =

begin return = olde + WORD(WORD(r * mu2) * sl); end;

fune adaptivefiIter( x,r : WORD) : WORD =
WORD [Ntrans] : c , Sl, S2;
begin

Sl = t dLf x ) .A;
( i : 0 .. Ntrans - 1)::
begin

c Ï t l • WORD(eoeff(Sl[i),r,c[i]Cl»;
S2[iJ = WORD(Sl[iJ*c[iJC1);

end;
return z adder(S2);

end;

func main( x, eps
r : WORD '"
WORD: ehat;
begin

ehat = WORD(adaptivefiIter(x,r»;
r = WORD(eps - ehat);

WORD)

end;
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4 simulation

The simulation is done In a nu.mber of steps: the preprocessing, the system
simulation, the postprocessing and the graphical representation. Both the pre-
processor and the postprocessor are Pascal programs. The steps are shown in
the following diagram:

s s

x graphicpreprocessor r pos tprocessor
e -t- s system program

For the system simulation we need files containing samples of x and related
samples of e + s , These files are created in the preprocessor. The system
simulation generates a files containing the values of r . To be able to look at
the adaptation convergence we need both the signals sand r: we want to
compare e - ê (=r - s) with s. So the preprocessor should also generate a file
values of s. The output of the postprocessor is used by the gra.phic program
WPLOT (developed by IMEC) to generate the adaptation curve as shown in

O.OOE+

-1.00E+ 1

convergence_oF' _the_adapt il.le_echocancel Ier

1.00E+03 2.00E+03 3.00E+03

nUMber_or_saMples
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At the horizontal axis we see the number of samples, at the vertical axis

lOL (p (e - ê) )
lOog P(s)

5 conclusions

As we look at the simulation picture we wonder why to use SILAGE anyhow,
The reasons that could be important to use SILAGE are:
• separation of description and simulation,
• the user does not have to define the calculation sequence,
• a SILAGE Jescription looks like a flow graph,
• fixed point s iruu la.Liön is easy,
• the way from SILAGE into IC is present: CathedralIL
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A Method to Implement Linear Complexity Decoding.

!-fan Vinek. Rene van der Vleuten

Abstract. We describe a Linear compLexity decoding aLgorithm

for convoLutionaL type encoders. The basis idea of the

aLgorithm is to Let the median of a set of metrics determine

whether an information estimate is extended or not.

Furthermore. we give a very simpLe way to store the

information sequence estimates. For this we modify the weLL

known trace back method.

Introd.uc t ion.

The implementation of the Viterbi decoding algorithm is limited

to short constraint or memory length codes. The decoding complexity

is proportional to ~v where v is the memory of the code. Sequential

decoding investigates only one pussible candidate for the

information sequence estimate at a time. The candidates have

variable length and thus here a buffer is needed in order to

compensate for variability in the number of computations.

We describe a new decoding algorithm that has a reduced but

fixed decoding complexity compared with the Viterbi decoder. The

complexity can be varied linearly. The algorithm is applicable to

soft-decisions and intersymbol-interference channels. In the

description we concentrate on R=1/2 codes. but the algorithm is

easily modified for R=l/n and (n-l)/n.

Eindhoven University of Technology Department of Electrical Engineering

Den Dolech 2. P.O.Box 513 5600 MB Eindhoven The Netherlands.
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The Al.gori tha.

We employ the tree structure of convolutional codes. Nodes in

the tree correspond to encoder states and branches correspond to

encoder outputs. A codeword for an information sequence is a path

through the tree. The branch metric increments are equal(or

proportional) to _2log p(ylx), where p(ylx) is the probability of a

received branch y given that x is transmitted. Thus, unlikely paths

have a high metric. At the end of each transmitted frame the

estimate with minimum metric is decoded.

The decoding algorithm uses the concept of the "median" of a

set of 2m numbers, where the median is defined as the m-th smallest

number. It is ~lown[IJ that we can find the median in O(m) steps.

Thus, 1inear in m. In principle the median determines whether a

path should be extended to the next depth in the tree.

Suppose that at depth i we have 2m «2i paths together with

their respective metrics. At most (m-I) of these paths that have a

metric less than the median are extended to depth (i+l). If there

is more than one path with metric equal to the median, we only

extend as many as needed to do m extensions. We end up with again

2m paths at depth (i+l). This is also known as the m-algorithm for

convolutional codes.

The storage and updating of hypothesized information sequences

are done with a traceback meehad [2J. Using this technique one does

not store the actual information sequences but instead stores

whether a path is extended or not. This is done such that at the

end of a frame the best information sequence estimate can be
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reconstructed very quickly and with low complexity. To achieve this

we use a binary-Random Access Memory(RAM) with 2m rows and L

columns. With each rowwe connect a state register S(·) and a

metric register M(') that contain the last v digits (or current

state) and the metric of a path, respectively.

Let the decoder be located at depth i. If a path at depth i,

represented by state Si(j) at row j, 0~j<2m, is extendable, then

RAM[j,iJ=l, otherwise RAM[j,iJ=Ü. Now, if Si(j) is the k-th

extendable state we put

(1 )

and update the metric registers at row 2k and 2k+1 as

(2)

where AO and Al are the branch metric increments for the '0' and

the '1' extension, respectively. In Fig.! He illustrate the

extension operations.

In the algorithm it can happen that at a certain depth two or

more paths end in the same state. This reduces the effective value

of m.

As incorrect paths are supposed to diverge in metric from the

correct path, we only remove the paths that end up in the same
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state as the path with minimum metric. Note that this can be done

by a simple cornpa r i son per path.

Furthermore, one can use the minimum metric to prevent overflow

when updating the metric registers.

At the end of the frame one easily reconstructs the information

sequence estimate by using the reverse of rule (1). Consequently,

if in the search back mode we are located at row j and column i in

the RA..M, we go back to co lurnn (i-I) and look for the row where the

l~J-th 'I'
2

is located. In Fig.2 we illustrate this trace back

method.

t ha r case m paths are extended

For rate (n-l)/n codes we only have to modify (1) and (2). In
n-lto m.2 successors. The code

str'ucture does not influence the principle structure of the

a laor i thm and hence, the complexity remains the same. It is also

easy to implement the algor ithm for Intersymbol IriterEe r-ence

Channels As a crannel model we téll<ethe discrete-time white-noise

filter model [3J.

Wc aIlalyze the performance of the decoder under various

circumstances. As rul example we measured the decoding error

probability as a function of m and the binary symmetric channel

error probability PBSC for an Optimum Distance Profile(ODP) v=12

code with decoding delay 128, see Table 1.
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TABLE 1

Decoding error probability as a function of m

for a v=12 ODP code and several
v=12

PBSC

0.045
0.04
0.035

0.03

0.008

0.0063

0.0023
0.0014

0.0051
0.0015
0.0005
0.0006

0.002
0.00064

0.00023

m=16 m=32 m= 64

Cone tud. ing reIlCJrks.

We describe a possible decoder implementation for convolutional

like encoders. The complexity is linear in the number of

investigated tree nodes. Based on these ideas we started a joint

research project with the information theory group of Prof. Rolf

Johannesson, Technical University of Lund. We are investigating the

problem of path recovery that is inherent to the decoding

algorithm. Furthermore, we will give simulation results in a

forthcoming paper at the Information Theory symposium in Kobe,

Japan ..
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RAM

'I' means extendable

'0' means not extendable

4:(~<00100 1.2
--

9.2 00101 2.0_. ,---

00010 01010
~ --

10101 01011
-- --

~
00000. --

00000 00001-- --

~
00000 0.6

-- --
10000 0.4 00001 0.6-- --
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----------1 --------1-________ 1

---.-------Q -----------
-----------1 -------------
-----------Q ------------
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frame length L

Si+1(0)
Si+1(1)

state- metric registers
updated registers

Fig.1. Updating of RAM, State- and Metric registers.
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Fig.2. Trace back method.
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SEGMENTATION OF SLAR IMAGERY GUIDED BY A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE

'" '"J.J. Gerbrands E. Backer,
•• **P. Hoogeboom and J. Kleijweg

The automated deLineation of the agricuLturaL fieLds in
Side-Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) imagery is described.
The approach is based on a spL i t-and-merge segmentat ion
a l gor: i thm. A neUJ method of grouping the spL i t-and-merge
bLocks into regions is described. In. a first attempt to
utiLize a priori information about the scene in the
segmentation. process, both the knoUJn Lot boundaries as weLL
as previous segmentation resuLts are incorporated in a data
base. The use of this kind of a priori knaUJLedge improves
the segmentat ion resuL tand yie Leis a Large decrease of
coïnpu i a l: LUlt L Lme.

At severa 1 inst itut ions throughout the wor Id , research is be ing
carr ied out to invest igate the use of remote sens ing as a toa I in
agriculture and forestry for vegetation mapping, crop
classification, yield forecasting, etc. In the Netherlands, the
cooperative research group ROVE (Radar Observat;on of
VeyótaLionl investigates the possibi lities of radar for that
purpose as part of the National Remote Sensing Programme. In
this paper we discuss the segmentation of Side-Looking Airborne
Radar (SLAR I imager y. SLAR is an act ive system in wh ich radar
pulses are transmitted from an airborne platform to the surface of
the earth. The ref 1ected signa 1s are recorded in the p Iat form.
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Intensive off-line processing of the raw data yields a digital

image wi th, i n our case, square p i xe 1s whi ch correspond wi th a

surface area of 15 x 15 meters, The value of each pixel represents

the average ref 1 ect i on coeff i c i ent of the correspond i ng surface

area. Radar reflection depends on many factors like wavelength and

polarization of the radar, grazing angle, soi 1 roughness and soil

moisture, and crop type, crop coverage and growth stage, It is our

purpose to automat i ca 1 1 Y de 1 i neate the agr i cu 1 tura 1 fie 1ds w i th

the subsequent goa 1 of crop class i f i cat i on and, eventua 1 1 y, crop

monitoring. It has already been shown [1][2] that SLAR-images can

be segmented acceptab 1 y by means of sp 1 i t-and-merge segmentat i on

a 1gor i t.hrns , The first i ssue to be di scuused rrer-e concerns the

improvement of the segmentation algorithm, In many practical

si tuat i ons, a pr i or i knowl edge about the agr i cu 1 tura 1 scene is

avai lab l e in some form: topoqraphical maps, remote sensing data

from other sources or from previous occasions, and, eventually,

geo-information systems. The second issue to be discussed here is

the i ncorporat i on of such knowl edge i n the segmentat i on step of

the ana 1 ys i s process, I n a first at tempt along these 1 i nes we

discuss a method in which the presumably known boundaries of the

lots are avai lable in the same format as the images, In addition,

previous segmentation results in the form of the boundaries of the

agricultural fields within the lots may be avai lable as well,

SPLIT-ANO-~ERGE SEG~ENTATION

The spl it-and-merge segmentation algorithm [3][4] can be described

as fol lows, Start with an image of size 2L x 2L, This image can be

d i v i ded i nto i ts four quadrants, and each of the quadrants can

again be divided into four quadrants recursively. The algorithm

starts with an initial partitioning of the image into squares of

size
L-k2 , In the merging steps, any quadruplet of squares of the

same father is put to a statistical test for a possible merge,

i.e,. if the sons are similar enough according to some uniformity
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predicate on the basis of certain attributes (e.g. mean and

var i ance of the grayva 1ues ) they are merged. Th i s process is

repeated for all emerging quadruplets of sons of the same father.

The next step i s ca 11ed the sp 1it ti ng process. All rema i n i ng
L-k

squares of s i ze 2 are tested for homogenei ty and sp 1i tinto

four quadrants i f necessary. Th i s process i s repeated unt i 1 all

squares i n the i mage are homogeneous. The f i na 1 stage i s ca 11ed

grouping. Now adjacent squares are clustered together if they are

simi lar in their attributes. Traditionally, this region growing

process starts wi th one of the 1argest squares and the growth

process of the current region continues unti 1 the grouping test

fai ls for all current neighbors. Then the next seed is selected

and so on. When appl ied to SLAR-imagery, the spl it-and-merge

segmentation results are acceptable (though not perfect) but the

computational effort is quite extensive [1][2].

IMPROVEDGROUPINGPROCESS

Due to the poor resolution, adjacent agricultural fields in SLAR

i mages are separated by a re 1at i ve 1y wi de trans i t i on regi on of

mixed pixels. As a result, the traditional grouping process tends

to letthe active region grow too much into the transition region.

A first improvement is obtained by allowing the active region to

absorb the first 1ayer of ne i ghbors on 1y. Then the next seed is

selected which is also allowed to absorb one layer only. In a

sense, a11 reg i ons grow s i mu1taneous 1y towards each other. The

segmentation results improve at the cost of increased computional

effort. Even in the improved algorithm, many small regions wi 11

not be absorbed into the larger regions because they fai 1 the

grouping test. This is caused by the fact that their attribute

values are very different. At the same time, the statistical

relevance of these differences is questionable, because the

regions are very small. Small r eo ion el imination is achieved by

iteratively assigning the edge pixels of the small regions to the
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neighboring larger region. Each time a pixel is tentatively
ass igned to a 1arger reg ion, the resu 1t ing reg ion is tested for
homogeneity on the basis of grayvalue variance. If the homogeneity
test is passed, the pixel
the other case it is

is definitely assigned to the region, in
labeled separately and masked in the

segmentation map. In this way, most of the noisy small regions are
el iminated, but the relevant small regions 1 ike farms and pyons of
power 1 ines are masked. As a result,
the computed fie 1 d averages wh ich

such objects do not influence
are used as features in the

subsequent statistical pattern recognition stage.

THE USE OF A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE

Although the segmentation results are greatly improved by the new
grouping stage, the results are sti 1 1 not perfect and the
computational burden
our test site in
segmentation result.
on a VAX 11/750. 1t

is increased. Figure shows a SLAR image of
the Flevopolders and Figure 2 shows the
Processing time is in the order of 50 minutes
isinterest ing to .j nvest igate how a pr ior i

knowledge, if avai labie, could be used to improve the results even
further and decrease the computat iona 1 effort to an accept ab 1e
level. The use of a priori knowledge is greatly facilitated if
th isinformat ion is ava i1ab 1e in the same format as the images
themselves. In a first step, we use the presumably known
boundar ies of the lots. F igure 3 shows the boundar ies of the
'natural' parcels. The width of the edges is indicative for the
(spatially varying) resolution. The boundary map is used as an
overlay over the SLAR data. The data within one lot is tested for
homogeneity. If the data is homogeneous, it is concluded that the
lot contains one crop only. If the data is not homogeneous, we use
the with in-l ot boundar ies from a data base of previ ous
segmentation results. Now each previously found field is tested
for homogeneity. If the previous segmentation fits the new data,
the previous segmentation map is used for this lot. Only if none
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of the segmentation results from the data base fit the new image,
the time-consumi ng sp 1it-and-merge a 1gor ithm isused. Fi gure 4
shows the result. The results are improved in the sense that most
of the boundaries are straight lines in accordance with the ground
truth in the Flevopolders, which makes the result more acceptable
to our users. In add it ion, the computa t ion t ime is reduced to a
few minutes. Spec ia 1 attent ion is g iven to the use of the data
base. The priority in considering previous results can be
establ ished by assigning weight coefficients to the entries in the
data base. Resu 1ts from the current year are ass igned a higher
weight than those from previous years. In addition, boundaries
which have occurred more frequently are assigned a higher weight
than those which appeared seldomly. The priority assignment
mechanism is still under investigation.

Fig. 1. SLAR image of the test site in the Flevopolders (ROVE).
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Fig. 2. Segmentation result obtained with split-and-merge
algorithm with improved grouping stage.

Fig. 3. Resolution dependent boundaries of original lots.
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Fig. 4. Segmentation result obtained by using a priori knowledge.
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A COMPARISON OF TWO 3D-MODELS FOR IMAGE CODING
BASED ON VISUAL PROCESSING

* *J.A.M. Stuifbergen , G.H.L.M. Heideman

In this contribution we present two 3D-models to code image
sequences. Comparising both models, the relation with the
visual system plays a central role.
The models are closely allied in the spatial domain. In the
case of a still picture scene the spatio-temporal bandpass-
outputs of the models are the same.
Recent neurophysiological experiments show that the
sensitivity of the visual system for motion increases by
decreasing spatial resolution. This aspect together with the
length of temporal impulse responses and the temporal
integration time of the visual processing forms the central
olemont in comparising both models.

O. INTRODUCTION
In previous publications we have described a model for a

representation of images. The purpose of this model is a much more
efficient representation of the information in the image.

This model gives the opportunity to use specific sensitivity
properties of the human visual system in the detection and
measurement of parameters of "radical" intensity changes. So far,
the model was a pure spatial model.

In the following we will extend this model to a spatia-temporal
model.

1. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE SPATIO-TEMPORAL MODEL
From neuroPhysical and psychovisual experiments properties of

the human visual system are derived that allow different models.
An adequate model has to fulfil at least the following demands:
1. The model must be equal to the spatial model, when there are no

temporal changes.
2. Positions of spatia-temporal changes of intensity are easily

detectable.

*University of Twente, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede
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3. Parameters of these changes must be measureable with a reliable
accuracy.

4. Quantization of the parameters can be based on properties of the
human visual system.

5. A reconstruction of the original image based on the foregoing
measurements is possible.
The pure spatial model is based on the hierarchical decompo-

sition of the original image into a number of spatial bandpass
images and a spatial lowpass image. The simplest extension of this
model is the replacement of the spatial filters by spatio-temporal
filters.

The bandpass-outputs of the models show an output (unequal to
zero) only in the local neighbourhood of spatial, temporal and
spatio-temporal intensity changes. The locations of a change in
sign in these bandpass images constitute a zero-crossing plane in
the space-time domain, in the same way as locations of changes in
sign constitute a zero-crossing line in the space domain in the
spatial model.

In principle such a model can fulfil all demands 1 to 5.
Detection of zero-crossing points in this plane and measurements of
parameters (amplitude, velocity) gives the information that is
needed for an adequate and efficient representation.

In the following \Ve shall discuss in particular the properties 2
and 3 of two specific models.

2. ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSE OF A SPATIO-TEMPORAL BANDPASS FILTER ON
A MOVING EDGE.
From the foregoing analysis we may state that a spatio-temporal

model should fulfil the following conditions:
a) Determination of positions (p) of radical spatio-temporal

intensity changes should be unique (1.1).
b) The parameters (position, amplitude, velocity) should be

measurable and should be related to sensitivity properties of
the human visual system in a simple and reliable way.
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By extension of the bandpass filters of the intraframe
representation into spatio-temporal bandpass filters condition (a)
will be fulfilled. The,filter F in figure 1 represents a spatio-
temporal bandpass filter on an arbitrary scale (a ,a ,a ) and withx y t
an arbitrary width of the spatio-temporal lowpass filter (n ,n ,

x y
n ). The bandpass filter can be considered as a Laplacian of a
t

Gaussian. In this paper we will use filters and signals in
continuous space and time.

f(x,j,t) g(x,y,t)

Figure 1

The transfer functions are:
2 2 2 2 2 2G (w ww) = exp(-n a w /2-n a w /2-n a w /2)n n n x' y' t x x x y y Y t t t

x Y t

(1)

L(w ,w ,W )x Y t
(2)

a ,a : spatial scaling parameter
x y

at: temporal

As an inputsignal we take a 'smooth' edge, parallel to the y-axis
and moving with a constant velocity v in the direction of the
x-axis:

f(x,y,t) j
-1 x-vt 2 2

a(oO 2~) J exp(-u /200)du
-co

(3 )

with: 00: shape of the edge.
a : amplitude.

The outputsignal g(x,y,t) of the filter F is given by:

g(x,y,t) 2 2 2 -3 2 2
aa (l+v /vO)~ (x-v t)exp(-(x-v t) /2~ )x e e e (4)
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2
-y

22 22 222
~Ola +(n la )~ +(n la )~ .vx x x x t t t e (4a)

(4b)

(4c)

The plane V(x=vet,y,t) gives the position in the (x,y,t) space of
the moving edge. So filter F fulfils condition (a) and can be
considered as a straightforward extension of the intraframe model.

The velocity v of the edge is easily obtained by the following
expression:

v
e

(5)

With (4b) and (4c) formula (5) provides the velocity v in a unique
and simple way.
Tn figure 2 the gradients to x and t of g(x,y,t) in the zero-
crossingplane V and multiplied by scaling parameters Ox and ~t are
reflected as a function of the relative velocity velvO for some

(JgIBt)/(BgIBx) • (a la )
(x=v t) t x

e

values of the ratio ~O/~x. For the parameters
without loss of generality:

o.t

e.e

0.7

0.8

0.8-
gx'~t

0.4

O.J

0.2

0.1

n
x

1 a
t

andny n
t

ry
x '"y

v • v
e

~- <':«: vivo

0: ~ - gx t

;; (2)
ma x

10-v
Figure 2

Cl.
i,

and n.
J

takewe

1

gx ~x(Bglax)

gt at(aglBt)

v velvO = vivo

(Cl = at = 1)x
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Same extrema: vmax

From f~g~re 3 we c~n make the following remarks:
a) If v-v then g is proportional to the relative amplitudemax x

a(ax/aO) of the edge.
b) Depend;nt on the ratio (aO/ax) there is a limited range of v for

which gx is increased relative to the value of gx for still
pictures (v~O). So, dependent on the ratio of (aO/ax) a limited
range of velocity v might increase the perceptibility of the
edge.

For a reliable estimation of v (vo)·g /g on an arbitrary resolu-
t XA

tion scale gt must be not much larger than gx' ~orAan easy inter-
pretation of the figures, we marked the points gx~gt with a circle.

3. COMPARING TWO SPATIO-TEMPORAL BANDPASS REPRESENTATIONS
A processing of the inputsignal f(x,y,t) by the filter F

together with the gradients in the zero-crossing-plane V provides
us all the parameters in a unique and explicit (measurable) way.
We represent the input image by a (parallel) set of bandpass images
on different spatia-temporal resolution levels. The scheme in
figure 3 is a general form of this set of bandpass filters.

f(x,y,t)-7-----1

gl (x,y,t)

Figure 3
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We will consider two special cases.
MODEL A:

Cl =Cl =Cl

xi Yi ti
Model A is a spatio-temporal hierarchical model which contains on
every resolution level sphere symmetrical bandpass filters. Scaling
is carried out (symmetrically) in 3-dimensions .
MODEL B: . .=n =1

t
N

Cl = =Cl =1ti ... tN

nt.
1

i=l, . ,N

j=l, ... ,NCl =Cl
Xj Yj

Model B is also hierarchical. The impulse responses of the bandpass
filters are circular-elliptical. Only in the space-domain scaling
is carried out.
Figure 4 and figure 5 showes the gradients of g.(x,y,t) in the

1

zero-crossing plane V as a function of vivO on different spatio-
temporal resolution scal~.

Figure 4

MODEL A

0.9

0.8

., 'L
0à/ox - I

(i): ax• i

0: gx·gt
a-I

0.'

0.3

0.2

0.1

For both models we take 2
Cl =nx x The monotone increasing graphs are

10

the gradients gt.
For model A we make the following remarks for increasing values of
vivO:
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HODEL B

0 .•

(0: 0x"- i

0: ~x ~ gt

a-I

0 .s

0.7

0 .e

Figure 5 a.'

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

o ~---r---r---,---'---'----r---'---.---'-~
2 la

a) ~tee~ descent of the gradient gx (especially for lower scales!)
b) gx«gt for relative small values of vivO on all resolution

scales.
Model A is therefore not suitable for a reliable estimation of the
velocity v when (v/vO»l.
In model B the shap~ o~ the graphs for gx are much 'smoother'. The
velocity for which gx=gt (encircled in the graphs) is increasing
for increasing values of a (=a ) (decreasing spatial resolutionx y
level). By decreasing the spatial resolution level we can increase

A A

this velocity (gx=gt) to any arbitrary value. Another main
difference between model A and B is the length of the
impulse responses of the filters in temporal direction. Although
the scaling in temporal direction in model A seems an advantage to
model B, the length of the temporal impulse responses causes an
unacceptable frame delay (about 12 frames when 3 bandpass- and one
lowpass filter (for reconstruction) is used).

The length of temporal impulse responses in model B is much
better in agreement with the temporal integration time of the human
visual system.

We define edges as texture on some spatio-temporal resolution
level if on a lower spatio-temporal scale these individual edges
will disappear. By this definition spatio-temporal texture is
relative to the resolution scale! An implication of model B (and
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also model A) is that in case of the finest perceptible texture
(only present on the highest spatio-temporal resolution scale) a
relative small value of v is already leading to an unreliable

A A

estimation of this velocity (gx«gt)' Another problem which is in
some way related to the first problem arises when the distance
between edges with the same orientation and sign becomes minimal.
In this case ambiguities will arise in the estimation of v when
v>vO'

An aspect of spatio-temporal masking is the limited range of
visibility of retinal velocities of edge-like structures. When we
define the maximum velocity of this range as vvisual then it seems
that v. 1 is proportional to the spatial resolution scale

v i.su a
(a ,a ). This means that for the finest texture (texture un the

x y
highest perceptible resolution scale) v. 1 is minimal andVlsua
v. 1 increases with decreasing spatial resolution. Again this is
v i.s u a

an important nifference between both models. For model A the
highest velocity that can be measured in a reliable way is the same
for all resolution scales while in model B this velocity increases
with decreasing spatial resolution.

DISCUSSION fu~D CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we considered two spatio-temporal models (A and

B). Considering the length of the temporal impulse responses of the
filters and the relation"v f---7 spatial resolution scale" we
conclude that model B is in better agreement with sensitivity
properties of the human visual system.
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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD IDENTIFICATION AND RESTORATION OF BLURRED IMAGES

R.L. Lagendijk and J. Biemond1

In the use of image restoration filters it is nearly always
assumed that the degradat ion an image has suffered (blur
model), the image model and the variance of the observatLon
noise are known a priori. Since these parameters are unknown
for pract ical images of interest, they have to be est imated
from the noisy blurred images themselves. This paper
presents a maximum likelihood based technique that
s imul taneous ly ident i f' i es: the unhnown image parameters and
restores the image by employing an iterative procedure
called the expectation-maximization (En) algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
uver the last decades a variety of image restoration methods has

been proposed in the literature, including Fourier domain [iJ,

recursive [2], and iterative [3] procedures. However, in the use of
these restoration methods, i t. is nearly always assumed that the
degradation an image has suffered, is known a priori. Since this is
usually not true for practical images of interest, one of the major
questions in image restoration is currently how to ident.tfy the
blur model, image model and observation noise variance.

By modeling a blurred image as the output of a 2-dimensional
o

1Ine ar . system with unknown input (the original image), the
identification problem can be specified as the estimation of the
unknown point-spread function (PSF) of this system. Since one
hardly ever has enough a priori knowledge to determine the PSF from
the physical nature of the blur, the required parameters have to be
estimated from the noisy blurred image itself.

In recent work on image identification [2,4], the original image
is modeled as a 2-D autoregressive (AR) process. Then, if the

1The authors are with the Delft University of Technology, Dep. of
Electrical Engineering, Information Theory Group, P. O. Box 5031,
2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
This paper is based upon research supported in part by NATO
grant 0124/87.
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obser-ved blurr-ed image is assumed to be noiseless, the image and

blur model identification can be specified as a 2-D autor-egr-essive

moving-aver-age (ARMA) identification pr-oblem. The AR coefficients

deter-mine the image model, while the blur- model follows fr-om the

identified MA par-ameters. In [4], Tekalp et al. der-ive maximum

likelihood estimates for- the ARMApar-ameters, which ar-e computed by

fir-st decomposing the PSF into four quarter-plane convolutional

factors, and next identifying each of these factor-s r-ecur-s ive Ly.

Biemond et al. [2] show that the 2-D ARMAidentification can be

done in parallel, where each of the parallel channels r-equir-es the

identification of a 1-D complex ARMApr-ocess. An inter-mediate high

or-der- AR appr-oximation step is used to compute these ARMA

par-ameters. In [5], Lagendijk et al. for-mulate the blur- arid image

model identification as a constr-ained maximum likelihood pr-oblem,

and solve this highly nonlinear pr-oblem by employing a gr-adient

based maximization pr-ocedur-e, which acts iter-atively on a complete

image.

The major- dr-awback of the above methods is that they ar-e based

on the assumption of noiseless data, and ar-e ther-efor-e sui table

only for- r-elatively high signal-to-noise (SNR) r-atios. In this

paper- we pr-esent a maximum likelihood (ML) based technique that

directly tàkes into account the presence of ouser-vat t on noise in

the blurred images. Resul ting from this approach is a procedure

that simultaneously identifies the unknown parameters and restores

the image.

11. PROBLEMFORMULATION

IMAGEANDBLURMODELS

In the image restoration and identification methods, the original

image, s(m,n), is modeled by the following 2-D autoregressive

model:

s(m, tv) = L
i , jER 1

or (by lexicogr-aphically order-ing the image data)

c .. s(m-i,n--J) + w(m,n),
1J

(la)
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s Cs + \,J. (lb)

Here RI represents the support of the model. The modeling error (or
plant noise), w, is assumed to be Gaussian distributed with
covariance Qw
modeled as

= ~2 I. The observed noisy blurred image, r(m,n), isw

r-t m, re) = L hk1s(m-k, n- L) + v(m, n),

k.1ER2

(2a)

or
Hs + v, (2b)

where R2 represents the support of the blur, H is the blurring
operator. The independent observation noise, v, is assumed to be
Gaussian distributed with covariance Qv = ~~ I.

IMAGE RESTORATION
The goal of image restoration is to determine an improved estimate
of the original image from the observed data. In optimum filtering
theory, Eqs. (lb) and (2b) are used to define this optimal
solution, s, as the solution of the following minimization problem:

s Min cjJ(s)
s

2= Min { IIr - HsIIQ-I
s v

+ 11(l-C)sll~-l }
w

(3)

The filters of [1,2,3] aim to accomplish this. However, the
implementation of these filters requires a priori knowledge about
C, H and the covariances Qw and Qv' which are unknown for practical
images.

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD IDENTIFICATION
Given the a priori structure of the image and blur model (Eqs. (1),
(2), respectively), given the st.r-uctur-e of a filter which solves
(3), and given an observed noisy blurred image r-, we desire to
optimally estimate

2 2
9={c . hk1; ~w' ~v}' Aij'
method which has known

the unknown parameters e, where
corrunon approach is to choose an estimation
and favorable theoretical properties. One of
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the most powerful of these methods is the maximum likelihood (ML)

estimator [6]. Given the noisy blurred image, r-, and the models,
the ML estimation finds the various values in e which most likely
resulted in the blurred image observed. Mathematically, the ML

method is formulated as follows:

(- Max t.(e)
e

Max p (r/e),
e r

(4)

where p (r/e) is the probability density function (pdf) of r, given
r

the parameters e, and t.(e) the likelihood function of e. Assuming
that the noise processes wand v have a Gaussian distribution, r is
Gaussian distributed as well with mean pand covariance L.
Replacing tee) by the log likelihood function Ue), and
substituting the pdf of r, we have

Max Ue)
e

= t -1Min [ (r-p) ~ (r-p) + Lo g l Z] L.
e

( S)

By minimizing (S) with respect to a specific restoration filter
structure which solves (3), we arrive at algorithms which
simultaneously identify the parameters e, and restore the blurred
image.

A straightforward solution to (3) is given by

s = (6a)

Cov (s) = V [ Cl-C) t o' Cl-c)
w

(6b)

For this structure of the restoration filter, we find the following
mean and covariance of r:

pee) H s = H vee) Ht Q - 1 r- ,
v

~
Ht +Cov(r) ~(e) H vee) Q

v

Observe that pee) is a function of e through vt e), H and

(7a)

(7b)

Q • It is
v

therefore easily seen that substituting (7a,b) into (S) yields an
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extr-ernely complex minimization pr-oblem. Though this problem might
be solved by employing numer-ical optimization procedur-es, we
pr-opose to employ the more efficient expectation-minimization
algor-ithm to solve Eq. (4).

Ill. HL ESTIMATION USING THE EM ALGORITHM

The EM algorithm is a general approach to the iterative computation
of the HL estimator (4), and is formulated as follows [7,8]:

Si+l ~ Max E {lOg P (;,r/S)
aSs, r

(8)

Her-e E { .
S

r- and the
r,~.} denotes the conditional expectation of s,

1

parameter- estimates at the i-th iteration. The
given
above

procedure can be interpreted as follows. If the original image, s,
were known, then a would be estimated by maximizing p (s,r/a).s,r
However, since s is not known, but observed as the noisy blurred
image, r-, the EM algorithm averages p (s,r/a) over all possibles,r
solution s, and hence maximizes its expectation. Thus, the
algorithm iterates, using each new parameter estimate to improve
the conditional expectation on the next iteration (the E-step), and
then uses this conditional expectation to improve the next
parameter- estimate (the M-step). The successive iterations always
increase the likelihood, and conver-geto a stationary point of the
likelihood function [7].

By using the image and blur models in (lb) and (2b),
respectively, and by making use of the Gaussian distribution of w
and v, it can be shown that the conditional pdf of s is Gaussian
with conditional mean and covariance given by (6a) and (6b),
respectively. Since a Gaussian pdf is determined completely by its
mean and covariance, these equations constitute the E-step of the
EM algorithm.

The M-step involves maximizing the conditional expectation of
log p (s,r/a) with respect to 8, and can be shown to reduce tos,r
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Min { log 2 log 2 - 210g Ii-CI(J' + (J' +
8

v w

E [ 11 I'
A 2

lI(l-Cl;II~-l ] 1. ( 9)
s - HsIIQ-l + ;r ,8

j
v w

Since (9) is quadratic in the PSF coefficients, minimizing (9) with
respect to the blur coefficients, h

k1
, is simple because it

involves solving only a set of linear equations. Under certain
conditions, the effect of logli-CI in Eq. (9) can be neglected [8].
Then (9) is quadratic in the image model coefficients as well, and
its minimization with respect to c ..

1 J
the

is straightforward.
ultimate goal is. theFurthermore, it shoul d be noted that

identification of the PSF coefficients, and not the image model
coefficients. Selecting a priori a robust image model usually has
hardly any effect on the identification of the PSF.

In conclusion, since, for the assumed models, both the E-step
and the M-step reduce to solving sets of linear equations, the HL
estimation using the EM algorithm becomes an entirely linear, but
iterative procedure. The iterates alternate between the image
restoration (Eqs. (Ba ,b l) and the parameter estimation. Eqs (6a, b)
invol ve matrices wi th very large dimensions. However, when the
matrices Hand C are assumed to have a block-circulant structure,
(6a,b) can be implemented efficiently using discrete Fourier
transforms.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we consider some preliminary experimental results
on an artifically blurred image. A "cameraman image" (size: 256x2S6
pixels) was blurred by horizontal linear motion blur over 3 pixels.
Independent Gaussian noise was added with SNR = 30 and 40 dB. The
algorithm described in Section III was used to simultaneously
identify and restore the blurred images using a nonsymmetric
half-plane (NSHP) image model (Figure 1). Table 1 lists the true
and Lden t Lf'ded coefficients, and evaluates the performance of the
restoration process in terms of SNR-improvement.
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Figure 1. Nonsymmetric Half-Plane Image Model.
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True image model (cl - c4)True PSF
True Qw and Qv
SNR improvement (dB)

f 40 dB
Identified image model
Identified PSF
Identified Q and Qv
SNR improvem~nt

-0.4980. 0.5936. 0.1385. 0.7556
0.3333. 0.3333. 0.3333
227.5, 40dB: 3.7,

40dB: 9.4,
30dB: 0.4
30dB: 4.8

f 30 dB ===================,================================~
Identified image model
Identified PSF
Identified Q and Qv
SNR improvem~nt

-0.4777, 0.5809, 0.1453, 0.7408
0.3335. 0.3329, 0.3335
242.0 0.1
8.9 dB

-0.5731, 0.6318. 0.1279, 0.8048
0.3254. 0.3472. 0.3264
180.3 4.6
4 . 7 dB

Table 1. True and identified (at 30 and 40 dB SNR) parameters.
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ON MODELLING OF UNCERTAINTY AND INEXACTNESS IN EXPERT SYSTEMS

* * **E.Backer, J.e.A.van der Lubbe, W. Krijgsman

During the years, many attempts have been made to represent
uncertainty, inexactness and beL i.e f which may be attached
to experts opinions, judgements and soLutions in a rigorous
mathematicaL way. A proposition may be uncertain or inexact
or may have a degree of beLief, the degree of which can be
represented by probabiLities, possibiLities, fuzzy sets and
be t ief funct ions which when used in a part i cul.ar:caLcuLus
Like Bayes, Sugeno, Dempster-Shafer or ShortLiffe-Buchanan
wi LL yie Ld an inexact reasoning usuaL Ly refered to as
approximate reasoning or p laus i.ble reasoning. This paper
attempts to put the major caLcuLi into perspective as far
as their f'urict: ioning and performance reLated to
mathematicaL assumptions are concerned.

1. I NTROOUCTI ON

A character ist ic aspect of human reason ing is that in many
cases one has to dea I with uncerta in or imprec ise informat ion.
Expert knowledge is by definition troubled with uncertainty and
inexactness. As knowledge based systems are meant to imitate or
represent subjective human reasoning at least in terms of
input-output perf or-manc e , ~Ludy of uncertainty models and
propagation of uncertainty is inevitable.

The mean ing of uncerta inty, however, is far from c Iear. It can
be related to inaccuracy, incredibi I ity, inexactitude,
unre Iiab iI ity, ind ist inctness, fuzz iness etc. Genera IIy speak ing,
uncertainty itself is restricted to propositions of which the
truth cannot be determined defi ni te Iy. As an example, a
proposition is said to be fuzzy if its meaning cannot be
determined wi th sufficient precision on a given scale. On the
other hand, the term cred ib iIity is used in order to express the
degree of which a proposition is assumed to be to be true. Note
that those concepts do not coincide necessari ly: a precise
proposition can be uncertain, whereas a certain proposition can be
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fuzzy etc.
Moreover it is possible that within a given context more than

one type of uncertainty is apperent at the same time. In those
cases we have to cope with sa-cal led multitype uncertainty [1 l.

In Sect ion 2, we structure uncerta inty in r-e assoning in the
sense that we sp Iit the uncerta inty mode I into an uncerta inty
calculus and an inference calculus. As there does exist knowledge
about the types of uncertainty for a given appl ication or context,
an uncerta inty mode I contra I is needed in order to se 1 ect the
appropr iate mode I. Sect ion 3 dea Is with a var iety of uncerta inty
calculi. More specifically, we relate the representation of
uncertainty with some well-known calculi, Finally, in Section 4 we
br ief Iy ind icate the framework of an inference ca I cu 1 us inwh ich
reasoning with uncertainty ultimately takes place.

2. THE UNCERTAINTY MODEL
With respect to reasoning with uncertainty, we

uncertainty
meant to be

calculus and an inference calculus.
a set of mathemat ica 1 ru 1 es on the

d ist ingu ish an
A calculus is
bas is of wh ich

calculations can be performed. An uncertainty calculus deals with
the mathemat ica I representat ion of uncerta inty whereas an
inference calculus is dealing with combination and propagation of
uncertainties through the inference process. Uncertainty calculus
and inference ca 1 cu 1 us form together the uncerta inty mode I. As
mentioned before, the appl ication or context prescribes which
uncertainty models are most appropriate for that given application
or context. Note that controlover uncertainty models is part of
the knowledge involved seen from a meta-view. In Figure 1, the
uncertainty model and the uncertainty model control is
schematized.

Note that the characteristics of uncertainty in a given
application together with knowledge about uncertainty model
assumpt ions (doma in, range, prec ision, parameter independency or
numerical completeness) is input for the uncertainty model control
in order to se 1ect the opt ima 1 mode 1. Hereby, opt ima 11ity is
considered as the closest correspondence between the svstems'
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performance and that of an human expert.

ever-false proposition
ever-true proposition
propositions
evidence
hypothesis
probabi Iity function
bel ief function
credibil ity function
plausibi I ity function
necessity function
possibi I ity function
increased bel ief
increased disbel ief
certainty factor
membership function

TabeL ]: Notations

3. UNCERTAINTY CALCULI

u,v
e
H
P(. )
B(. )

Cr(. )
PL ( . )
N(. )
Ft. )

HB( . )
HD( . )
cri . )
fl ( . )

UNCERTAINTY

.... ._ ............. ........... ............

UNCERTAINTY
CALCULUS

UNCERTA
MODE

CONTR
INFERENCE
CALCULUS

Fig.]: The uncertainty modeL and
the controL to seLect the
appropriate modeL.

Depending on the type of uncertainty a variety of uncertainty
calcul i can be distinguished each of which is deal ing with the
representat ion of the degree of uncerta inty of a propos ition or
event. Some of them are considered. For greater detail, see [2,31.

In the following we wi 11 use the notations as given in tabel 1.

probab i1 ity
By definition, peul and Ptv) are the probabi I ities that the

the following requirements:
propositions u and v are true. The probabi lity function satisfies

if u A v = to then P(u v v) = peul + Ptv).
These axioms imply: peul + P(-w) 1, and

if u implies v (u ~ v = t
1
) then Ptv) ~ peul.

The above axioms correspond to the Bayes model inwhich the
probab iI ity of an hypothes isH g iven ev idence eis expressed as
P(H lel.

Apart from computational complexity and numerical completeness,
the major drawback of the Bayes mode I is that the ass ignment of
peul impl ies the assignment of P(,u) which seldomly corresponds to
the expert's judgement.

credibi 1itv and plausibi lity
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By def i.nit ion, B(u) expresses the be 1ief in the truth of a
proposition u. Hereby, the following axioms hold:

B(t
O
) = 0, B(t

1
) = 1, and

if u impl ies v then B(v) ~ B(v).
A particular bel ief function, satisfying the last axiom, is the
credibility function Cr(u) for which it holds:

Cr(u) + Cr(~u) ~ 1.

We note that Cr(u) = 0 does not imply Cr(,u) = 1, whereas Cr(~u) =
1 just imp I ies Cr(u) O. The plausibi 1 ity function PL(u) can de
defined directlyon the basis of Cr(~u), as follows:

PL(u) = 1 - Cr(~u).
This simply expresses the fact that the plausibility that u is
true corresponds to the incredibi lity that u is false.

The Short I iffe-Buchanan mode 1 [4] is close 1y re 1ated to the
above approach. In this model, the measure of increased belief in
an hypothesis H based on evidence e is given by:

1

MB(H!e) =( max{P(H!e),P(H)}
1 - P(H)

if P(H) =

- P(H) elsewhere

In fact MB(H!e) can be considered as a credibi 1ity function. It
can easi ly be shown that: MB(H!e) + MB(~H!e) ~ 1.

Apart from MB(H!e), also a measure of disbel ief MD(H!e) is
introduced. However, this is not an analogon of the above
mentioned plausibil ity function. In fact MD(H!e) is also a
credibi I ity function since it can be shown that:

MD(H!e) = MB(~H!e).

A definition of a plausibi I ity function would be
Pl(H!e) = 1 - MB(~H!e) = 1 - MD(H!e).

The Shortl iffe-Buchanan model offers an overall certainty factor:
Cf(H!e) = MB(H!e) - MB(~H!e).

Rewriting yields:
Cf(H!e) = MB(H!e) + Pl(H!e) - 1

from wh ich it can be conc Iuded that the certa inty factor is a
combination of credibi lity and plausibi 1ity. Furthermore it holds
that: Cf(H!e) + Cf(,H!e) = O.
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The un~ertainty calculus of Oempster-Shafer [5] is also based
on credibi I ity and plausibi I ity functions. Consider a:Jbeing the
exhaustive set of al I mutually exclusive hypotheses. The influence
of each piece of evidence on the subsets of a:J is expressed by the
sa-ca I led bas ic probabil ity assignment in Oempster-Shafer' s
theory of evidence. The basic probability assignment ml H)
represents the degree of belief in H. As a result, in the case of
three hypothesis H" H2 and H3' we have m(H,l, m(H2), m(H3),
m(H"H2), m(H"H3), m(H2,H3), m(H"H2,H3), for which:

L m(A) = ,
AEa:J

Then the credibil ity function (measure of total bel ief in A)

satisfies

L:rlAJ = L m(B)
BÇA

Cr(A) + Cr(,A) S 1.

From Cr(A), the plausibil ity function PL(A) fol lows easi ly:
PL(A) = 1 - Cr(,A) = L m(B).

AIIB;t0
Clearly, both models relax the Bayes model in a different way. In
Shortl iffe-Buchanan we have the credibil ity heuristically defined
whereas in Dernpss ter-Shaf er the cred ibil ity is def ined in bas ic
probabi lities.

possibi 1 ity and necessity
Nece~sity functions N(.) are credibility functions satisfying

the following additional requirement: ~(UAV) = min(N(u),N(v)).
Likewise, a possibility function F(.) is a plausibility function
satisfying additionally: F(uvv) = max(F(u),F(v)).
The above impl ies F(u) < ~ N(u) o meaning that if the
possibi Iity that u is true is less than 1, than v is not
necessarily true. Likewise, it holds that:

N(u) > 0 ~ F(u) = 1, and N(u) = , - F(,u).

It is remarked here that Shortliffe-Buchanan's nB(.) is also a
necessity function since:

nB(H1A H21e) = Min(nS(H,le),nS(H2Ie)).
Likewise, PL(.) appears to be a possibi Iity measure.

According to Oempster-Shafer's theory Cr(.) and PL(.) are
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necessity and possibi 1ity functions, respectively, if the subsets
of ~ are nested. It is important to note that the uncertainty of a
proposition u is represented by a pair {N(u),F(u)} rather than by
one number.

fuzzy set membership functions
Whereas the above mentioned calculi are related to the

uncertainty of the truth of a proposition, it is also possible to
cons ider the imprec is ion or fuzz iness of its contents [6]. The
membership function ~L(u) can be interpreted as the compatibility
of u with the concept label led L defining the degree of
poss ibil ity of the propos it ion "u has the property L". The major
outcome is that fuzzy membersh ip funct ions fo 11ow the necess ity
and possibi 1ity functions:

~(UAV) = min(~(u),~(v)) and ~(uvv) = max(~(u),~(v)),
but still satisfy the probabi listic property: ~(u) + ~(,u) 1.

In Figure 2, the above perspective is schematized,

4. INFERENCE CALCULI
Whereas the uncerta inty ca 1cu 1i are ma in 1y re 1ated to the

mathematical representation of uncertainty or inexactness of
propositions, inference calcul i provide us with the framework
where reasoning with uncertainty can be performed: combination and
propagation of evidences. Wellknown inference calcul i are the ones
introduced by Bayes, Shortliffe-Buchanan, Dempster-Shafer and
Zadeh-Sugeno [2,3,4,5].

As in most appl ications, it is very unI ikely that one has to
deal with just one type of uncertainty, For that reason in [1,7]
an inference calculus on the basis of an uncertainty vector is
proposed as illustrated in F igure 3. It has the advantage of
learning and tuning but it suffers from increasing dimensional ity.

5. CONCLUSION
We have d ist ingu ished a var iety of types of uncerta inty and

inexactness. Each type has its own uncertainty calculus, Together
with an inference calculus we obtain an uncertainty model. Either
we select the appropriate model at a certain instance or we apply
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an uncertainty model based on multitype uncertainty.

~ __B__A_YE__S ~I~(------------------~_p__r_o_b_a_b_i_l_i_t_y~

SHORTLIFFE-
BUCHANAN ]

~L.........L....~-----'DEMPSTER- ~ credibility

possibility

SHAFER f- J

1ZADEH-SUGENO IE-( ---------------------11 fuzzy sets

Figure 2: The representation of uncertainty and
inexactness and their corresponding
cat.rn it i

concept: uncertainty 1 uncertainty 2............................................1". ··············..·····················1··············· .
uncertainty k

······························1····

uncertainty
calculus 1

uncertainty
calculus 2

uncertainty
calculus k

numeric:

inference calculus ba~ed on the uncertainty vector L

Figure 3: Uncertainty modeL using muLtitype uncertainty.
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"IMAGE SUB-BAND CODING: A QUANTIZATION ERROR ANALYSIS"

.
P.H. Westerink, J. Biemond and D.E. Boekee

FiLter design for signaL spLitting and reconstruction
in sub-band coding is based in practice on the
assumption that coding errors are negligible. In the
absence of coding the al iasing errors are canceLed
~hen Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF's) are used. The
fact that aliasing errors do occur in the presence of
coding errors is ackno~Ledged in the literature.
Ho~ever, no quantitative evaluation has been made so
far. Th is paper expl i c itly incorporates quant izat ion
errors into a QMF system by means of a quant izer
model. This enabLes us to discriminate bet~een
different types of coding errors, such as al:ias ing
errors, signal errors and I-'ul!domerrors. Both a mean
squared error (MSE) calcuLation and a subjective
evaluation of the coding errors sho~ that the
aliasing errors are negligible for fiLter lengths of
16 taps or more. Random errors are especialLy
annoying in flat areas and are due to a local
quantizer mismatch. This kind of errors can be
reduced by utilizing adaptive quantizers.

1. INTRODUCTION

The bas ic idea of sub-band cod ing (SBC) is to sp 1it up the
frequency band of the signal and then to code each sub-band
separate 1y us ing a coder and bit rate close 1y matched to the
stat ist ics of that part icu 1ar band. However, since th is sp 1itti ng
into sub-bands is performed by digital FIR fi ltering followed by
downsampling, aliasing will occur and special care has to be taken
to reconstruct the signal after decoding the sub-bands. In order to
avoid al iasing in the reconstructed signal the so-cal led Quadrature
Mirror Fi lter (QMF) technique was introduced by Crochiere, Esteban
and Galand in 1976 [1). Since then, a lot of attention has been
devoted to this fi lter technique [2).

The extens ion to mu 1t i-d imens iona 1 (rnü) QMF banks was first
made by Vetterl i [3), who considered spl itting an mD signal into
sub-bands. Vetterli also showed that the mD aliasing problem could
be solved by using separable filters, thus reducing the complexity
of the problem again to one dimension. The first results on SBC of
images were reported by Woods & 0'Ne i1 [4) , who used
two-dimensional separable QMF's. The sub-bands were coded using

• The authors are with the Delft University of Technology,
Department of Electrical Engineering, Information Theory Group,
P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, the Netherlands.
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adaptive OPCM, which yielded an image coding system with high
performance at low bit rates. Other SBC schemes for images also use
20 separable QMF banks [5,61.

The QMF fi lters that are used to spl it and reconstruct the (10
or 20) signal are designed in practice for sub-band coding systems
in which coding errors are assumed to be negl igible. In [8]
reference is made to the occurrence of a 1 ias ing errors due to
coding, the severity depending on the coding accuracy. However,
untill now, no actual analysis of sub-band coding errors has been
made. In this paper we explicitly incorporate coding errors into a
QMF system by means of a quant izer mode 1 that is known as the
"gain-plus-additive-noise" model [7]. With the aid of this model it
will be shown that we are able to distinguish and classify the
coding errors that are due to quantization.

We wi 1 1 start with the 1-dimensional 2 sub-band case in
Section 2. Because the exact 20 equations do not essentially
contribute to the understanding of the whole they are omitted in
this paper. Section 3 wi 1 1 next show the quantization error
analysis for a 16 sub-band QMF scheme for images and examples will
be presented. The character and the severity of the coding errors
(including the aliasing errors) wi 11 be discussed in detail.
Finally, in Section 4, the conclusions will be drawn.

2. INCORPORATION OF A QUANTIZER MODEL INTO A 1D QMF SCHEME

In 10 QMF fi lter schemes the 10 signal is spl it into 2
sub-bands by first bandpass f i1 ter ing the signa 1 and then
decimating the result by a factor 2. In the frequency domain this
operation can be described by

X.(w)
1

1 1
l: H/~+krr) X(~+krr),

Z k =0
( -rr ::s w ::s +rr ) ( 1 )

where X.(w) , ;=0,1, are the 2 separate sub-bands. Here the QMF
1

fi 1 ters Ho(w) and Hl(w) are each others shifted equivalents,
according to

Ho(w) = H(w) and Hl(w) = H(w+rr). (2)

The reconstruction of the 10 signal is performed resp. by
upsamp 1 ing by a factor 2. su itab 1 y bandpass f i1 ter ing and add ing
the sub-bands. In the QMF approach the reconstruction can be
written as

1

l:
i=O

where X.(w) are the sub-band signals after coding/decoding.
1

X(w) ( -1) i H. ( o ) X. ( Zw) ,
1 1

(3)
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Although present fi Iter design is based on neglecting the coding
errors, that is, in fact assuming that X. (w) = X.(w), in practice

1. 1
X,(W) will not be equal to X.(w). In order to incorporate the

1 1

errors due to coding into the QMF scheme, we introduce a for our
purposes very convenient model for quantization, given by the
sa-cal led "gain-plus-additive-noise" quantizer model [7J:

X,(w) = a, X.(w) + N.(w). (4)
1 1 1 1

In (4) ai is a multiplication factor such that aiXi(w) represents
the signal dependent part of the quantized signal X, (w) and N, (w)

1 1

is an additive noise term. It can be shown (see [7]), that if a, is
1

chosen according to
a = 1 - 0
i i

(S)

and the quant izer for sub-band i
(normalized) distortion 0" the

1

additive noise signal N.(w) are uncorrelated.
1

is a Max-L Ioyd quant izer
sub-band signal X,(w) and

1

with
the

In fact, this is the
main attractive feature of this model and the re~son we. want tp
incorporate this model into the QMF system. The nOIse varIance UNi
of the signal N,(w) can also be calculated and is given in terms of

1

o and the signal variance U~i by

2
(1-0, ) 0,

2
(6)UNi 1 1

U
XÎ

Combining eqs. (1) , (3) and ( 4) we can now write the
input-output relation of the 10 QMF system with Max-Lloyd
quantization as

1
X (w) = l: X (w+k rr )

k ~O

1

l:
i =0

( - 1 ) i a. H, ( o) H. ( w+ktt ) +
1 1 1

+
1
L
i = 0

(_l)i H,(w) N,(2w).
1 1

(7)

In this equation we can distinguish 3 different additive parts:
1) a signal part (k=O), which is a fi ltered version of X(w),
2) an al iasing part (k=l), which is a fi ltered version of X(w+rr),
3) a random part, uncorrelated with the signal X(w).

Start ing from th is observat ion we next sp Ii t up the tota I error,
which is defined as the difference between the reconstructed signal
X(W) and the original signal X(w), into 4 typical error signals:

(8)
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where
EQMF = QMF design error, which always occurs,
ES signal error,
EA aliasing error, and
ER random error.

The equations for each of the errors are given by

EQMF (w)

ES(w)

EA(w)

ER(w)

[H(w)2-H(w+rr)2-1] X(w)
2 2[(0:

0
-1 )H(w) -(0:1-1 )H(w+rr) ] X(w)

[(O:O-O:l)H(w)H(w+rr)] X(w+rr)

2 HO(w) NO(2w) - 2 H1(w+7t) N1(2w)

(9a)

(9b)

(9c)

(9d)

In the absence of cod ing errors it can be seen that on 1y EQMF(w)
2remains, since in that case o:t1 and <J'NtO. In the presence of

quantization errors, however, the errors are not zero
dependent on the type of filter H(w) used, the signal f(w)
bit-allocations, which determine the values of O:iand <J'Ni'

and are
and the

3. EXPERIMENTAL ERROR ANALYSIS

The experimental analysis of quantization errors was performed
for a sub-band cod ing scheme that sp 1its up an ima ge into 16
sub-bands by means of a sp 1itting tree, as descr ibed in [4] and
[6]. The equat ions for the QMF error, the signal error and the
al iasing error were derived for this particular case, and evaluated
given the image ("lady with hat" image, "LENA"), the (separable) 20
QMF filter used and the bit allocations. The QMF filter used is a
16 tap filter designated as 15C in [8]. The bit assignment is
determined with the algorithm as described in [9]. The random error
was ca 1cu 1ated by subtract ing a 11 other cod ing errors from the
tota 1 error as def ined in eq. (8). As an examp 1e, Photo 1 shows the
4 different errors when the (256x256) image is coded at 0.54
bits/pixel. Each of the error images is stretched to maximum
visibility.

The signal error in Photo la only occurs in high spatial
frequency areas, such as edges. This was to be expected, since the
lower frequency sub-bands are quant ized more accurate 1y than the
higher frequency sub-bands, as is often the case in low bi t rate
coding.

The random error (Photo lb) still shows some features of the
original image. This would imply that the quantization model of eq.
(4) does not produce an uncorrelated noise term, which can only be
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(a)

(c)

117

(b)

(d)

Photo 1. Quantization errors (stretched): (a) signal error, (b)
random error, (c) aliasing error and (d) QMF error.

caused by a quant izer m ismatch. It can a 1so be argumented that
even in the case of a perfect quantizer fit the random error will
have a v isua 1 correspondence with the or ig ina 1 image. Wh i1e flat
areas wi 11 be quantized with many of the same quantization values,
yielding a low local (random) error variance, edges and other high
spat ia 1 frequency areas wi 11 resu 1tin a higher 1oca 1 var iance,
thus leading to a visual resemblance with the original image. This
effect can nevertheless also be ascribed to quantizer mismatch, by
calling it a local mismatch. Observation of the random error image
does indeed show a higher local variance in areas where the spatial
frequency is relatively high.

The aliasing error (Photo 1c) and the QMF error (Photo 1d) both
appear to have a very annoying character, when visible. However, if
we look at Table 1, where the varianees of the 4 error images are
shown for a number of QMF filters designed in[8], we can see that
the two other errors, the signal and the random error, are far more
pronounced.

Figure 1 shows the error image varianees as a function of the
bit rate. The QMF error is left out, because the variance is very
smal I (~0.35) and bit rate independent. In the low bit rate region
(less than 1.0 bit/pixel) the signal error has the largest variance
and follows the line of the total error. When the different errors
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-=JI EQMF I EA I ER I ES I E
Itot

08A 1.200 8 .41 25.4 51.6 90.6
12A o . 078 5.39 37.8 51 .3 84.8
128 0.293 5.01 36.3 51.2 84.4
16A 0.009 4.25 24.8 51.2 83.2
168 0.026 4.50 25.0 49.8 82.0
l6C 0.353 4.32 24.8 49.8 81 .4
248 0.002 3.52 24.6 50.0 80.4
24C 0.004 2.84 24.6 50.2 79.2
240 0.055 2.72 24.8 50.3 78.9
32C 0.001 2 .37 24.5 50.4 78.7
320 o . 003 2.03 24.7 50.6 78.3
32E 0.237 2 .19 25 .2 50.6 78.7

Table 1. Error varianees for some QMF filters designed in [8J, for
coding at 0.64 bits per pixel. The QMF filter codes in the
first column refer to the fi Iter codes in [8].

are assumed to be uncorrelated (which turns out to be close to the
truth, when measured) the separate error varianees will add up to
the tota I error var iance. In MSE ("Mean Squared Error") sense we
then can cone Iude that the signa I error is the most severe, the
random error re Iat ive Iy sma II and the a Iias ing error and the QMF
error are negl igible.

50.0

(c)

150.0
(b) a) total error

b) signal error
cl random error
d) aliasing error

Var(E)

100 .0

o. 0 0.5 1 . 0 1 .5 2.0
bit rate (bits/pixel)

Figure 1. Error varianees as a function of the bit rate.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of the "gain-plus-additive- noise" quantizer
model into QMF schemes yields the distinction between 4 different
types of errors: QMF design error, signal error, random error and
aliasing error. The QMF error, which is independent of the coding
errors, is insignificant and can be disregarded. Aliasing errors do
occur in the case of quantization but can be neglected for filter
lengths of 16 taps or more. The signal error determines the
sharpness of the reconstructed image, because of the nature of
sub-band coding. The random error appears in flat regions but also
around edges, though more pronounced and is therefore not entirely
independent of the or ig ina 1 image. A 1though th is error is 1ess
severe than the signal error in MSE sense, a subjective evaluation
shows a more or 1ess equa 1 judgement of the two errors, though
different in character. The performance of a sub-band coder is
expected to improve by reducing the random error effects by means
of applying adaptive quanLizers; this is subject of current
research.
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AN INFORMATION THEORETICAL DELAY ESTIMATOR

R. Moddemeijer *

Abstract. Mutual information is used in a model free and
non-parametric general purpose method to define time-delays
between stochastic signals. For each of two stationary
stochastic signals we define a past and a future by cutting
both infinite sample sequences into two parts: the past and
the future. The time-delay is considered to be the
time-shift between the cutting moments for which the mutual
information between both infinite length past vectors and
both infinite length future vectors reaches a minimum. For
stationary stochastic signals and under certain convergence
conditions this mutual information possesses one unique
minimum. éle present some theoretical elaborations and
discuss this method in relation to other methods.

1. Introduction,

For the estimation of time-delays between recordings of
electroencephalogram (EEG) signals several methods are in use such
as the cross-correlation method and the mutual information method
of Mars [1,2]. These two methods search for the maximum
correspondence of pairs of samples ( X(t),y(t+r) ) as a function of
the time-shift r, disregarding the dependence of subsequent sample
pairs. Other more sophisticated methods, such as the maximum
likelihood delay estimation method of Knapp and Carter [3] assume a
signal model which is not realistic for EEG's. A large number of
phase measurement methods, defined in the frequency domain and
based on the same model, are reported [4].

We do not know of any general purpose method, implemented in the
time domain, estimating time-delays using a minimum of a priori
assumptions, other then cross-correlation. In this article we
propose such a method.

2. Information theoretical definition of a delay.

In this section we present a mutual information based definition
of a delay. Assume and are time discrete stationary

* University of Twente, department of Electrical Engeneering,
P.O.Box 217, NL-7S00 AE Enschede, The Netherlands
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stochastic· processes. We consider a part of length 211 of the x
signal surrounding the sample m: m-M ~ n ~ m+M-l. We cut this part
of the stochastic signal into two pieces: the past vector

.£(m;M) and the future vector £ (m;M):
x x

(2.1) .£(m;M)
x

(::; , ••• ,::; ,~ ) T
m-M m-+Z m-t I

(;:; ,:;<; , ... , ~ ) T
m rrr+L m+t-l+ I

.E(m;M)
x

We calculate the mutual information between past and future:

(2.2) 1(1'. (m);.E(m)1 ~ lim I{f (m;M);.E(m;H) 1
x x M~ x x

For infinite length vectors we omit the M in .£/m;M) and.E (m;M).
x

For stationary processes this mutual information is independent of
m. Under certain weak convergence conditions the limit exists [10].
If the limit exists the mutual information between past and future
is a well defined quantity inherent to the stochastic process. It
has the attractive property that it can reasonably well be
approximated by choosing a finite M.

To define time-delays we extend the concept to a pair of an x and
a y signal. We concatenate both past vectors of x and y, in which
the segments of the y signal are .i samples shifted towards the
future with respect to the corresponding segments of x, according
to the scheme:

(2.3)

and in a similar way for the future. We determine, in the limit
M ~ 00, the mutual information for x and y together between their
joint past and their joint future as a function of j. If this
mutual information reaches a minimum as a function of j, then we
have created an optimal distinction between the past and the
future. This means that there exists for this specific time-shift a
joint process with a minimum transport of information between the
past and the future. For this shift j the x and the y signal are,
according to an information theoretical criterion, synchronous. \.]e
define: the y signal is j samples delayed with respect to the x
signal if:

(2.4) I{f(m,j);.E(m,j)):<; I(f(m,i);.E(m,i)) for i E 7L
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with analoguous to (2.2):

(2.5) 1(.!:'.(m,j);ECm,j)} = l~~ 1(.!:'.(m,j;M);ECm,j;M)}

This mutual information is symmetric for exchange of the roles of
the past and the future. We execute the limiting process in two

steps:

(2.6) I (.!:'.(m,j);E(m,j)}

limM ,M __
1 2

[ H(E(m,j ;Mi)} - H(ECm,j ;Mi) I.!:'.(m,j=,» J
[H(E(m,j;M

j
)} - M1·L JlimM __

1

Due to the symmetry the joint limit is independent of the order in
which we take these steps. Taking the limit for Mz ~ 00 reduces the
en t ropy ot the future conditioned on the pas t to Mi' L [lOl: Mi
times the entropy per sample pair (';:;m,:lm+j)of the joint process,
which is independent of the timeshift j.

We call this delay definition by a minimum mutual information
between the past and the future an information theoretical delay
definition: no other theory is involved than the information theory.

3. Discussion of the delay definition.

The delay estimate is unambiguous if there exists only one
minimwn of the mutual information function. This implies that no
local maximum can exist. We prove unambiguity by proving the
non-existence of that local maximwn. Because of stationarity the
mutual information is independent of a time-shift, so a local
maximum is characterized by:

(3.1) 1(.!:'.(m,j+l);E(m ,j+l)}::S I(.!:'.(m+l,j);E(m+l,j)}
1(.!:'.Cm+l,j-l);ECm+l,j-l)} < 1(.!:'.(m,j);ECm ,j)}

Without loss of generality we asswne m = j = O. We separate the
stochastic variables ';:;0 and :la:

C3.2) I (.!:'.(0 , 0) ,:la; E Cl, 0) '';:;o} -s I (.!:'.CO, 0) '';:;0 ' :la ; IC 1 ,0) }

1(.!:'.(O,O)'';:;o;ECl,O),:la} < I(.!:'.CO,O);EC1,O)'';:;o,:l0}

The mutual information is defined in the limit for M ~ we write
for finite M the mutual information as a sum and a difference of
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entropies and omit the joint entropy of f(O,O), E(l,O), ~o and Yo'
We rewrite the inequalities (3.2) for a finite M:

(3.3) H{f(O,O;M),yo}+H{E(l,O;M) '~o} ~ H{f(O,O;M) '~o,yo}+H{E(l,O;M)}
H{f(O,O;M) '~o}+H{E(l,O;M) 'Yo} < H{f(O,O;M)}+H{E(l,O;M),~o'yo}

These inequalities can be rewritten as:

(3.4) H{~oIE(l,O;M)} ~ H{~olf(O,O;M),yo}
H{~olf(O,O;M)} < H{~oIE(l,O;M) 'Yo}

In general if one adds conditions to an entropy, then the resulting
conditional entropy is equal to or is less than the corresponding
entropy without these conditions, so:

(3.5) H{~oIE(l,O;M)} ~ H{~olf(O,O;M) 'Yo} ~ H{~olf(O,O;M)} <
< H{~oIE(l,O;M),yo} ~ H{~oIE(l,O;M)}

Taking the limit for M -7 00 does not influence the contradiction.
This proves that there can not exist any local maximum of the
mutual information function, which proves unambiguity. For a finite
M or an estimated mutual information function unambiguity is not
assured.

Is our definition a legitimate definition of the delay D{~,y}
[5]'? We have to prove that the definition satisfies the six
criteria proposed for discrete processes:

1) D{~,:L} D{y,~}
2) D{~,~} 0

3) D{À~+).L,y} D{~,y} for all À,).L E IR and À ". 0

4) D{Tk(~)'Y} D{~,yl + k for all k E 7L

5) D{R(~) ,R(y)} - D{~,y}
6) if TI is a stochastic signal independent of ~ and y then

D{~+TI,Y} D(~,y}
The operator T

k
shifts the sequence of samples k positions to the

pas t: :f.~ Tk(~) means :f.m~ ~m+k m,k E 7L and the operator R reverses
the time: :f.~ R(~) means:f. ~ ~ m E 7L.

m -m

The information theoretical delay definition satisfies criterion
1) - 5) (10]. We have not been able to prove 6) in general. If for
all i and M there exists a j such that the probability density
functions of E(m,j+i;M) and of E(m,j-i;M) are identical, then the
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mutual information function is symmetric with respect to j:
I[f(m,j+i) ;I(m,j+i)} ~ I[f(m,j-i) ;I(m,j-i)} and criterion 6) can be
proved [10].

What is the relation of the minimum mutual information method to
some other methods? We defined the delay by:

a) minimize I[f(m,j) ;I(m,j))
and consider three other methods:

b) minimize
c) minimize
d) maximize

Method b) is a
this method b) it is sufficient to determine for a large enough M
the minimum of the first term of (2.6): H[I(m,j ;M)}. This leads to
method c), which seems to be related to the maximum likelihood
approach [6]. The entropies H[I (m;M)) and H[I (m+j;M)) are

x y

independent of j and m. So method d) is equivalent to c). This
method d) for M ~ 1 is called the mutual information delay
estimation method of Mars [1,2]. We conclude that the me thods
b) - d) are approximations of a) for a finite M and that methods c)
and d) are equivalent.

I[f(m,j ;M);I(m,j ;M)} (for finite M)
H[I(m,j ;M)) (for finite M)
I(I (m;M);I (m+j;M) (for finite M)

x y

practical approximation ot a) tor a tinite M. For

4. Implementation for normal distributions.

The estimation of the mutual information between the past and the
future for infinite M, method a), is impossible. For finite M this
method b) has some disadventages: its computational complexity and
the poor approximation of M·L of (2.6) by·H[I(m,j ;M)If(m,j ;M)} if j
is large. Also because only entropies of the future are involved
and for historical reasons we prefer maximizing I[E (m;M);

x
I (m+j ;M») d) to minimizing I{f(m,j ;M) ;I(m,j ;M)} b).
y

We assume E{~n) ~ E(y
n
} ~ 0 and the joint signal vectors are

normally distributed:

f(I(m,j ;M)) ~ 1 exp _ 1 I(m,j ;M)TCCj)-lI(m,j ;M)
(27f)M/dec CCj) 2

with C(j) the covariance matrix:

(4.1)
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I (m+j ;M)
y

] [
I(m;M) ]T} [C

. I:(m+j,M) C::(j)(4.2)
I (m;M)

x

According to Shannon [7J we calculate the joint entropie:

(4.3) H(I(m,j ;M)} ~ M log 2rr+ ~ log det C(j) + M
2

and similar for both marginal entropies. Calculating the mutual
information leads to:

(4.4) I(I (m;M);I (m+j ;11)}~ _ ~ log det C(j)
x y 2 det C .det C

xx yy

Searching for the maximum of I(I (m;M);I (m+j ;M)} is equivalent to
x y

searching for the minimum of det C(j). The devision of det C(j) by
det C and det C is a time-shift independent normalization. For

xx yy

t1 ~ 1 the mutual information function is a monotonie increasing
function of Ip(j) I, with p(j) the correlation coefficient of the
binormal distribution. This proves that searching for the position
of the maximum modulus of the correlation coefficient is equivalent
to our method for M ~ 1.

According to (4.4) the calculation of the mutual information is
reduced to a simple operation on determinants of covariance
matrices. We estimate by a non-parametric method the cross- and
auto-correlation functions and we use these estimates to determine
the covariance matrices. Substitution of these covariance matrices
into (4.4) provides us with mutual information estimates. Searching
for the position of the maximum as a function of j provides us with
an estimate of the delay of y with respect to x.

The actual choice of the segment length is based on visual
inspection. We use a large enough 11, such that all ambiguities
which are visible for small 11have disapeared.

5. A theoretical elaboration.

For normal stationary stochastic discrete-time processes we
calculate the mutual information function for the methods b) and
d). The mutual information fuctions of signal model I are presented
in figures 1 and 2. The x signal consists of filtered normal white
noise using a second order filter with damping factor R ~ 0.98 and
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a frequency fa = 0.05 periods/sample [8, p. 166]. The y signal is
the sum of the x signal and normal white noise with a signal to
noise ratio s = l.O. Most delay estimation methods are based on

n

the evaluation of the extrema of a criterion as a function of the
time-shift j. In the case of narrowband signals many of these
methods, for example the generalized correlation method [9J and our
three methods b) - d) for small M produce criteria with a large
number of ambiguous extrema. Because our criteria have for M ~ 00

only one extremum, we expect that all ambiguities resolve for
increasing M. This effect is shown in figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Iff(m.j;M);f.(m,j;H)) for Lnc r e a s i ng

segment. length M as function of the

time-shift j for signal model I.

Figure 2. 1(£x(m:M) :fy(m+j :M») for

segment length H func tion

eLme-shift j for signal model I.

Lnc r e a s ing

of the

Figure J. Lt E (m:M);£: (m+j:M)) for
, y

segment length M function

time-shift j for signal modelil.

increasing
of the

[(c.c,,:tU :£,(II~j ;H» figure 2
figure 31.0

O. 7~

(o"t) (nat)

If the delaying system is a second order auto-regressive filter
we have the situation of modelII. The x signal consists of normal
white noise. The y signal is the sum of the second order filtered x
signal, using the same filter as in model I, and normal white noise
with a signal to noise ratio l.O. The mutual information function
for this model is not symmetrical (figure 3). The classical
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interpretation of a delay looses its meaning, but our information
theoretical delay definition maintains its interpretation. In this
case apparently y is delayed with respect to x and this delay
corresponds approximately with the time of the first maximum of the
impuls response of the filter.

6. Conclusions.

we have presented the information theoretical definition of a
delay. Our first experiments indicate that for the delay estimation
between recordings of EEG-signals it is a powerful method.

The only restrictive assumption is that it is sensible to use
mutual information for the definition of a delay. Advantages of
this definition are: unambiguity can be proved, the results are
interpretable even if the delaying system is not a pure delay, the
me thod is suitable for short data segments because no Fourier
transform is involved and the method is model-free. A weakness is
that it contains the limit for M ~ 00. For practical applications
this seems not to be a problem. The estimation of the criterion
depends on the ability to estimate the mutual information. The
estimator of the delay is based on a criterion for a finite M. Only
for M ~ 1 [2] and for normal processes satisfactory solutions have
been f ound . Method d) with M ~ 1 leads to well established methods:
cross-correlation method and Mars' mutual information method [lJ.
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ON GAUSSIAN CHANNELS WITH SIDE INFORMATION AT THE TRANSMITTER

Frans M.j. Willems*

We investigate the Gaussian side information channeL. First
we derive a Lower and an upper bourui for its capacity. Then
we discuss two techniques that yieLd rates that improve upon
the Lower bound. The first technique compensates part of the
disturbing noise, the second concentrates the disturbing
noise on a set of vaLues. ALthough both techniques perform
reasonabLy, the capacity stiLL remains to be determined.

1. INTRODUcrION
Shannon [IJ investigated the communication situation depicted in

figure 1. In this model the state sk of the channel pchan(ylx,s)

~

B W I F~CüDER ;
X Y I DECüDER I

W
CHANNEL

S
'-- STATE

Fig.l. A channel with side SELEcrOR
information at the
transmitter.

during transmission k ~ {1,2,···,K} is selected according to the
distribution P les). Both the channel and the state selector arese
assumed to be memoryless. The objective of the encoder is to send
the message index w ~ {1,2,···,exp(KR)}, as reliable as possible,
to the decoder. In order to do this, he may use its knowledge of
the state sk' which is made avai lable to the him just before

transmission k is about begin. Hence ~
, k-1to := Fk(W,S ,Sk)'

When the input alphabet !! and the state alphabet ';f are finite
the capaci ty of the channel can be determined as follows. Let ~ be

Eindhoven University of Technology, Faculty
Engineering, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven.

of Electrical
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the set of mappings from ~ into ~. With each mapping a probability
vector {P(Ylt(·)).Yé~} can be associated where p(ylt(·))
:= +~P l(s)P han(ylx=t(s).s). These vectors define a discrete

SCJ se c
memoryless channel with input TC·) and output Y. It is shown by
Shannon [IJ that the maximum achievable rate for the situation
depicted in figure 1 is equal to max I(TC·);Y). where the maximum
is over all probability distributions on~. i.e. the set of all
mappings from ~ into ~. Blahut's [2J algorithm can be used to
compute this capacity. However since the number of different
mappings is l!'tII~ I this is feasible only for small values of l!'tI
and I~I.

The above argument applies when the alphabets !'tand ~ are
finite. This is not the case for the Gaussian side information
channel (see figure 2). Here Y ._ X+S+Z. where S and Z are

x )8 )8 Y Fig.2. Gaussian side
information
channel.-----1 S é Ji(O.Q) IZ é Ji(O.N)

Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and varianees Q and N
respectively. The codewords X = CXl.X2.•.•.~) generated by the

encoder must satisfy the power constraint (l/K)·k~l.K ~ ~ P. The

objectivein of this paper is to find the capacity of this channel.
We start by deriving a lower and an upper bound for this capacity.

2. A LOWER AND AN UPPER BOUND
To obtain a lower bound we assume that the encoder ignores the

disturbances S of the channel. Now the channel can be considered as
an additive channel where the input is corrupted by white Gaussian
noise of variance Q+N. It will be clear that in this way we can
achieve a rate R = (1/2)·Ln«(P+Q+N)/(Q+N)) which is a lower bound
to the capacity C of the Gaussian side information channel.
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To find an upper bound we assume that also the decoder is
informed about the disturbances S. This makes it possible for the
decoder to subtract these disturbances S from the outputs Y. The
remaining channel is again an additive white Gaussian noise channel
but now with noise variance N. The capacity of this channel. which
is equal to (1/2)·Ln«P+N)/N). is an upper bound to the capacity of
the Gaussian side information channel. We thus conclude that

.!...Ln[P+QtNJ< C < .!...Ln[P+NJ2 Q+N - - 2 N nats/transmission. (1 )

In the f o llow ing ccc t Ions we will present coding techniques that
yield higher rates than those that follow from the lower bound.

3. aJMPENSATION
It is relatively straightforward way to improve upon the lower

bound in (1) if we let the encoder use a fraction pcomp := a2p of
I.t s power to compensate the disturbance S. For sui table values of a

th~ total no ise va.r tance now is decreased from Q+N to (.JQ--a,fp)2+N.
The remaining power can be used as signal. hence psign = (1-a2)p ..

If the encoder ignores the state information we achieve the rate

(2a)

This rate is maximized by taking

a
(P+Q+N)-~(P+Q+N)2_4PQ

2,[fiQ
(2b)

Note that 0 ~ a ~ min{l.~Q/P}. Obviously the rate in (2) is higher
than (1/2)'Ln«P-Q)/N) for P/N» Q/N. Therefore rates arbitrary
close to the upper bound (1) can be reached for P/N ~ 00.
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4. CX>NCENTRATION

For 1 « PIN « Q/N the compensation technique described in the
previous section does not yield rates that differ significantly
from the lower bound in section 2. The reason for this is that
there is not enough power available to decrease the total noise
significantly. However in this case we can follow a different
approach. The encoder can concentrate the total noise to one of
several values that are chosen before, such that the decoder can
easily determine this value. More precisely let

~ ._ { ···,-3A,-2A,-A,O,A,2A,3A,··· }, (3)

where A2» N. The encoder then uses part of his power, say pconc,
to concentrate the noise on ~. Let

sign cone._ xk + ~ where

and (4a)

concand where Fk (Sk) is such that

conc~ ._ t·A-Sk if {t-l/2)·A ~ Sk < (t+l/2)·A. (4b)

conc .Now ~ +Sk IS always a multiple (T) of A. The power needed to
2accomplish this depends of course on A and Q. However when A «Q

then the concentration power pconc ~ A2/12. For the achievable rate
we find that

R l(XSign;y) l(Xsign;yIT) _ l(Y;TIXSign) + l(Y;T)
l(Xsign;YIT) _ l(T.A+Z;T) + l{Xsign+T·A+Z;T) (5)

signSince H(T) ~ I(T·A+Z;T) ~ l(X +T·A+Z;T) we obtain from (5) that
rates R are achievable such that
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1 [P Pconc NJ 1 [p_pconc+NJ:2Ln - N + - H(T) ~ R ~ :2Ln N ' (6)

where we use the fact that the maximum value for I(Xsign;YIT) is
obtained if Xsign is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance p_pconc.

Now first assume that psign « A2/4, or equivalently p« A2/3.
Then, with high probability, the decoder can reconstruct the actual
concentration value toA, and therefore I(Y;T) ~ H(T). Since HeT) ~
I(ToA+Z;T) 2 I(Xsign+ToA+Z;T) ~ H(T) we conclude that the rate

(7)

is achievable, which can be close to the upper bound in (1) for
siutable choices of A. Roughly speaking A must be between one and
two times J3P to obtain reasonable rates.

On the other hand when psign » A2/4, there appears a
significant difference between I(ToA+Z;T) and IeXsign+ToA+Z;T) and
R will be less than the value indicated by (7). although the
difference will not exceed HeT).

5. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
For a Gaussian side information channel with Q = 100 and N = I,

for 0 ~ P ~ 300, we have computed the lower and upper bound
according to (I), the rates achieved by the compensation technique
as in (2) and the rates obtained using the concentration technique.
In the concentration case A = 20. Now the density function of the
total noise ToA+Z
Xsign to Y obtained in

can be determined. The continuous channel from
this way is subsequently transformed into a

discrete channel with 160 inputs and 320 outputs. For this channel
we have determined the capacity-expense function using Blahut's [2J

2algorithm. The expense of an input with value x is set equal to x ,
in order to find the rate versus input power curve.
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It will be clear that the S-like curve is the compensation
curve. It can be seen that this curve starts approaching the upper
bound for P » 100. however for lower values of the input power
this curve is closer to the lower bound.

2 . It 8

2 . 17

1 . e~

o 6:2

O.OO~--~~~--~--~--~--~--~---r---r---r--~--~--~--~---'--~r-~
L_~o~o~O ~O~35~ __ ~O~.~?~' ~'~O~. ~I~'~.1~__ ~,~.~?~ __ ~2~12~ __ ~2~'~? 2~.•~2~1~O~2

Fig.3. Lower bound. upper bound. compensation curve. and
concentration curve (A 20) for the Gaussian side
information channel with Q = 100. N = 1 and 0 ~ P ~ 300.

The leaving from (P.R) (pconc~3.0.0.0) is thecurve
concentration curve. From P = 33.0 to P ~ 50 the rate is seen to
increase very rapidly and the curve behaves as indicated by (7).
When the input power increases beyond P ~ 50 this behaviour
changes. and the curve slope of the curve decreases significantly
as argued before.

6. POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
We can further improve upon the compensation technique and the

concentration technique by applying
a. time-sharing From the shape of the compensation curve it is
clear that time-sharing between two power-rate pairs will yield
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better rates than compensation solely. Especially time-sharing
between (0.0,0.0) and (P=125,R=1.75) yields significant
·mprovements. Time-sharing between power-rate pairs of the
concentration curve can also lead to higher rates.
b. superposition : Suppose we use a time-sharing variable U which
assumes values in ~. Then if p(ylu=u) varies with u it is possible
to convey information to the output Y by means of this time-sharing
variable U. This is what is called superposition and using this
technique we can obtain rates that improve upon the time-sharing
rates.

7. ffiNCLUSION
We have investigated several coding techniques for the Gaussian

side information channel. Especially for high values of the input
power these techniques performed good. However it appeared that the
upper bound was still not reached with these methods. On the other
hand Costa [3] showed that for a slightly different model the upper
bound is the capacity. Therefore it is not clear at the moment what
the true capacity of the Gaussian side information channel will be.
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On the Rao-Nam Private-key Cry ptosystern

René Struik*
Johan van Tilburg and Jean-Paul Bolyt

Abstract

In 1985 Rao and Nam introduced a private-key cryptosystem based
on the theory of binary linear codes. The main ad vantage of this system
compared to the McEliece Goppa code public-key cryptosystem used as
a pi ivat.e-key system is that higher encryption and decryption speed can
be obtained.

In this paper the Rao-Nam scheme is generalized to linear codes over
arbitrary finite fields. Then it is shown how this generalized scheme
can be broken through a chosen-plaintext attack. Finally an improved
scheme is introduced that is secure against the attacks on the generalized
scheme described in this paper.

1 Introduction
In 1978 McEliece [6) proposed a public-key cryptosystem based on the theory'
of linear algebraic codes. His scheme was a natural consequence of a paper
by Berlekamp, McEliece and van Tilborg [2) in which it was proved that
the general decoding problem for linear codes is NP-complete. The McEliece
scheme is based on a class of Goppa-codes, which is an extension of the well-
known class of BCH-codes. Since there exist fast decoding algorithms for these
codes, data rates of 1 Mbita/s [6), [5) can be obtained. Adams and Meijer
[I) and Jorissen [5) computed the optimal value for the parameters of the
McEliece system. These optimal values improve the cryptanalytic complexity
and information rate of the system. Moreover Adarns and Meijer showed that
the existence of more than one trap door in the Mc El iece scheme is unlikely.

It is a well-known fact that public-key cryptosysterns can be used as
private-key cryptosystems. Therefore throughout the years Jordan [4], Rao

'Eindhoven Un iversity of Technology, Dept. of Mat liemat ics and Computing Science, P.O.
Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven

tpTT Dr. Neher Lab or at or ies , Dept. of Applieel Mat heru at ics and Signal Processing, P.O.
Box 421, 2260 AK Leidschendam
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and Nam [8) proposed to modify the McEliece scheme in order to use it in
a classical way. Rao and Nam's aim was to increase the information rate
and speed by keeping the generator matrix secret and by using simple error-
correcting codes. They modified the McEliece scheme and used the error-
correcting properties of the code to determine pre-defined error patterns. The
error patterns used in the Rao-N arn scheme have an average Hamming weight
of half the code length.

Rao and Nam [8] claimed that the determination of the encipher matrix
in the modified scheme through a chosen-plaintext attack has a work factor
of at least T = n(n2k). Based on the given attack it is suggested in their
conclusion that the Rao-Nam scheme for private-key cryptosystems requires
only simple codes such as Hamming codes with minimum distance 3 and 4 and
is even computationally secure for small k ~ 50. However there exist better
attacks [3), [9), [10) from which one can conclude that the Rao-Nam scheme is
insecure against a chosen-plaintext attack for practical code lengths. In this
paper we will discuss these attacks and introduce an improved scheme that is
not vulnerable to these attacks.

The paper has been organised as follows. In Section 2 the Rao-N arn scheme
is generalized to linear codes over arbitrary finite fields. In Section 3 Hin's at-
tack [3] on the Rao-Nam scheme with adjacent errors is discussed. In Sections
4 and 5 we described the attacks on the generalized scheme with arbitrary
error patterns and finally in Section 6 we introduce the improved scheme.

2 The Generalized Scheme
The Rao-Nam scheme as described in [8] is a binary scheme. Therefore we
shall first generalize this scheme to G F (q) for any prime power q. For q = 2
the original Rao-Nam scheme is obtained.

Let C be a linear In, k] code over GF(q) with code length n and dimension
k. Let the k X n matrix G be a generator matrix of C and let the (n - k) x n
matrix H be a parity check matrix of C. The encryption matrix E is defined
by

E = SGP, (1)

where S is a k: x k nonsingular matrix over GF(q) and P is an n x n permutation
matrix. The scheme also uses a subset Z of (GF(q))n with the following
properties:

1. The average Hamming weight WH(~) of the vectors if E Z is q.;ln,

2. no two distinct vectors in Z lie in the same coset of the code C, i.e for
all distinct ~l and if2 in Z we have if[HT =ft if2HT.
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We call the elements of Z error patterns. Note that the maximum cardinality
of Z is «:', for the code has that many cosets. A message m E (GF(q))k is
encrypted into the ciphertext cE (GF(q)t as follows:

c = TT}E + ;:P = (rnSG + z)P, (2)

where z is a randomly chosen vector from Z .

.The matrices S, Pand G and the set Z form the secret key of the system.
Decryption is as follows:

1. Calculate ç' = çpT = mSCI· s.

2. Compute the syndrome ,2_ = f'HT of f' and obtain this way the error
pattern s. E Z (note that f' and s. have the same syndrome). Let c"
£' - <: = mSC.

3. Compute m = £"(SC)-R, where (SctR is a right inverse of the matrix
SC.

Beca.use the possible error vectors are all in distinct cosets one can always de-
crypt uniquely. In the attacks described in this pa.per we will use the following
equivalent decryption proces. Let D be the matrix HP. Clearly EDT = o.
Henr e, rlprrypt,ion is as follows.

1. Compute the syndrome £DT and obtain the permuted error pattern
~P E (CF(q))n. Let £' = £ - ~P = mE.

2. Calculate the plaintext m = £'E-R, where E-R IS the right inverse of
the matrix E.

The condition on the Hamming weight of the error vectors is to prevent a
chosen-plaintext attack by majority voting for each position of a row of the
encipher matrix E as for the McEliece scheme [61. If the average weight of the
error vectors is q-1n, then the probability of estimating the correct matrix Eq

is on the average less than q-nk.

In their paper [8], Rao and Nam suggested restricting the set Z to so-called
i-adjacent error vectors (ATE). An ATE is a binary vector of length n with i
adjacent errors, i.e. an ATE consists of n - i zeros and i consecutive ones. In
the next Section we will describe an attack by Hin [31 on the Rao-Nam scheme
with ATE's. In Sections 4 an 5 we describe two attacks on the generalized
scheme where the error patterns are randomly chosen in the cosets of the code.
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The mam weakness of the Nam-Rao scheme is the relative low number of
different syndromes, for the ATE scheme at most n and for the generalized
scheme at most qn.-k. If N is the cardinality of the set Z of error patterns,
then one has to encipher on the average N(~ + N~I + ... + 1) = O(NlogN)
times to obtain all the possible error patterns. If R = It. is the information
rate of the code, then the number of cosets equals qn.-t = qn.(l-R). Conse-
quently, in the Rao-Nam scheme there is a trade-off between information rate
and security.

3 Attack by Hin
In [31 an attack on the binary Rao-Nam scheme using ATE's is described.
This attack makes use of the leakage of information about the permutation
matrix P caused by the fixed structure of the ATE's. We describe this attack
for non-cyclic ATE's.

Let A be the ordered set {1 ... 10 ... 0,Ol ... 10 ... 0, ... ,O ... 01 ... 1} of all
possible ATE's. The unknown set of permuted ATE's is denoted by P. Let
prO) be the set of all possible encipherements of a message m. An ATE and its
one position shifted ATE differ in exactly two places. If the ATE's are distinct
and not successive, then they differ on more than two places. This also holds
after permutation an consequently the set prO) can be ordered in the same
way as P. Hence by comparing these two sets one obtains the permutation
matrix P.

The next stage IS to construct ordered sets p(i) by enciphering the vectors
mi = m + 1!i where lij is the i-th unit vector, until all the possible error pat-
terns have occured (i = l,2, ... ,k). The elements in pU), i = l,2, ... ,k, are
then ordered in the same way as the set P (0). Hence the f-th element of each
of the sets p(O),p(l), ... .r» have the same error pattern U = l,2, ... ,IZI).
By substracting the first element rn E + ;;_F of prO) from the first elements of
the sets pU), i = 1,2, ... , k, we obtain

((m + li;)E + ;;_F) - (mE + ;;_P) = lijE = s., (3)

where ei is the i-th row of the encryption matrix E. This way we obtain the
encryption matrix E and we are able to compu te a decryption matrix D, a
right inverse E-R and the set Z of error patterns. We have thus obtained the
decryption algorithm and the scheme is broken.

The costs of this attack are O(kNlogN) encipherements on the average and
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O(kN) operations for ordening, where N IS the number of non-cyclic ATE's
used (N :S n - i + 1).

4 Attack on the Generalized Scheme
In this Section we describe an attack on the generalized Rao-Nam scheme.
Let Z = {-?l" .. ,?N} be a set of N arbitrary coset representatives of the code
C (N :S q"-Ic). The set zP is obtained by permuting the elements of Z with
the permutation matrix P. The vectors c?:(i,j) are defined as

Z(i.j) '= z . - z . .. 1 2 N -+_ . _. _J' l,] = , , ... , ,l r: ], (4)

and the set zf is defined by

'7P {(;,j)PI" -' v . -+ '}=s >: c?: l,]-l,~, ... ,j ,lr]· (5)

The attack is as follows.

First of all, encipher an arbitrary message m until all the N possible dis-
tinct cryptograms fl' ... ,fN have occured. Let C be the set of these distinct
cryptograms. Without loss of generality we may assume that fj = mE + c?:iP
and thus t:;i - c,j = c?:(i,j) P. This way we can construct a directed labelled graph
I'= (C, ZP) with vertices fl" .. ,fN and the edge from fi to fj is labelled with
the difference c?:(i,j) P of these vectors. After this graph I' has been constructed,
we determine the automorphism group Aut(f) of the graph, i.e. we determine
all the permutations on C that leave the labels of the edges invariant.

Now, for v = 1,2, ... ,k let m" = m + :!!c", where :!!c" is the v-th unit vector.
Again we encipher ill" until all N distinct cryptograms have been obtained
and we denote the set of these cryptograms by C("). In the same way as above
we construct a directed labelled graph I'v = (C", Zf). We then chose at ran-
dom an automorphism cP in Aut(r) and map I'v with cP onto I'. This mapping
will give us the N cryptograms clv), •.• ,c~) of m" synchronized is a certain
way with ft,··· ,fN' Calculate f" = f~") - fl =~" + (z., - c?:1)P, where e, the
v-th row is of the matrix E and 1 :S TI :S N. This way the row ~" will be
correctly estimated with probability IAut(f)l-l as there exists an automor-
phism that maps I'v correctly onto r. On the average we can expect that the
cryptanalist has to construct IAut(r) Ik encryption matrices Ê = le,·· , ,frJ
before the correct one is obtained.

We can summarize the attack as follows.
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1. Encipher a message m until all the N distinct cryptograms have been
obtained.

2. Construct the directed labelled graph r and determine its automorphism
group Aut(r).

3. Repeat Step 1 for the k messages mI/
construct the graphs r 1/'

m + 1!c1/' P 1, ... , k , and

4. Select at random an automorphism cP in Aut(r). Map rI/onto rand
compute the vectors fl/ [z> = 1, ... ,k).

5. Let the matrix Ê with rows ~I/' u = 1, ... , k , be our estimate for the
encryption matrix. Compute the corresponding estimate ÎJ for the de-
cryption matrix and the corresponding estimate Z for the set of error
patterns. Determine a right inverse of Ê and verify the solution with
a number of plaintext-ciphertext pairs. If the solution is not correct,
repeat the Steps 4 and 5.

The costs of this attack are

• Preliminary work:

O(kNlogN) encipherements on the average,

O(nNilogql) bits of memory,

O(knN2logN) operations .

• Calculation of the eticiplier matrix:

O(knilogql) bits of memory,

O(knIAut(r) n operations.

We may conclude that the Rao-Nam scheme is insecure against a chosen-
plaintext attack in many cases. Only when the automorphism group of r is
large this attack will not work. Note that IAut(r)1 ::; N. In the next section
we will describe an attack that is efficient when the number of automorphisms
is large.

5 Extended Attack
In the following attack an estimated encryption matrix is used to perform
a ciphertext-only attack. This attack can be divided into two parts. The
first part in a chosen-plaintext attack to obtain an estimate Ê for the en-
cryption matrix E. The secondpart is a ciphertext-only attack from which
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the unknown message m is guessed. With this attack we do not obtain the
encryption matrix E, however we do obtain the unknown message. We now
describe this attack in the case that q is a prime number.

Part 1: Chosen-Plaintext Attack

The first part of the attack is the same as !TI Section 1. The graph rand
its automorphism group are constructed. Note that an automorphism of r
is a translation of the vertices of the graph. These translation will form a
subspace V of (GF(q)t over GF(q) with cardinality IVI = IAut(r)1 S; N. We
then execute Steps 4 an 5 of the attack in Section 4 only once, and we obtain
an estimate Ê of E. Clearly, the rows of the estimate Ê satisfy'

i.i = fi + 1!.i, for some unknown 1!.i E V, i = 1,2, ... ,k, (6)

where fl, ... ,fk denote the rows of the encipher matrix E. Also, the matrix
Ê has full row rank.

Part 2: Ciphertext-only Attack

Let ç_ be the ciphertext corresponding to the unknown plaintext m and let
C be the set of al! possible encryptions of a message r:n (this is obtained in
the first part of the attack). The cryptanalist picks randomly a f E C and a
w' E V, he computes g = ç_ - f - 1Q and he solves the equations J2Ê = g. He
repeat this proces until the vector m + :z; is a sensible plaintext.

To demonstrate that this part of the attack works, we have to show that
there are f E C and w E V such that the above proces will yield m + J2 = rii,
If ç = mE + g_, g_ EZ, then let f = mE + g_ and let w = L7=1 (mi - m;)1!.i'
Clearly, ç is in C and w. is in V. With equation (6) we have

k

g = ç_ - f - w = (m - m)Ê - 2_]mi - mi)1!.i - :!Q = J2Ê, (7)
i=l

where :J;. = m - ill. and thus ± +!TI = m. The expected number of attemps the
cryptanalist must undertake is at most ICIIVI S; N2•

The costs of the first part of this attack are the same as the preliminary
costs of the attack described in the previous section, plus the cost to calcu-
late one estimate for the encryption matrix. The costs of the ciphertext-only
attack are O(k2nN2) operations and O(knrlog q1) bits of memory space.

If q = p' for some prime pand r 2: 2, then the set of translations V will
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(in general) not form a vectorspace over CF(q) and one cannot apply this
attack (the smallest vectorspace containing V will in general be much larger
than V) . However, in this case one can consider the rn, kj code C as an
[nr, kT] code C; over CF(p) (see [7], p. 298) and apply the attack on the
code Cp' The costs of the ciphertext-only attack are in this case O(r3k2nN2)

operations and O(rkni1og q1) bits of memory space.

6 Modified Scheme

Almost an the proposed attacks on the Rao-Nam scheme are based on estimat-
ing the rows of the encipher matrix E by encrypting unit vectors or by solving
a system of linear equations. Therefore, to avoid such attacks the matrix 5
should be replaced by a non-linear function. In generalscan be replaced by
a secret invertible function f which transforms a message TIl E (GF(q))1c into
a word m' E (GF(q))k. This function mayalso depend on the error vector lf
used. In this case the following encryption scheme is obtained:

ç; = I(m, ;;)E +?, (8)

where E is an arbitrary k X n matrix of rank k and I is a function such that for
fixed g de function I(m,lf) is an invertible non-linear function from (GF(q))1c
onto (GF(q))k. Let D be a parity check matrix for the code generated by E.
Decryption is as follows.

1. Compute the syridromec.Z'" and determine the error pat.tern g. Com-
pute ç;' = ç -?_ = l(m,lf)E.

2. Calculate m' = ç;'E-R = I(m,?_), where E-R is a right inverse of E.

3. 0 btain the plaintext by m = 1-1 (m',?_).

It is clear that this scheme is not vulnerable to the attacks described in this
paper because the function I is non-linear and it depends on lf.
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AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR THE
GENERATION OF DE BRUIJN CYCLES

W Franx'. C.J.A. Jansen", D.E. Boekee3

Abstract

We present an algorithm for the generation of nonlinear de Bruijn cycles of length 2n

using feedback shift registers. The construction is based on the principle of cycle
joining, through which many cycles can be joined together to one de Bruijn cycle.
By a proper choice of the shift register feedback logic, we are able to generate
0(22nIl092n)de Bruijn cycles of degree n, requiring only 3n bits of storage and at most An
shifts for the production of the next bit.

I. Introduction

A de Bruijn cycle of degree n is a circular pattern of 2n bits in which each of the n-bit patterns
oCn~~rsexactlyonce. It is well known [1] that the number of de Bruijn cycles of degree n is
22 "'. A comprehensive survey of the construction problem of de Bruijn cycles can be found
in [2]. Many algorithms make use of a shift register producing short cycles which can be
joined together to one de Bruijn cycle in several ways. The common approach is to apply the
pure cycling register [3] or the pure summing register [4] as feedback logic for producing the
cycles. In Section III a universal algorithm is presented for joining cycles which correspond to
arbitrary branchless nonlinear feedback logic. This algorithm can be considered a
generalization of some existing methods of construction.
Although the algorithm needs only 3n bits of storage, it is shown that the computational
complexity to produce the next cycle bit directly depends on the lengths of the individual
cycles produced by the shift register. Therefore it is desirable to construct feedback functions
of high degree n, having a cycle structure that consists of many short cycles. Using the linear
shift reister theory [SJ we can obtain very large sets of linear feedback functions satisfying
these propterties, by multiplying irreducible polyominals of the same degree. By this method,
proposed in Section IV, about J(log2n/7Tn) 22n/1092nde Bruijn cycles can be generated, for
proper values of n, n-=, requiring at most -4n shifts of the feedback register to determine the
next bit.

11. Basic Concepts and Definitions

A feedback shift register (FSR) of length n consists of a collection of n binary delay cells and a
boolean feedback function f(xo,x, ,... ,xn-,), x, E B = fO,1 l. as illustrated in Figure 1.

APT, Hilversum
Philips Usfa, Eindhoven, PO Box 218

, TU. Delft, PO Box 5031
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The contents of the cells can be indentified with the state of the FSR which is an element of the
set Bn of a112' binary n-tuples. By pulsing the FSR, the state x = (XO,X, ,.,Xn-l) is succeeded by
the next-state y = (YO,Yl, ... ,Yn-l). where

y, = X,." i=O, ...n-2 and Yn-l= f(XO,X" .. ,Xn-l).

The feedback function f determines the next-state operator FB'-Bn
, under which xF =y.

Figure1. Feedback shift register of length n

Following [41 the conjugate x and the companion x· of a state x = (XO,X" ... ,Xn-,) are defined by

x = (xoffi 1,Xl, ... ,Xn-l),

X = (XO,X" ... ,xn-19 1),

wh~~e- tB indicates addition modulo 2. Each state has two conjugate states as possible
predecessors and two companion states as possible successors. The transitions between
these four states determine an adjacency quadruple belonging to the (n-1 )-tuple they have in
common. The superposition of all adjaceny quadruples determines a de Bruijn graph Go of
degree n, which is a directed graph with 2n nodes. labeled by the elements of B''. Figure 2
shows the de Bruijn graphs Gn for n=3 and n=4.

Figure 2. De Bruun diagrams for n = 3,4
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A cycle of length k in Gn is defined as a cyclic sequence of k distinct states C =<X"X2, ....x,'>, x,
E Sn, such that X, = xkF and Xi+,=xiF, i = 1,2,...,k-1. The feedback function! is said to be
nonsingu/arif the operator Fis one-to-one, i.e., if xF = yF implies x = y. If J is nonsingular then
each state x has a unique predecessor and a unique successor. Consequently, the de Bruijn
graph Gn decomposes under! into a set of branchless and disjoint cycles, called a factor of
the graph. A necessary and sufficient condition [5J for a function J to be nonsingular
(branchless) is that! can be written ad !(xo,x" ...,xn-,) where g(X" ...,Xn-l) is boolean function
over n-1 variables. In the sequel we restrict our attention to nonsingular feedback functions f.
Two cycles C, and C2 are said to be adjacent if they are state disjoint and there exists a state x
on C, such that its companion x· is on C2. Cycle C, can be joined to cycle C2 by interchanging
the predecessors of x and x in the corresponding adjacency quadruple. which is illustrated
in Figure 3.

jOin

r--------- - ---,:~~'~-ox~~~j
:-----.0 0---;
:._------------ _ _j

- --- - - --- - - ---'\

: c, :
, O~~-----'

X,_I x',
r----Q I>'--i
L __ ~~ __ . _]

Figure 3. Joining of cycles in adjacency quadruple

Ill. Universal Algorithm for Joining Cycles in the de Bruijn Graph

Let us consider an arbitrary nonsingular feedback function !(xo,x" ...,xn-,) = xo9 g(x" ...,xn-,) by
which the de Bruijn graph decomposes into a set of m distinct cycles C"C2, ... ,Cm. By the
following two theorems we want to show that it is always possible to find adjacency
quadruples for joining these cycles together to one de Sruijn cycle of length 2n.

Theorem 1: Let C = <X"X2, ....x,'> be a cycle of length k in a factor of the de Bruijn graph Gn,
x, E B". Then C is a de Bruijn cycle if and only if the existence of x, on C also implies the
existence of the companion x, on C.

Proof: Without loss of generality consider the cycle containing the null-state (0,...,0,0). Then,
this cycle also contains the companion state (0,...,0,1), which has two possible successors.
Since these are companion states, they also have to be on the same cycle. By repeating this
approach all 2n states appear to be on the same cycle, yielding a de Bruijn cycle.
Now assume x is on C and its companion x is not on C. Evidently, C is not a de Bruijn cycle.

Theorem 2: Let the de Bruijn graph be decomposed in a factor containing two or more
cycles. Then each individual cycle is adjacent to some other cycle in the factor.

Proof: Since none of the cycles is de Bruijn, it directly follows from Theorem 1 that each
cycle containts at least one state x with its companion x on some other cycle.
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The problem of finding an algorithm forjoining the cycles in a factor can be reduced to the
problem of finding adjacency quadruples between adjacent cycles. The solution to the latter
problem can be found by using the decimal notation for the states-in a cycle. For instance,

is a nonsingular feedback function of degree n=5, and G5 decomposes into the following
cycles:

C, =<0>
C2 = <1,2,5,11,23,15,31,30,29,26,20,8,16>
C3 = <3,7,14,28,24,17>
C, = <4,9.18>
Cs = <6,13,27,22,12,25,19>
C6 = <10,21>

Here each cycle is started with its smallest state. In fact. the cycles C" ...,C6 appear to have
various mutual adjacency quadruples on which they can be joined together.
Now let us consider the set of non-null states which are smallest on their cycle. In our
example this set consists of the states {1,3,4,6,1°I. In the following algorithm we make use of
the property that each state of this set and its corresponding companion are positioned on
distinct cycles. This offers us the possibility to join cycles in a very structured way.

Cycle-Joining Algorithm

0) From state B,= (bs.b, bn-,) we produce the successor B,+,= (b"b2, ... ,bn)
1) If (bo,b, ,...,bn-,) = (bo,O, ,O)then the successor IS (0,....0.bo9 1) and goto step 0. Otherwise:
2) Determ ine Bi+' = (b, ,...,bn-"f(bo,b, ,...,bn-,)) and B ',_,= (b ,,....bn-, ,f(bo,b, ,....b., ,) ft) 1).

If B "+1 is the smallest state on its cycle defined by function f, then the successor is B',+, and
goto step 0. Otherwise,

4) If Bi+' is the smallest state on its cycle defined by function f, then the successor is B'i."
otherwise the successor is B,+,. Goto step 0.

Thus for the example above, the algorithm introduces the following joins:

° 1 16 °1 3 17 2
2 4 18 5
3 6 19 7
5 10 21 11,

resulting in a full cycle C of length k=2s,

C=<0,1 ,3,6.13,27.22.12,25,19,7,14,28.24,17,2,4,9,18,5.1 0,21,11,23.15,31.30,29.26.20,8.16>'

Since the memoryless algorithm uniquely maps a state to its next-state, we can indentify a
feedback function f . to this mapping, which is fully determined by the original driving
feedback function f.
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To verifiy the algorithm. we first prove that if function f is nonsingular then f . is also
nonsingular.

Theorem 3: Let f be an arbitrary nonsingular feedback function with f(XO.X,.....Xn-') = xo@
g(X, .....Xn-,). If the Cycle-Joining Algorithm is driven by function ï, then the function t ' that
corresponds to the mapping of the algorithm is also nonsingular. with f (XO.X,.....Xn-,) = xo@ g

. (x, ..... Xn-l).

Prooi: For investigating the successors determined by the algorithm. we can distinguish
the following possibilities:
1) B,~(bo.b, b,,-d =- (bo.O....O).

Then (bo.O O) - (O•....O.bo@ 1)
Thus t (bo.O....O) = boe 1.

2) Neither B'+,=(b, .....bn-,.f(bo.b, .....bn-,)) nor B "+1= (b, .... bn-"f(bO.b, ....•bn-,) @ 1) are smallest
on their cycles.
Then (bs.b, ....•bn-,) - b, .....bn-,.bo@ g(b, •....bn-,)) and (bo@ t.b, .... bn-1) - (b, .....bn-,.bo@ 1 @
g(b, •....bn-,)).
Thus r (bo.b, .....bn-,) = boe g(b, .....bn-,).

3) B'+l is smallest. B '", is not smallest on its cycle.
Thpn (bo.b, b .. ,) - (b, b,,-,.bv@ 1 <D g(b, ....•bn-d)
and (boEBt.b- bn-,) - (b, bn-1.bo@ g(b, .....bn-1)).
Thus i' (bo.b, bn-,) = boe 1 @ g(b, .....bn-,).

4) B'+l is not smallest. B "+1 is smallest on their cycles.
Then (bo.b, bn-,) - (b ,....•bn-,.bo@ 1 @ g(b, bn-,))
and (bo@ 1.b, bn-,) - (b, .....bn-"bo@ g(b, bn-&
Thus r (bo.b, bn-,) = boe 1 @ g(b, .....bn-,).

5) Both B'+l and B '", are smallest on their cycles.
Then (bo.b, .....bn-,) - (b, .....bn-,.bo@ 1 @ g(b, bn-1))
and (bo@ t.b, •...•bn-,) - (b- .....bn-,.bo@ g(b, bn-1)).
Thus i (bs.b ,.....bn-,) = bo@ 1 @ g(b, .....bn-,).

So in all possible cases the feedback logic derived from the algorithm satisfies t' (XO.Xl....•Xn-l)
= xoEBs (x , ....•Xn-l)

Now we have demonstrated that the algorithm decomposes the de Bruijn graph into a set of
disjoint cycles. we only have to show that this factor consists of only one de Bruijn cycle of
length 2n.

Theorem 4: Let f be an arbitrary nonsingular feedback function with f(XO.X,.....Xn-,) = xo@
g(xl .....xn-l).lf the Cycle-Joining Algorithm is driven by function t, then the produced cycle has
length 2n.

Prooi: Suppose the contrary. there exist two or more cycles of length k,<2n. At least one of
these is a non-null cycle. This cycle is denoted with its smallest state in front by
((bo bn-l (1.bo bn-2)).
taking into account that state (O.bo,...,bn-2) can not be on this non-null cycle. because
otherwise (O,bo ....,bn-2) would be smaller than (bo,....bn-1) which is contradicting. So, state
(O.bo.....bn-2) is on some other cycle
(......,(O,bo.....bn-2),(bo, ....bn-l@ 1).......)
which is also contradicting because according to the algorithm. in this case. (1.bo .....bn-2)
would be mapped to (bo.....bn-1@ 1).
Thus. all 2n-1 non-null states are contained in just one cycle.
The observation that (bo.O.....O - (O.....O.boEB1) completes the proof that the resulting length of
the cycle is z".
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The algorithm requires storage of n bits for state Bi, n bits for either cycling Bi.' or B',-, and n
bits to store the current lowest value in a cycle, accounting for a totalof 3n bits.
It is more complicated to determine the amount of time needed to generate the next bit on a
cycle. The most time-consuming part of the algorithm is the search for the smallest states on
the cycles beloning to Bi.' and B·i•,. In worst case situation we have to shift each cycle one
time around, thus the required time directly depends on the lengths of the cycles in the
decomposition of feedback function f. Evidently, we desire functions Igenerating relatively
short cycles compared to their degree. For arbitrary nonsingular functions t, the expected
lengths of the cycles are very large [5]. However, the theory on linear feedback functions
oHers us a solution to the problem of constructing high degree polynomials with short cycles.

IV. Joining of Linear Feedback Shift Register Cycles

If the boolean feedback function Ican be expressed in the form l(xo,x" ...,xn-1) = coxa Etl C,X,
Etl ..... Etl Cn-,Xn-1 with each c, e B, then we can associate with I the linear characteristic
polynomial f(x) over GF(2) of degree n defined by

where we assume Co= 1.
Let the order of g(x), denoted by ord g(x) be defined as the smallest integer e for which g(x)
divides xe-1. If C is a cycle, associated with a characteristic polynomial g(x), then length kof
cycle C is a proper divisor ol ord g(x). The following two theorems can be found in [5j.

Theorem 5: If g(x) is an irreducible polynomial over GF(2) of degree m, then ord g(x) divides
2m_1.

Theorem 6: Let g,(X), ...,gk(X) be pairwise relatively prime nonzero polynomials allu lel
f(x)=g,(x) ...gk(x). Then ord f(x) is equal to the least common multiple of ord g,(x), ....ord gk(X),

Now let us consider a polynomial fIx) that can be factorized into the product of r irreducible
polynomials of the same degree m, f(x)=g,(x) ...g,(x). Then, It can be directly derived from
Theorem 5 and 6 that the cycles of the feedback logic associated with fIx) have lengths
dividing 2m -1.
Since the number of irreducible polynomials over GF(2) of degree m is given by

in which u is the Möbius function (see Table 1), the total number N(m,r) of polynominals f(x) of
degree n = mr, constructed by the multiplication or r irreducible polynomials of degree m, IS

(
lh (rm))N(m,r) =
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N(m,r) is maximized for r = ~(m)/21 ,resulting in a set of polynomials of degree n =
m ij(m)/21 = 2m-'.ln this case, the number of distinct polynomials, all of order 2m -1, can be
approximated, using Stirlings's forumuia, by

N(m, ~(m)/21 ) = ~
n2m

-'

By substituting m = log2n we get a totalof

_J log2n I 22n/log2n

1Tn

distinct polynomials f(x) of degree n with ord f(x) = 2m_1 = 2n.
This large set of characteristic polynomials can be applied as feedback functions driving the
Cycle-Joining Algorithm. By this approach we are able to generate 0(22"/1092") de Bruijn cycles
of length 2", needing only 3n bits of storage and at most An (for values of n regarded above)
shifts of the driving FSR to generate the next bit on the cycle.

m 2m 1/J2(m) m ~(m)/21 N(m, Ç(m)l2l )

2 4 1 2 1
3 8 2 3 2
4 16 3 8 3
5 32 6 15 20
6 64 9 30 126
7 128 18 63 48620
8 256 30 120 1.55 108

9 512 56 252 7.64 10'5
10 1024 99 500 5.05 1028

11 2048 186 1023 5.73 1054

12 4096 335 2016 3.03 1099

13 8192 630 4095 1.42 10'88
14 16384 1161 8134 7.33 10347

15 32768 2182 16365 1.20 10655

Table 1.
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ERRORPROBABILITIES AND TRANSPOSITION CIPHERS

.. ..
D.E. Boekee • J.C.A. van der Lubbe

The behaviour of cipher systems is anaLyzed exp i i c i t i y in
terms of the probabiLity of error that remains for the
cryptanaList if he wants to find the correct key or
message. based on a ciphertext-onLy-attack or a
known-pLaintext-attack. As an appLication of this approach
the cLass of transposition ciphers is studied for
the uniform case. ALso for the key-appearance error
probabiLity an upper bound is given and its Limiting
behaviour is studied.

1. ItlIRO_Q_I}CTION

The flow of information in a (transposition) cipher system is

i I lustrated in the figure below.

rEIL_______----I~YPtana Iyst

~ ....1__e_n_c_I...,·~'l"<h_e__r_e_r_--,I~ ....~__ c_h_a_n_n_e_l__ __,~---7 'I.... -_ -_ -_d~e~c~i~p~~:<~e~r~e~r~~=1~

K

t
The message source generates messages fr of 1ength L. Each

letter in the message is assumed to be an element of the alphabet

A = {a l' a
2
•.... as}' Furthermore i t i s assumed that the message

source is memoryless and stationary and is characterized by the

probability distribution P = {P1.P2 ...... Ps}. in which Pi is the

probabi lity of occurren~e of letter a ..
I

If we consider a transposition cipher the messages are

ene i phered as f 01 lows. First the messages are subd i v i ded into

blocks of T letters. where T can be selected by the encipherer and

i s ca 11ed the per i od length. I f the message 1ength Lis equa I to

nT this results in n blocks each consisting of T elements. A

permutat i on of the integers {1. 2 ....• nis se I ected at random and

functions as the key. It is remarked that there are T! possible

.. Delft University of Technology. Faculty of Electrical
Enq ineer inq , Informat ion n-Ieory Group , P.D. Box 5031.
2600 GA De l f t , The Nether lands
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permutations and. thus there are IKI
K., i = 1,... ,T! .

1

Accord ing to the se Iected key the elements of each block are

T! possible keys, denoted by

permuted. The resulting cryptogram E is the output of the
encipherer and is transmitted to the legitimate receiver.

At the decipherer, the cryptogram is divided into blocks of
length T and the elements of each block are reshuffled. The final
result wi I I then be the original message M.

2. ERROR PROBABILITIES AND CIPHERS
The performance assessment of a cryptographic system is usually

based on the determination of equivocations (for a

ciphertext-only-attack). With respect to transposition ciphers one
is referred to Sgarro [3] among others. Usua I I Y the key and
message equlvocations are considered, which express the
uncerta inty concern ing the app I ied key and the message resp., if
the cryptanalyst has knowledge about the cryptogram. Furthermore,
the key-appearance equivocation can be considered which expresses
the uncertainty about the key, if both the message and the
cryptogram are known.
A measure, wh ich is close Iy re Iated to the equ ivocat ions is the
so-ca I led 'un icity d istance'. It is often used as a measure for
the strength of the cipher system.

However, in pract ice it isoften di ff icu It to compute these
measures. Furthermore, a Ithough the measures ment ioned above can
be usefu I, the ir interpretat ion in I iterature is far from c Iear.
This is particularly true for the concept of unicity distance. In
contrast to the generally accepted idea that at unicity distance
the message or key can be un ique Iy dec iphered, it turns out that
the error probab iI ity is not zero as one m ight expect but is
strictly positive. From this as well as from other arguments one
may question if the error probabi I ity (or probabi I ity of incorrect
identification) faced by the cryptanalyst is not the more relevant
parameter [1 J.

Although equivocations and unicity distances can be considered, it
should be noticed that in fact the error probability (or
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probab i1ity of incorrect identification) is the underlying
relevant parameter.

It is assumed that the cryptanalyst makes his decision
according to the Bayes-decision model. Assume that the
cryptanalyst has to make a choice between hypotheses H 1.
H2.···.Hl with a priori proababilities Pi = p(Hi). i=1 ....• 1. The
a posteriori probability of hypothesis Hi given observation x is
given by P(Hi/x). Then the Bayesian decision rule leads to an
average probabi lity of error which is given by

Pe(H/x) = 1 - E [max P(H./x)l.
x 1

where Ex is the expectation with respect to observations x. In the
present case the hypotheses may be hypotheses concerning the
messages. used keys etc .• whereas the observations are intercepted
cryptograms. The cryptanalyst is facing three possible decisions:

(i) The used key given the intercepted cryptogram.
(ii) The message given the intercepted cryptogram.
(i ii) The used key on the basis of knowledge

concerning the message and the cryptogram.

The corresponding probabi Iities of error can be denoted by the key
error probabi Iity Pe(K/EnT) and the message error probabi Iity
Pe (MnTIEn T ) for a c iphertext-on Iy-a ttack and the key-appearance
error probabi 1ity Pe(K/MnT.EnT). In the sequel these three error
probabi lities are considered for a transposition cipher.

3. TRANSPOSITION CIPHERS AND ERROR PROBABILITIES
With respect to the performance assessment of transpos it ion

ciphers in terms of error probabi 1ities the notion of pure
ciphers. as introduced by Shannon. plays an important role.
A cipher. in which K is the set of enciphering transformations. is
"pure" if for arbitrary transformations tj' tk and tI E K. there
always exists a ti E K such that

t .•
1
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and the keys are equ iprobab 1e. It is easy to see that the
transposition cipher is a pure cipher.

A character ist ic of pure ciphers is that the messages can be
divided into a set of residue classes. The same holds with respect
to the cryptograms.
In order to introduce the notion of residue class here, consider a
message of length L = nT, where T is the period length and n is
any integer. After dividing the message into blocks of length T,
the message can be denoted by

This can be rewritten as

where for i=l, ...,T the column ai is given by

ta . (a. ,aT .,...,a ( 1)T .)
1 1 +1 n- +1

All messages belonging to a residue class C are characterized by
the fact that they can be obtained from each other by permutations
of the columns ai. Shannon has derived some interesting properties
concern ing the res idue classes, wh ieh are SUlrlllldl· i zed in the
following corollary.

COROLLARY

Let the set of all messages be d ivided into a set of res idue
classes G1,GZ, ...,Gr, and simi larly let the cryptograms be divided
into a set of residue classes G;, G2,....,G~. Then the following
properties hold.
(i) The residue classes are mutually exclusive. All residue

classes together contain all possible messages,
respectively cryptograms.

(ii) Enciphering of a message G1 leads to a cryptogram of Gj, and
visa versa.

(iii) The number IG. I of messages in G. . 1 t th b f1 1 1S equa 0 e num er 0
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cryptograms IG; lin G; and is a divisor of IKI, the number of
keys.

C i v ) Each message in Gi can be enciphered into a cryptogram
by IK I/IG. I different keys.

1

in G:
1

•
In the next two theorems some properties of the residue classes

in the case of transposition ciphers are considered.

THEOREM 1

Consider a transposition cipher system in which the alphabet
L

3 ";yliluu 1:; and the messages M of 1ength L = nT can becontClin~
divided into a set of residue classes. Let Ad be the number of
residue classes containing d messages. Then the fo 11owi ng
equations hold.

Ci) The total number of residue classes equals

n(T+s -1)
T T!

T-1
IT (sn+i).

i=O

( i i) Th...t ot a l numb<..:'o f Illessages 1S equa I to

nTs •

In fact Theorem 1 deals with the total number of residue classes.
In the following, attention wi 11 be paid to the values of Ad
itself representing the number of residue classes with d messages.

First the concept "part it ion" concern ing res idue classes in
transposition ciphers is introduced.

DEFINIT ION 1
a, 0'.2 an

A partition P denoted by P = 1 ,2 ,...,n is a division of the
set of integers (1,2, ... ,n ) into mutua 11Y disjo int subsets such
that for all i = 1, ... ,n, there are 0'..subsets with i elements and

1
n

J1 0'...i
1

n. •
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With respect to transposition ciphers this definition wi 11 be
interpreted in the following way. As seen above, each message of
length nT can be considered as a vector message of length T with
columns a1,a2, ...,aT' where each ai is one of a set of sn possible
columns. Each residue class is characterized by the fact that it
contains messages which can be obtained from each others by
permutat ions of the co Iumns. Note that not a I I co Iumns of a
message are per se different; there can be identical columns. We
can cons ider the set of a I I ident ica I co Iumns and then Iet (Xi'
i=1, ... ,T, be the number of sets which contain identical
co Iumns. Clear Iy, a I I messages of a res idue c Iass have the same
value i=1, ... ,T. In fact, each residue class can be
characterized hy a typical partition P, in the sense of Definition
1, where (Xi shou Id be interpreted as the number of sets wh ich
contain i identical columns. It is remarked here, that the reverse
is not true: a certain partition P can be shared by more than one
residue class.

The following theorem gives an expression for d and Ad on the
bas i s of the partition of the co Iumns of a message in
matrix-notation.

THEORE/1 ?

Consider messages in matrix-form for a given residue class. Let
(Xm' m=1, ... ,T, be the number of sets containing m identical
columns. Then the number of elements (messages) of the residue
class is given by

d
T

T'I IT (m!
m=1

0:
m

and the number of res idue c Iasses, wh ich conta i n del ements is
equal to

n Ts

.m]
( L 0: )!

[ T m=l m
Ad L L

Pd m=l T
IT 0: !

m=1 m

where Lis the summat ion over a II part it ions Pd Ieadi ng to the
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same va Iue. of d. •

THEOREM 3

Cons ider a transpos ition cipher and assume that a I I keys are
equ iprobab Ie and that the s symbo Is of the source a Iphabet are
uniformly distributed. Then

(i) PerK/EnT) = 1 - 1/T!,

..' nT fiT
l11 1 J Pe(K/M ,E )

•
2Nole that there is no explicit expression for the term I d Ad in

the theorem. For this reason we consider an upper bound which can
be used as well as an asymptotic expression for increasing n.

THEOREN 4
Consider a transposition cipher. Then for the key-appearance error
probability Pe(K/MnT,EnT) it holds

(i)
n

~ 1 - snT/ {T!(T+~ -1)}.

(ii) for large n

-ns

•
As a mat ter of fact the probab iIity of error concern ing the
app Iied key given the intercepted cryptograms is independent of
the number s of source symbo Is and the number n of blocks. Th is

. nT nTdoes not hold w1th respect to PerM /E ).
For an increasing number of symbols of the source alphabet or for
an increasing number of blocks Pe(MnT/EnT) will increase. The same
holds for an increasing number of blocks of a message. However, in
the latter case Pe(Mnr/EnT) will tend to PerK/EnT) for large
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values of n. This is shown in the following theorem.

THEOREH 5

lim'Pe(MnT/EnT)
n=

•

From this theorem it can be concluded that the knowledge of the
intercepted cryptograms wi 11 never 1 ead to decreasi ng va 1 ues of
the probabi 1 ities of error, for increasing n.
Th is wi llon 1 y be in the case of a "known/chosen pla intext
attack". Then for increasing n (or Ll the probability of error
w i I 1 decrease.
In fact, it is possible to assess the
ciphers in terms of the probab i 1 ity of

performance of various
nT nTerror Pe(K/M ,E ). A

cipher is said to be stronger than another if the probability of
error is larger for the first cipher than for the second one for
the same message length L.
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Abstract
This paper presents a comparaisoe study of the adaptive IIR filter with the adaptiue

FIR filter. The conventional adaptive FIR filter consists af a tapped delay lines. The
adaptive IIR fdter to be discussed in this paper is composed of two tapped delay lines of
which an a ddii io n al one is a feedback eiçh.i from the adaptive filter output or from the
re s itiu al error. The comparison is made on the convergence p ro pert u and their applicatons
in adaptive nO'ise canceilat'ionJ adaptive line enhancement an.d spectral estim ation, The
results show that the adaptive !IR filter has su perior performance in certain practice but
its applications are hindered by its possible in si ab ilitnj.

1 Introduction
Many problems encountered in information processing involve extracting relevant information
from some physical processes which are unknown or nonstationary or possibly both. An
appropriate technique well suited for these problems is adaptive filtering. It has found m any
applications in noise cancellation, echo cancellation, adapti ve line enhancement and spectral
est im at.io n [1,2,3,4,5,6].

The adapti ve fil ter can be classified into several categories. According to the expression
of the filter transfer function it can be divided into adaptive finite impulse response (FIR)
til t e r and adaptive infinite impulse response (UR) filter. According to the realization of
t h« adapti ve filter it can be classified as t ra nsversal structure and lattice st r uct u r e , The
t rans ve rsal structure is a direct implementation and is therefore simple. The lattice st r uct ur e
is more cotu plicatcd but has advantages on fast convergence and less finite word-length effect
and et c. According to the algorithm used to update the weights of the adaptive filter each
selected st r uc tu r e can have different versions. Two basic algorithms are least mean square
(LMS) and recursive least square (RLS) algorithms. Based on these two various adaptation
algorithms for different purposes have been developed.

The most attractive algorithm for real-time information processing is probably the LMS
algorithm because of its simplicity and easy for implementation. It is based on the steepest
descent (or gradient) method and n o matrix mani pulat io ns lire involved as the case for the
RLS algorithm.

In this paper we present a corn par at ive study on the LMS adaptive FIR filter and LMS
acla pt ive HR filter. In the next section we introduce t ransversal adaptive FIR filter and in
section 3 we present adaptive UR filter. Basic pr in cipl es of some of the applications of the
adapti ve filter are discussed in section <1 followed by e x p e rime n t results showing different
performances of the adaptive FIR filter anel ad ap t.ive IIR filter in section !'j.

2 LMS Adaptive FIR Filter

The basic s t r u c t u re of a transversal adaptive FIR filter is illustrated in Fig.l. dj is desired
input signal to be processed at time j . .:-1 stands for a unit delay.wkj (k = 1,2, "., N) are
the adjustable weights of the adaptive filter. N is the order of the transversal adaptive filter.
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di----------------------------------------~+
_-I

Yi

Figure 1: A Linear Tr ansver sal Filter

The input to the tap-weights is composed of a tapped delay line, ;vi, Xi-I, ... , xi-N+I. The
output of the adaptive filter Yi is:

N

Yi = L ·WkjXj-k+l = },} vVj
k=1

(1)

where,
xJ = [Xi, Xi-I, ... , Xj-N+tl

vVT = [WIJ' wZi, ... , I1'Nj]

(2)

(3)

The residual error ei is:
(4)

Assume the input signal di and Xj are wide-sense stationary, the mean square error IS

(5)

where P is the cross-correlation vector and R the auto-correlation matrix, defined as:

Applying the steepest descent method to update the weight vector vVj+1 at time j + 1:

oE[e}]
Wj+1 = HT}+ (p. - Vj) = Wj - IL---oWj

(6)

and approximating the gradient of the mean square error with respect to the weight vector
by the gradient of the square error, the LMS algorithm is ob tainedl l ]:

(7)

Parameter IL in Eq( 7) is called step-size (or convergence factor). It controls the conver-
gence and the stability of the LMS algorithm.

The convergence of the LMS algorithm is always guaranteed if the following condition is
satisfied:

1
O<'Ji/ .... .

, 'total filter input power
(8)
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dj-----------------------------------------{+
_-I

Yj

Figure 2: A Linear Transversal Filter

3 Adaptive IIR Filter

The st r uct ure of an adaptive IIR filter is shown in Fig.2, where the adaptive filter consists of
two tapped delay lines. A feedback is taken from the residual error signal ej. The parameter
set Okj (k = 1,2, ... ,p) and Ckj (k = 1,2, ... , q) are feed-forward and feedback weights of the
adaptive filter, respectively. This structure was first proposed by Friedlander in [ij where he
used maximum likelihood method to estimate the power spectrum of a time series. The LMS
algorithm of this adaptive IIR filter was derived in [6] and is described as follows:

The output of the adaptive filter Yi equals:

where,

(9 )

Af = [ali,02j, ... ,Opj] cf = [Clj,C2j, ... ,Cqj]

xf = [Xj,Xj_I, ... ,Xj_p+l] ef = [ej_l,ej_2, ... ,ej_Q]

Assume the input signal are wide-sense stationary, the mean square error can be expressed
as:

E[eJl = E[d]] + ATu.;», + cf s.,«, - 2ATPdx - 2cf Pde + 2ATu.,«, (la)
where Pdx and P«, are cross-correlation vectors, Rxx and Ree are auto-correlation matrices
and Ru is cross correlation matrix defined as:

Pdz = E[djXj] Pde = E[djej]

Ru = E[XjXJl Ree = Eleien

Ru = E[.\-jeJl

Assume that the above second order statistics are known as a priori, the Wiener solution
can be obtained by minimizing the mean square error w ith res p ec t to the filter weight vectors,
Aj and ei, and setting them to zero.

In a similar way for the derivation of the LMS algorithm for the adaptive FIR filter we first
apply the steepest descent method and then a pproxi m at e the gradients of the mean square
error with respect to the filter weight vectors by the gradient.s of the square error as [allows:

oe2

Aj+l = Ai - J.la§i.~
)

(11)
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(12)
In order to have a simple adaptation algorithm we assume that ej is riot a function of the
weight vectors. The adaptation of the weight vectors are then obtained as Iollows]û]:

Aj+1 = Aj + 2f.LoejXj

Cj+1 = Cj + 2f.Lcejej

(13)

(14)
where 11'0 and P.c are the step-size which control the convergence and the stability of the
adaptation. Their values must be chosen small enough to assure the convergence of the
algorithm. We refer the above adaptive IlR filter as adaptive ARMA filter since it can
generate an ARMA estimate of an input signal as will be discussed later on.

Another st r uc t ur e of the adaptive filter is derived by taking the feedback from the output of
the adaptive filter instead from the residual error[8]. Different algorithms have been developed
in [9]. The simplest LMS algorithm for that structure is as followsjê]:

Aj+l = Aj + 2J.1aejXj

Cj+l = C, + 2f.LcejYj

where the feedback vector Y} is defined as:

1}= [Yj-t, Yj-2,·· , Yj-q]

(15 )

(16)

(17)

We call the adaptive IIR filter expressed by Eq( 15) and ( 16) the recursive adaptive filter

4 Applications of Adaptive Filter

4.1 Adaptive noise cancellation

Assume in figure 1 the desired input dj consists of signal Sj and noise nj while the filter
input Xj consists of n], and assume n] is correlated with nj in some unknown way and Sj is
uncorrelated with either of nj and nj. Then the adaptive filter works as an adaptive noise
canceller, that is the noise n} in the desired input will be cancelled in the residual output.
The basic principle is as follows:

The mean square error,

E[en E[(s} + nj - Yj)2J = E[s]] + E[sj(nj - Yj)] + E[(nj - Yj)2J

E[s]J + E[(n} - ydJ (18)

The term E[ Sj (n j - y) )] is eliminated since Y} is a linear combination of n} and S} is correlated
with neither of n} and nl'

From the above equation we see that the condition for minimizing the mean square error
is E[(nj - Yj )2J = O. This means that the adaptive filter produces a replica of Ttj and then
subtract it from the disired input dj. Therefore the residual signal ej is free of noise nj in
the ruean square sense.

4.2 Adaptive Line Enhancer

The adaptive filter shown in figure 1 turns out to be all adaptive line enhancer when the
adaptive filter takes its input from the desired signal but with some delay 6, that is ""j =
dj_6.

Assume that dj consists of a periodic signal Sj anel uncor rclated noise 11.j, such as wh ite
noise. Choosing the clelay 6 to be large enough such that the noise I1j_6 in the filter input
is uncorrelated with the noise nj in the desired input, the noise is eliminated in the output
Yj of the adaptive filter for the same reason as in the previous discussion.
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4.3 Adaptive Spectral Estimation

A time series =s can be modeled as an auto-regressive (AR) process as:

N

:1:j =:: L ak:t;j-k + nj

k=1

( 19)

where ak (k =:: 1,2, ... , N) are AR parameters and nj is white noise.
Once the parameters of the AR model are known the power spect r urn of the time series

can be estimated.
A mor e general model for a time series :ej is the auto-regressive moving-average (ARMA):

p q

J;j =:: L Q.kJ;j-k +L Cknj_k + nj

k=1 k =1

(20)

where nj is white noise, a.k (k =:: 1,2, .. , p) and Ck (k =:: 1,2, ... , q) are parameters of ARMA
model from which the power spectrum of the time series can be calculated.

Now observing figure 1 andassuming :ej =:: dj_l, we get the filter output as follows:

N

Yj =:: L wkjdj_k

k=1

(21 )

Comparing Eq( 21) with ( 19) we see that Vj is the AR estimation of the input signal dj.

Therefore the power spectrum of the input signal dj c.an be calculated from the filter weights
Wkj (k = 1,2, ... , N) after convergence[10).

Observing figure 2 and assuming J;j =:: dj -I we have the filter output Vj as:

p q

Yj =:: L Q.kjdj_k +L Ckjej_k

k=1 k=1

(22)

According to Wierier filter theory the residual error ej is a white process as long as the mean
sq u ar e error is minimized. Accordingly from Eq( 22) and ( 20) we observe that the filter
output is an ARMA estimation of the input signal dj. Consequently the power spect r uru can
be caculated from parameters akj (k =:: 1,2, ... , p) and Ckj (k =:: 1,2, ... , q) of the adaptive !IR
filter. That is the reason why we refer it as adaptive ARMA filter.

5 Simulation and Comparison
In the previous discussion we have already pointed out that the adaptive FIR filter is stable
and the c.onvergence is always guaranteed as long as Eq( 8)is satisfied. For the LMS adaptive
IIR filters described in section 3 no mathematical formula corresponding to the convergence
condition has been derived and therefore the convergence is not always guaranteed although
e.xper imen ts have shown that they are rather stable as long as step-size, 11." and !I'C are small
enough.

Several ex pe rirnents have been done on the adaptive line enhancement, adaptive noise
cancellation and spectral estimation in order to compare the performance of the adaptive IIR
filter with that of the adaptive FIR filter.

The co m parat.i ve result on the ad apti ve noise cancellation is shown in figur e 3. Where
the filter input ~'j is a simulated ARl\IA process. The desired siplal dj is a filtered version of
the signal Xj' The filter (with 100 taps) is an approximately simulated impulse response of
the echo path on the long distance telephone network. Figure 3a shows the square error eJ
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resulting from the adaptive FIR filter with the order equals to 100. and figure 3b shows t h at
resulting from the recursive adaptive filter with IJ = 100 and q = 1. Comparing these two
figures we observe that adding a feedback (with only one tap) from the filter output increases
the convergence rate in this applica tio n. It is shown that they have same performance in
steady-state. It has also been experimented to apply the recursive adaptive filter with l'+q -:
100 in this application. It seems that the recursive adaptive filter with p < 100 can uot
produce satisfactory result.

Figure 4 shows the comparative result of their application in adaptive line enhancement.
The desired signal dj consists of a sinusoid ill white noise. The filter input is one-sample
delayed version of dj. The figure shows the mean square error over 200 individ ual different
runs versus the iteration number. Curve 1 results from the adaptive FIR filter with N = 20
and curve 2 from the recursive adaptive filter with p = 18, q = 2. \Ve can see from this figure
the recursive adaptive filter converges [aster than the adaptive FIR filter at the sa m e cost
(the same number of the taps). The steady-state performance is same between two adaptive
filters.

The last experiment is on the spectral estimation. The input signal is a biomedical signal,
i.e. abdominally measured gastric signal. The result is shown in figure 5. Curve 1 is the
true power spectrum. Curve 2 is the power spectrum estimated by from the weights of the
adaptive FIR filter after convergence, frorn which we observe that the information on the
frequency components with low power is missing. The estimated spectrum by the adaptive
ARMA filter is shown in curve 3, fr o m which we see it provides all information 01\ different
frequency components. The experiment shows that the ad aptive ARMA filter produce better
performance than the adapti ve FIR fil ter for spec tral estimation.

6 conclusion

This paper provides comparative results on the adaptive FIR filter and adaptive HR filter. It
is shown that the recursive adaptive filter generates [aster convergence rate than the adaptive
FIR filter for the adaptive line enhancement and adaptive noise cancellation. On the other
hand the adaptive £IR filter does not improve the performance in the steady-state Ïo r these
cases. However, we have reason to expect that the adaptive !IR filter will produce better
performance for some other applications, such as for identifying a recursive system.

The proposed adaptive ARrvIA filter provides better spectral estimation than th e adapti v e

FIR filter (AR method) since it produces an ARM A estimate.
The main problem with the adaptive HR filter is the possible instability since no m at h e-

matical formula that guarantees the convergence of the LiVIS algorithm is available.
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On the Characterization of Information Divergence
for Two-Terminal Hypothesis Testing with

One-Sided Data Compression I

Guiqing Shi 2

Abstract

This paper presents results and examples regarding the characterization of two-dimensional
inforrna non divergence in the context of two-terminal hypothesis testing lViih one-sided data
cornpressron. Our results build forth on those obtained by Ahlswede and Csisz<Îr {4] and Han
(5J.

I Introduction and Statement of the Problem

In the problems of hypothesis testing and the cor respondi ng problem of estimation with
communication constraints we often encounter the characterization of information divergence.
Csisz ár and Körner [1], and other authors [2,3J have solved the problems of entropy and image
size characterization in the special case of three sources, respectively two DMC's. For the
characterization of information divergence, Ahlswede anel Csisaá r [4J, and Han [5] are pioriee rs
in this field. The full solutions, however, have not been fo uud yet. Therefore the problems are
still open.

Let
Ho: p(xy) versus Hl : q(xy) (11)

denote the null and alternative hypothesis, respectively, for a discrete distribution on a fin it e
set X x Y. Ahlswede and Csiszár [4J considered the following quantity in their investigation of
hypothesis testing with communication co nst ramts. Wr i t e

(12)

and define the power exponent for hypothesis testing as

(1.3 )

A lower bound gi ven in [4J is
(1.4)

where
(IS)

with the definition of the information divergence gi veu by

where [T-o-X-o-f" and

lThis research is supported by a pos t doc tor-al fellowship of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium.
:!The author is with the Dep er-t eme nt Wiskunde, Katholieke:'! Uru ver-si t e it Leuven, Ce lest.lj ne n la an 200B, B-

3030 Heverlee, Belgium. during the academic years 1986-198ï and 198ï-1988.
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Here U satisfies
U: I(X; U) ::;s.; IUI::; lXI + 1 and U-o-X-o-y.

Generally, this bound is not tight. Han [5J gave another lower bound, 0H(Rz), which satisfies

(1.6 )

Hans lower bound is too complicated to describe here arid rather difficult to calculate.
We know that information divergence is connected with hypothesis testing by error probabil-

ities, and thus it is possible that, by using the idea of hypothesis testing with data corn pr essiou ,
we can get a computable form of information divergence.

We now consider the characterization of the following information divergence for discrete
distribution:

D(fpe" )yn Ilf(".'\n )1""). (1.7)

Suppose that (X",Y") E (Xn,yn) are two n-tuples of random variables (X,Y) E (X,Y),
where (X, Y) are two finite sets, with the property of being coordinatewise independently and
identically distributed between symbols. Suppose also that f is an encoding mapping such that
f : X" - U with an encoding rate R; that satisfies 1(':(; U) < R; and IIUII ~ IIXII + 1. From
the viewpoint of hypothesis testing with communication constraints we obtained a computable
solutions for the exponents for the testing problem (1.1) in [6). But the characterization of
information divergence was not dealt with in [6J. Here we shall formulate the problem using
the concept of characterization of information divergence and obtain its solution.

II Main Result and Examples

We now consider the characterization of iJ(Rz) for testing a hypothesis about two r audo m
. variables with one-sided data compression. This situation is denoted by Han [5J by SXIY'

Define a set ofcodewords: Ul', ... ,U,~ E T[U]' which come Irom sets: Cj , .. ·,e.u(ei C
T(.YIU) (ui')), respectively, with AI = e:r,p{n[I(X; U) + lIJ} for any 71 2: o. We have t.he following

defin ition of encoding for f : X" - U" with rate Rx,

if X" E Tl;')
otherwise,

(2.1)

where i is the smallest number with Xn E ei, i = 1, ... , M'. Next we give

Theorem 1: For all pyw(ylu) > 0 we have

(2.2)

where

û,,(Rz) = max I D(f(.'\")l-"llf(:i:-")f"),
f n

and f satisfies
1 10.gllfll Rz,
"

and
0s(Rx) ct~r max[D(XIIX) + D(YIUllfIU)Ju (2.3 )

with

(2.4)
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Here U is a random variable that satisfies the following condition

u . I(X; U) :S R., I uI :S lXI + 1,

and [T-----o-X-----o-Y forms a Markov chain in this order. (r (i.e. Qyw(yI1L)) is uniquely deter-
mined by the condition

(2.5 )

and this Markov chain relation.

We now give the following example, which is similar to the one in [4J.

Example: Let X=: Y =: {O, I}, PX(J.') =: (0 ..5,0.5), (a) Qx(x) =: (0 . .5,0.05) and (b) Qx(x) =:
(0.705,0.2.5) for x E X, and suppose that

I {
0.75 if ot' = y

QYI_dy x) =: 0.25 if x i: y .

Considering the coding by using typical sequences with a length of sequences n =: 2 anel letting
A denote codewords sets, we give the encodings: A =: {DO,Ol, 10, ll}, for R. =: 0 and Ilfll =: 1;
A=:{ {ID, Ol} , {OO,lln, for R. = 0.5 and IIJII = 2: A = {{Ol, ID}, {OD,nj). for R. =:

0 ..510gI1311 =: 0.792 and IIfll =: 3; and ,4 =: {{OD}, {Ol}, {IG}, {I Ij }, for R. =: 1 andllfll =: 4.
Suppose lUI =: 2, and that the parameters pxw(xlu), qxw (a'lu) and PU("), for all a' f:' X
and all u E U, correspond to rates R. =: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.792 anel 1, respectively. We obtain
pxw(;vlu), qxw (xlu) only for case (b), and pu(u) in Table 1.

Table 1: pxw(xl1L), Qx!U (xlu), and pU(lL)·

: ----0--- ------------,-------- ._-------.. _ ..
IR. 0.25 : 0.5 0.792 1

pXjU(xlu) ( ~.5 ~.5 ) core 0 ) ( ~.07,s ~.925)1(~ n0.368 0.632 I 0.227 0.773

q;qu(xlu)
_(~.ï~;.2,sl _U.63_6_~_3jJlL~~6_9 ~~0J_(~19~ ~.806) I (~ ~)

pu(u) (0,1) (0.209,0.791) I (0.3053,0.647) (0.46,0.054) . (0.05, 0.5)

The results of our calculat ious are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Various comparisons of exponents.

R. 0 I 0.25 0.05 0.792 1 !

·~--Tr:9~
---- --~----_.

v2(R ..) 0.3390 0.3770 0.4150 I
(a) 0Ac(R ..) 01870 0.303.5 0.4150 I

0s(R,) I 0 : 0.0971 0.1870 0.3035 0.4150 !
iJ2(R,) I 0.041;7 i / 0.4573 0 ..5845 0.6226 :

(b) 0AC(R.) i 0.2075 . 0.3047 0.394:' 05080 0.1;221;
0s(R,) j 0.2:'42 O.38GG 0.46[)1; 0.51,01 0.1;22';

D(YlUlllIn i 0 0.0!)71 10.1870 0.3035 04150
D(}ÎUllfi(T) o.n-nrr 0.1790 I 0.25::)1 0.:)!)26 0.41,,0 .

Here

(2.6)

0AC(R.) is given by (1.05), and 0s(Rr) is given by (2.3). In Table 2, if R. =: 0, 0Ac(R.) and
0s(R.) are defined as the limit when R. ~ o. The authors in [4] defined 8Aç(R.) = D(YII}')
when R. = 0, which yields the value 0.0467 in case b. Therefore 0Ac(Rr) has a discon tinuity
point at R~ =: u.
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III Conclusions

As can be seen from Table 2 (case b). the exponent 05 (R.) is larger than 0 AC (R.) for
this particular example. We claim that this is generally the case. Moreover, whereas 0AC(Rx)
obtained in [4] gives only a lower bound on 0( Rx), our characterization 05 (Rx) gives the COIll-

plete solution for binary distributions. Further research, regarding the extension of our method
of characterization of information divergence to the general case of two-terminal hypothesis
testing with two-sided data compression is in progress, again leading to an improved lower
bound.
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ZERO-ERROR CAPACITY AND QUASI-S\-NCHRONIZED CODES
FOR THE BINARY SWITCHING CHANNEL

P. Vanroose Sc E.C. van der Meulen 2

The binary suriicliituj cha.nnel is a nvultiple-acce .... chIJ.uT/.elun:ih i.tno h1:-
nary inpnt$ and a. terna.ry o-aipui: The clianncl [unction i$ clefi:ned b:1j
:IJ = ;rI!;("2, uiltere dioisioti by 0 is defined to be 00.

The zero- error capacity region of iliis cluinru-l 1.$ proven ia be eqtuil to
the classical (Sha.nnon) capa.city region. Th.is is clone by cotistructinç
llniq'nely decodable code pairs (C[,C2). with Cl linear.
N ext .. seoetul q·lwsi-,q-ynchron011.ûy 'llnilj'nely decoduble code ptnr s are COT!.-

siructed. hauing relatively good rates. The tecluiique used i..similar to
the code construciioti described by Lin and Wei (1986) for the binnry
lJ.(ldm· 1n·ltlf,ipl,~-accè",1 Lll.ll./l.nd.

I. INTRODUCTION

A mult.iple-access channel (I\-IAC) is the mathematical model for a couuuu-

nica.t iou si t uat ion where several senders use the same iuccliiuu to t.ransmit a

message to a single receiver, whose task is the reconstruction of all messages.

The senders do not know each other's lnessage.

The simplest non-trivial l'dAC is discrete, memoryless, and noiseless. with

two senders, both using a binary alphabet {a, 1}. This means that. the chaunr-l
output symbol y at one time instant is Cl deterministic function of the channel

input. pair (;("1, ;1'2) at that time instant only.

A well-known example of this situation is the b£nl/.ry (uider channel (DAC'):

y = ;l' 1+:1'2 E {O, 1.2} (see [L2.3]). The channel considerccl here is the only ot.her

hiuary two-input .. ternary output noiseless I\IAC. called the binary ,q-witr:h.in.1J

cluiu.nel (BS-IvIAC), described by (see [4.5]) y = ,rJr2 E {a. Lx,}. \VlWiP

elivision by () is defined to be oo (cf. Figure 1).

The senders try to encode their messages in such a way that the amount. of

inforrna.t ion per transmi t t.ed bit. is as high as possible. To this eucl. both senders

use a code, namely a. set of binary vvor els of lengt.h /I. i .1". a sul lsd of {O.I}". Such

lTltié' work 1Vi1.~ supported in part. by Project. COA 83/88-53, Ministerie van Wetenschaps-
belpid, Brussels, Belgi urn.

~The authors are with t.he D ...part.ment of Matheruatics. Katholieke Univer-sireit Leuven,
Celest.ijuenlaau 200 B, B-:3U:3U Heverlee, Belgium.
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,rl :1'2 'ij = :l'1!:1'2
0 0 >

-,
00 "1 0 -,

() 1 0
-,
-,

1 1 1 ''', RI
1/2 2/3 !..')f<:5

Figure 1: Binary switching channel: definition and zero-error capacity region.

a code pair (Cl, (2) is said to beu.niq·nely decodable (UD) if the decoder can

recoustruct both codeworels from the channel output. Because the channel is

iueinoryless, the channel function on n-t.uples is just the cornponentwise quotient

of both input words.

The pair (RI,R2) := (~IOg2#CI.~log·2#Cl) is the informa.ium rate of
(Cl, C2)· The two-dimensional region of all rate pairs that are achievable by

UD codes is called the zero-error capacity requni of the channel. denot.erl 1Jy Cu.
Under the assurnption of block simclironisni between t.lie t.WO sendors (which

may he not very realistic), it is proven in Section II tlia t this region is

1
U [O'"2J x [0.1].

as depicted in Figure 1. (The Iuncl.iou h( .r) :=- -.1' log2 .1' - ( 1 - ,I') log2( 1 :1') is

the binary ent.ropy function.)

III Section III, the problem of constructing codes for the channel wi t hout.

block syuchronisiu is consiclered. In that case. only the recei ver is assumed t.o

maiut.ain block synchrouism with both senders. Uniquely decodable codes for

this sit.uat.iou are called q1WS1.-.•·ynchrono'U,8Iy -nniq·u.el-y dcccdaale (QSUD) codes.

Ir. THE ZEHO-EHHOH CAPACITY HEC;ION OF THr:: DS-i\IAC

To show that the iat.e regioll of all UD ('()des is exact.lv Co. it is first. I'ron'l1

that R2 cannot he larger than h(RI) \\·I1('u RI > ~. Then. liD c()de pairs me

coust.ructed having rates that approach the boundary of CIJ when the block
leugth n tends to infini ty,

As is seen from the channel function, Uw receiver can always recoust.ruct the

codeword X2 coming from C2 by applying the transformation 00 ......O. 0 ......1,
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1 I-t 1 on the letters of the received word y. Ne-xt, one notices t.hat. the l"(:'C"Pin'cl

y equals tlie codeword X I coming from C\, excep t. in those coordinates \Vhcrc

the receiver reads a "CXJ": those hits are erased: The "erasure pattern" X2 is

said to br- tolerated by the code Cl if uo two codeworels of C't gin' the srune y

when erased by this X2.

Let T (C tl Le the set of all codeworels tolerated by Cl' I t is deal' tliat

(C't,T(C't)) forms a UD code pair. I(Cr) is even the largest. possible code t.hat

can be VD together with Cl.

Suppose that #Cl > 2k-l. This means that. a codeword of Cl cannot. lw

reconst ructcd when less than l.: bits of it are known. So Cl cannot. tolerate

erasure patterns with more than 1/. - k zero "s. Cousequeut ly.

n-k

#I( C\) :S L C;).
;=0

This implies that R'2 :S h(Rtl when RI > ~, by using Stirling's formula for the

binomial coefficients. q.e.cl.

Next, it will be proven that there exist codes Cl such that the ra.te peur

of (C\, T( Cl)) approaches the boundary of Co for grO\ving block lengt.lis. The

codes C\ that are used will even be linear, i.e. closed under addi tions. When

Cl is u linear code, X2 is tolerated by Cl if and only if there is no coclr-worcl

in Cl having zero's in all coordinates where X2 has ones, except tlie zero word.

i.e., if aucl only if X2 r:j. C~. So T(Cr) = {a. I}" \ C~.

Let Fm := {XE C~ Itl'(x) = m}. where w(x) is the Hamming weight
function of x [wliich counts the number of ones ill x). Let Fm(Xl) "_ fllL n
{xj }1... Because Fm and Fm' are disjoint whenever 711. i= m', we have

11

#T(CIl = 2" - L #F",.
711=0

Furthcruiore. #F", (xi) = ("-,.t'(XI)). because t.lie r» OlIE'S in Cl word of Fm (Xl)
III

have to be placed in those coorcliua tes where Xl has zero 's. Consequent.ly,

where {Ao,.·., A.n} is the weight distrib-ution of C\: .-11' := #{XI E Cl ll'{xl) =

('}. Now suppose that C't has elimension k, i.e. #Cl = 2k• Then #F7Il = (,,) if»
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7/. Á~ Rl R2

10w(-'1" bound best. known_[Gj upper boundr---::-- -_.~---- _ .._----_._---
2 1 0.5000000 0.5000000 0.7924812 0.7924812
:] 2 0.GGGGGG7 0.440G427 0.GGGGG67 0.G6G6GG7
4 2 0.5000000 0.G148579 0.8304820 0.8648579
4 :] 0.7500000 0.3962406 0.5804820 0.5804820
5 :] 0.6000000 0.5715961 0.7614710 0.8000000
G 3 0.5000000 0.G9G6515 0.874G54G 0.8987196
G 4 0.G6GG667 0.5349089 0.7079880 0.7432386
7 5 0.7142857 0.5033G61 0.G54994G 0.G930973
8 4 0.5000000 0.7585973 0.9023961 0.9185910
S 5 O.62500()() 0.G277961 o.7S099 10 0.8173949
9 6 0.6G66667 O.50SG686 0.7382062 ().7802631

10 7 0.7000000 0.5724514 0.7022368 0.7459432

Table I: Bounds 011 DD code rate pairs

m < Á:. Hence #T( Cl) =
1I-J.,: Tl n-k Tt n n-k n-k"-l i

.L (';)- L #F", ~ L (':)-L ·-if L (";;/")= L (':)- L An-k-i L C~k).
i=O m=k i=O (=1 m=k i=O i=U j=U

The a.-ucra.gc weight dist rib ution of a Iinear code of block lengt.h 11 and cliiuension

l,~is giveu l)y .-io = 1, aud Af' = 'J.k·-n . [C~) - (1!~k) 1 ::; 'J.k-II C~) for (' > () (cf. [G.

p.287j). Therefore, suppose that Cl has a weiglit distribut.ion such that

1!-~' n-J.,·-l i

#T( Cl) > L (':)- L [2k-1I C~k) 1L C~")
I=U i=O j=O

11-J..: n-k n-kL en - 2k-1l L (;:)(21' - 1) = L (':)(1 - 2"-II+i + 2"-")
i=u 1'=1 ;=0

This implies t.liat Rl can he as dose to II(Rl) (when R, > ~) or t.o 1 (wlicu

Rl::; ~) as wanreel. This concludes the proof. (SeE' also [:Jj.)
For block leugtli 11, the "gnv" b=tweeu lower anel upper bound on Rl is nr-vr-r

lnrgf'r than 1. log.,( 211+ 2), aucl even smaller than 1 when Il, < ~3' For S0111en. £ n - .

values of 11 and k. Table 1 gives these lower aud upper bounds, together with

the rate of the best possible DD code.
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Ill. QUASI-SYNC'I1HONOLJSLY UNIQllELY Df,CODAllLE CODES

Suppose now tIrat the two serielers do not start tlicir code blocks at. tlw S<1n1('

time, hut a certain slip paçe .5 E {O, 1. ... ,11 - I} is allowed between them. ,Ye

assume t.liat the receiver knows the slippage. The use of a quasi-syucluonou: ..;ly

uniquely decoduble (QSUD) codp pail' (Cl' C2) all: )WS the receiver to reconstruct

both messages under all possible slippages. For the BAC, QSUD cocks were

st udiecl in [2,1]. The construction technique of [I] is adapted hcre for the BS-

~IAC.
As before, the receiver can reconstruct the secoud code stream at. OllCP. while

the codeworels from Cl are erased in some posi buns, Because of the allowed

slippage, now each subsequence of 11 hits in the second input stremu to tlie

clranue l must be tolerated by Cl, i.e. lie ill T( Cl)' This means tlmt, Cl is uow

a (uouhomogcncous ) trellis cock. namely the set of all SC'CjUCllCCS of codeworels

from T (C I) such that the coucatenation of two SUcIl codeworels following each

ot her does 110t cout.aiu a. subsequence of 11 hits outside of T( Cl)' Such n trellis

code eau he represeuted hy a state diagram for the worels of Tl Cl)' where

the hranclies indicate which words are alloweel to follow each other. As all

»xainple. take- C't = {OOO.llO, 101.011}. so T(Ctl = {lll.Oll, lOl.llO}. The

;,;tatp diagrmu for C2, toget.her with it" transition matrix. is

1 III

1 III

101 1

100 1

lp general. the achieved rate Rl is ~ log2 1/\11",I, where /\lI"X IS the largest,
(:'igellvnluc of the t.iansif.iou uiatrix for Cl, III t.lie example. /\11';" is 3,1..],1800

(i.e .. Uw hrg('st. zero of _y<3 - 4_\,,2 + 3.Y - 1). so (R I. Hl) = (O.GGGGGï. O.5G l4G3).

The construct.ion of "guod" QS U'D cock-s can 1)p done h~' st art iug from il

"good" FD code (Cl, T(C1)) and then coustruct iug tln- trellis ('odl' ;IS d('sni1w<!

above. It. is not at, 011ce clear what t.1H' achievable ia t e l'{:,gioll is. III fad.

it is still all open question whether this region coincides with Hw zero-error

capacity region Co. The main difficulty here is to find the largest cigcll\'alnc of

a given matrix. However, matrix rednetion techniques can be usecl that, do 110t.

change the largest eigenvalue .. The following properties describe such allowable
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17 k (RI.R2)

2 1 (0.5000000,0.6942419)
3 2 (0.6666667,0.5514631 )
4 3 (0.7500000,0.4649584 )
G 2 (0.4000000, 0.81710G4)
5 3 (0.6000000.0.6508999)
5 4 (0.8000000,0.40G6852)
G 2 (0.3333333,0.0133901 )
G 3 (0.5000000,0.7366498 )
6 4 (0.6666667,0.5945347)
6 5 (0.8333333.0.3619918)
7 2 (0.2857143. 0.93G0775)
7 3 (0.4285714,0.8432080)

,---~
11 k .n., H2)

7 4 (0.5714286. 0.60(0225)
7 5 (0.7142857.0.4823684 )
7 6 (0.8571429.0.3281734 )
8 4 (0.5000000.0.7032232 )
8 5 (O.G2GOOOO,0.6037553)
8 6 (0.7500000,0.4566814)
8 7 (0.8750000. O.3010G62)
0 6 (0.66666G7. 0.(124440)
0 7 (0.7777778, 0.46:')346G)
9 8 (0.8888889,0.2787576 )

10 7 (0.7000000.0.G157633)
10 9 (().9000000. 0.2600153 )

trnnsformat.ions (A is any square 11 x n. matrix):

Lemm.a: The characteristic equa t.ion of a matrix A. is the srune as t.lia.t of

the matrix 1 .:1.1-1, where i/ is any nonsingular n x n matrix.

Corollaru 1: Applying a row operatiou and t.lie inverse column operat.ion to

A does not change its eigenvalnes. Especially. subtrading row i from row j awl

acldiug columu j to column i preserves the eigem'Rlues.

Corollary 2: A ma.trix having two equal rows can he reduced by dddiug

the first. of these rows and also its corresponding coluuui , and by replacing t.lie

column correspouding t.o t.lie other row b~' the siuu of botli ('Ulll11111S.T'Iiis only

cancels one eigenvalue O.

IV. T\\'o ('LAsses OF QSUD CODES

Let. Cl lw the code of block lcngt.h 1/ consisting of the two words 0 ,111d

1. i.e. of elimension ,.. = 1. so T (Ct) = {O. I} 1t \ {O}. The tra nsi t.ion matrix

for C2• having 2" - 1 rows and coliuuns. CRUhe rechtceel to an 11 x 11 niatrix

['?iil. where 'Pi.i = 2.i-1 for i 2: .i. and -Pi) = 2.i-1 - 2.1-'-1 elsewhere. The

characteristic equation of ['Pij] is (_\n+1..(2X _1)1L )/(_\ -1) = O. Its largest root

is 2" - ~ - n(n + 1)2-1L-3 - O( /732-211), so the rate point (R]. H2) = (~.1 - 2-11)

is achievable. Compared with UD codes, where about. (1.,1 - .! 2->1) can he. n 11
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achieved. one sees that t.hese QSUD (odes are only slight.ly inferior at. t.lie sa.me

block length n.

The secoud class of cocles is eenstructeel with a linear Cl of elimension l: =

11. - 1, namely the (ode cou~i:;tiug of all 11- tupit'S of eW11 weiglit .. Now. T (C I ) =
{x I (1'( x) 2: 11 - 1}. having IJ + 1 elements. The transi tion matrix for Cl is t.lie

(H + 1) x (11 + 1) matrix [<.pij], with !.pij = 1 wheu 1 ::; .i or j = L allel <.pij = 0
otherwise. The ch aracteristic polynomial is X ((X - l ]"- _yn-l J. For large 11.

the largest. zero of this polynomial is about the sa.me as dIP root. of tlIP equat.ion

_y ·111X = 11, so /\'nax grows almost linearly with 11. and consequent.ly /lRl grows

almost logarithmically with 11.

Several ra.t.e values of QSUD code ]HUrS are listeel iu Table 2. Courparing

these valnes wit.h t.he best known UD ra.te pairs of Table L O1W can spp that

QSUD cocles are considerably inferior to UD codes, but they still have ra.tes
• '2significantly above the time sharing line, especially when RI 1.'3 about 3'
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THE ALMOST SURE CONSISTENCY OF A GENERAL
CLASS OF ENTROPY ESTIMATORS::

L. Györf i:::: and E. C. van der Meulen::::::

A general class of entropy estimators is invpoduced for
estimating the Shannon Cor differentiaZJ entropy H(f) of a
continuous probability density function f(x). The general
feature of these estimators is t~at they are based on an
L1-consistent density estimator fn(x). First ~e consider
entropy estimqtors ~hich involve a histogram-based densi-
ty estimator fn(x), and state conditions under which these
estimators converge a.s. to H(f), ~ith as only condition on
f that H(f) is finite. Subsequently ~e determine iahich.
additional properr:{es one should impose on an Lrconsistent
density estimator fn(x) (not necessarily histogram-based)
such that the corresponding empir-ic entropies are almost sure
consistent.

I. INTRODUCTION

Let XI'" "Xn be independent,identically distributed random vec-
~ors, taking values in Rd, d ~ I, with common probability density
function f(x). Suppose we wish to estimate the differential (or
Shannon) entropy of f(x), defined by

H(f) = - f d f(x)log f(x)dx .
R

(l .1)

In the literature, var~ous estimators for H(f), based on a ran-
dom sample Xl"" ,Xn from the underlying distribution, have been
proposed and their properties studied, mostly for the case d = I.

This research was supported in part by Project GOA 83/88-53,
Ministerie van Wetenschapsbeleid, Brussels, Belgium.
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Technical University of Budapest,
H-I1II Budapest, Stoczek u.2, Hungary.
Department of Mathematics, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,
Celestijnenlaan 200B, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium.
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In this regard we mention Tarasenko [10], Dmitriev and Tarasenko
[4,5], Ahmad and Lin [I], Vasicek [11], Ivanov and Rozhkova [9],
Dudewicz and van der Meulen [6,7], and Györfi and van der Meulen
[8]. Most of the estimators of entropy proposed so far are based

~
on obtaining first a suitable density estimate f (x) for f(x).

~ n
Based on such nonparametric density estimate f (x), there aren
essentially two different ways to estimate H(f), either by

Hl (f )n n

n
I log f (X,)I{X EA}n i=1 n 1 i n

( I. 2)

dwith An ----+ R as n ->- 00, or by

H2 (f )n n t
n

f (x)log f ex)dx
n n

( 1.3)

For a discussion of these two different types of estimators and
their ramifications see [7, Section 7].

In Györfi and van der Meulen [8], two new entropy estimators
were recently introduced, which are histogram-based in the sense
that they involve a histogram-based density estimator fn, The
first entropy estimator in [8] is of type (1.2) and the second one
1S of type (1.3). In [8] the a.s. consistency of these estimators
1S proved with as only condition on f(x) that Hef) is finite.
These results are described in Theorems I and 3 below. In these
theorems no regularity conditions are imposed on f like ln [I] and
[9]. In [8] we raised the following question : given any density
estimator fn which is LI-consistent, what additional properties
should it satisfy so that the empiric entropies of type (1.2) and
(1.3) are a.s. consistent? In this paper we address ourselves
to this question, leading to Theorems 2 and 4 below, which can be
regarded as generalizations of Theorems 1 and 3 respectively. Due
to lack of space, the proofs of Theorems 2 and 4 are omitted here;
those will be published elsewhere.
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2. A HISTOGRAM-BASED ENTROPY ESTIMATOR OF TYPE (1.2)

We decompose the sample ~ = {XI"" ,Xn} into two subsamples
Y {Y.} and Z {Z.} defined by~ ~

Y. X2i for i 1,.. " [%] ,~
and

i 1
(n+ 1)]Z. X2i-1 for 1, ••• , [Z ,~

(2. 1)

(2.2)

whu·", Ek] denotes the largest integer';;;k. Let (l'n= {AnI ,An2, ...}
be a partition of Rd, with the A .'s being cubes of 'size'n~
h ,0 < h < 1. Consider the histogram-based density estimator
n n

given by

f (x,Z)n ~

W (A .)n n~
À(A .)

n~
if x EA.

n~
(2.3)

where À(A .) = hd is the Lebesgue measure of A ., and W (A .) =
ni, n nr n ni,

N. (Z)In, with N. (Z) being the number of Z. 's falling in A ..~n ~ ~n -_" L n i,
Our first entropy estimator is then defined by

Hl (f )n n
I

- [n/2]

[n/2]
L log fn(Yi,~)I{f (Y.,Z);?>a} ,

i= I n 1 ~ n
(2.4)

where 0 < a < 1 and
n

n-+oo
lim a

n
o . (2.5)

In Györfi and van der Meulen [8] the following theorem 1S proved.

Theorem 1. Assume that, besides condition (2.5), for each
c > 0 the following two conditions are satisfied :
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co

I exp(- cn )< eo
2n=1 max {-d log hn'- log a }n

00

I d <eo
a hd

exp (-cna h ) ,
n=l n n

n n

(2.6)

(2.7)

and that -I integer such thath ~s ann

lim h 0nn -+ co

Then, if HCf) ~s finite,

lim Hl (f ) H(f) a.s.n nn-+OO

(2.8)

(2.9)

3. THE ESTIMATOR Hln BASED ON ANY LI-CONSISTENT DENSITY ESTIMATE

We decompose again the sarnple ~ into two subsamples X and k'~
as ~n (2. I) and (2.2) . Now let f (x,Z) be any density estimaten -
based on k such that f ~s L1-consistent, i.e. , such thatn

lim J Ifn(x) - f(x) Idx
n -+00 d

R

o a.s. (3. I)

Conditions (2.7) and (2.8) of Theorem I imply that the density
estimate fn(X'k) defined in (2.3) is LI-consistent by Theorem 3.2
of Devroye and Györfi [3].

We define our second entropy again by (2.4), but now it is
assumed that f r s any density estimate satisfying (3.1), not

n
necessarily of the form (2.3). Furthermore, let

on sup f (x)
n

(3.2)
x
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We then have the following generalization of Theorem I.

Theorem 2. Assume that conditions (2.5) and (3. I) are satisfied,
and that for each c > 0

co

I
n=1

exp(- cn ) < co •
?max-{log 6 ,- log a }

n n

(3.3)

Moreover, assume that

lim (-log an) f A

f (x);;;. a
n n

If (x) - f Cx) Idxn
o a.s. (3.4)

n -+ co

Then, if H(f) ~s finite,

n -+ co

lim Hl Cf )n n H(f) a v s, (3.5)

4. A HISTOGRAM-BASED ENTROPY ESTIMATOR OF TYPE (i.3)

Let G'
n

Section 2.
{Ani ,An2" ..} be again a partition of Rd as defined in
Now define iJ (A .) = N. (X)/n, i.e., iJ is the empiri-n n~ ~n ~ n

cal measure for X. Furthermore consider the histogram-based
density estimator given by

f (x,X)n ~

]J (A .)
n n~
À(A .)n~

if x EA.
n~

(4. i)

We define our third entropy estimator by

H2 cf )n n f (x)log f (x)dxn n (4.2)

where 0 < a < i. In [8J the following theorem ~s proved.
n
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Theorem 3. Assume that conditions (2.5), (2.7), and (2.8) are
satisfied. Then, if H(f) is finite,

n -+ 00

lim H2 (f ) = H(f) a. s.
n n

(4.3)

It follows again from Theorem 3.2 in [3] that I defined ln
n

(4.1) is Ll-consistent if (2.7) and (2.8) hold.

5. THE ESTIMATOR H2n BASED ON ANY LI-CONSISTENT DENSITY ESTIMATE

We define our fourth entropy estimator again by H2 (I ) given
n n

ln (4.2), but now it is assumed that I (x,X) LS any LI-consistent
n -

density estimate of f(x), not necessarily of the form (4.I). Let

<5 n sup I (x)n
(5.1)

x

We can then prove the following generalization of Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. Assume that condition (2.5) is satisfied and that
fn(x) is Ll-consistent. Moreover assume that

lim max ilog 6' ,-log an} J _ Ifn(x) - f(x) Idx
n f (x) > a

n n

o a.s.
n-+oo

(5.2)

Then, if H(f) lS finite,

lim H2 eI )
n n

H(f) a.s. (5.3)
n -+ 00

6. DISCUSSION

It is somewhat surprising that the Ll-consistency of fn (or of
I ) can imply the a.s. consistency of the corresponding entropyn
estimator HI (f ) (or H2 (f », in view of the fact that byn n n n
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pinsker's inequality the I-divergence dominates the LI-distance
(cf. [2, p. 58]). One mayalso ask whether conditions (3.4) and
(5.2) can be omitted from Theorems 2 and 4, respectively. However,
we have constructed counterexamples sho\Jing that this is not the
case. Thus, assuming only the L1-consistency of tn (in addition
to (2.5) and (3.3)) does notyield (3.5); neither does the mere
assumption that In is LI-consistent (in addition to (2.5)) imply
(5.3). We finally remark that Theorem 4 also holds if {f } is any

n
sequence of densities~ not necessarily density estimators, satis-
fying the conditions of the theorem.
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